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The material contained in this book
was originally published as a set
of serial lessons. They are part of
the 210 lessons written by C. C.
Zain and published under the auspices of the Brotherhood of Light.
Together they represent the complete spiritual and occult teachings
which comprise the Religion of the
Stars. The 210 lessons are currently
published as 21 volumes or courses
of study covering all three
branches of occultism; Astrology,
Alchemy and Magic.
See the back of this book for
more information on the 21 Brotherhood of Light courses by C. C.
Zain.
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Emblem of
The Religion of the Stars

T

he emblem on the facing page symbolizes the
philosophy and aspirations of all seekers of
Divine Inspiration. The two interlaced
trines signify the involution and evolution of the soul
through the Cycle of Necessity. The downward pointing trine, dark in color, indicates the descent of the
soul into material conditions for the purpose of gaining necessary experience. The upward pointing trine,
light in color, indicates the ascent, or evolution of
the soul, back to the realm of spirit after gaining experience in matter. Inside the interlaced trines is the
word of Deity, JodHeVauHe, written in square
formed Chaldean letters. Thus written, it signifies
the belief that there is a Super Intelligence Who interpenetrates and exercises a guiding power over the
whole universe. It sets forth the four universal principles through which this Super Intelligence always
operates. The joined sun and moon at the top of the
symbol indicate that spirituality may best be reached,
and still further evolution in spiritual realms accomplished, through the marriage of a male and a female soul. The seven stars and the astrological symbols around the outside of the interlaced trines indicate the belief that astrological energies powerfully
influence all life. Knowledge of these forces will enable the aspirant to avoid many misfortunes, as well
as guide the development of personal talents, thereby
successfully advancing spirituality while, at the same
time, enabling the individual to contribute his or her
utmost to universal welfare. See Course 12, Volume
2, Natural Alchemy: Evolution of Religion, by C. C. Zain,
for an explanation of the origin and historical development of this symbol.
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Instructions for
Using This Manual
This course, Horary Astrology is the 3rd of seven in The Brotherhood of Light
series on Astrology. In it you will find the serial lessons originally referred to
as Serial Numbers 86-92, 36.
Who Can Submit Final Exams:
All seekers may submit a final exam for this course. If you do not have the
final exam please request one from The Light of Egypt website.
Studying:
This course consists of 8 lessons. At the back of the book beginning on page
137, are Study Questions which may be used as a guide in preparing for the
open book final exam.
We suggest that you carefully read the study questions so you can identify the most important topic areas. Next read the lesson, concentrating on
the study questions. Recording the answer to each study question is optional,
depending on each persons study techniques. Please do not submit the study
question answers for grading.

Taking the Final Exam:
The Final Exam consists of 25 essay questions. Each answer is worth 4 points.
Please limit your answers to 25 words or less.
Be sure to neatly print all the information requested on the first page of
your answer sheet(s). Include your name, and email address. After the final
exam is graded by a Hermetician your graded exam will be returned to you
along with your Award Manuscript. This is an open book examination.

Time Limits:
There are no time limits. The Light of Egypt suggests that you pass no more
than one exam per month.
Suggestions:
Some of our students have brought to our attention that they like to 3 hole
punch their courses, along with the study questions and final exams, and
keep them in a notebook for easy reference.
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Forword

R

ELIGION should give instructions in optimum living. Optimum living embraces more than a few hilarious days, a few enjoyable weeks,
or a few years of health and material prosperity which are followed
by a long period of illness and misery. Optimum living gets the best out of life
relative to its entire span. Considering the tremendous accumulation of scientific evidence that life persists after the dissolution of the physical, religion
must embrace both life on earth and life beyond the tomb.
For living to best advantage after life on earth is done, man must know as
much as possible about the innerplane realm, about its energies and properties. And, it is becoming increasingly evident that for him to live to best advantage while still in the physical form, he must know as much as possible
about these innerplane energies.
University scientists have demonstrated extrasensory perception. Man’s
soul often acquires information, usually unknown to himself, upon which he
acts successfully to adapt himself to future conditions he could not have perceived through his reason and physical senses. This extrasensory perception,
through which all information must be acquired after he loses his physical
body, is equally valuable during and after physical life.
University scientists have also demonstrated psychokinesis. As man will
have no physical muscles, and as objects of the innerplane do not respond to
gravitation or physical pressure of any kind; after leaving the physical, to
move or build anything, or to go anywhere, man must exercise psychokinesis. While still on earth he often is able to bring psychokinesis into play to
heal the sick and amazingly demonstrate other desirable physical conditions.
Because of this, the use of psychokinesis on earth is equally as valuable as its
use after earthly life is done.
On the innerplane there is no air, no moisture and no molecular vibrations which constitute heat. Thus after he leaves the physical he is not influenced by physical weather. He is markedly influenced by astrological vibrations, which constitute the innerplane weather. Though he may not be aware
of it while on earth, the innerplane weather has as much or more influence
over his life as the outerplane weather. Therefore, knowledge of how to forecast these astrological conditions and what precautionary actions should be
taken relative to them, is equally important to man in the afterearth life as it is
while he still occupies a physical form.
It seems inevitable that the Religion of the Stars shall become the world
religion of the future because it includes all significant demonstrated facts of
both the outerplane and the innerplane, Not that these are as yet all known,
or that we expect a day to come when all of them will be known. But as fast as
they are discovered and properly verified, if they are sufficiently important
facts, they will be integrated into The Religion of the Stars.
Mankind is becoming too well educated to be guided either in religion or
in its political views by blind belief in propaganda. More and more it is demanding demonstrated facts from those who advocate some economic or
political system. And in due time it will demand demonstrated facts on which
to base its religion. In 210 Brotherhood of Light lessons the writer has striven
to set forth as many of such significant outerplane and innerplane facts, and
xi

the logical inferences to be derived from them, as possible.
The writer believes The Religion of the Stars will be the world religion of
the future not merely from the facts and logical inferences presented in these
210 lessons, but because these facts will be supplemented by additional facts
as fast as they are discovered and verified. The Religion of the Stars is not a
static religion. It will progress as fast as there is progress in demonstrable
knowledge.
This writer is not so foolish to believe that what has already been published in the 210 Brotherhood of Light lessons is the last word, or that no
errors have been made in them, or that new demonstrated facts may not make
necessary some revision of the ideas there presented. He all too well remembers that when he went to college, the atom of each of the many chemical
elements was indivisible, unchangeable and indestructible. Einstein had not
yet published his Theory of Relativity. And four things, which since his youth
have so greatly changed civilization, as yet had no existence: automobiles,
airplanes, the cinema and the radio.
While he is still on this earth he will do all in his power to acquire new
significant facts and revise The Brotherhood of Light lessons to include them.
When he has passed to the next plane, undoubtedly new significant facts will
be discovered that should be included in The Religion of the Stars. However,
as orthodoxy will certainly try to get sufficient control to slant them into conformity with orthodox opinion, he believes the Brotherhood of Light lessons
as he leaves them should remain unchanged.
It would be unethical for someone to insert opinions or discoveries in
these lessons and not take both the credit and the blame for them. The writer
does not want the credit for the ideas or the errors of some other person. He
asks that the printed pages of each lesson be left as he has last revised it.
However, in reprinting, it is easy to increase any lesson to 36 or 40 or any
multiple of four pages. He suggests, therefore, that any errors he has made,
or new discoveries, or logical opinions derived from these discoveries, be set
forth and elaborated in an appendix following the 32 pages of the lesson which
it is thought should be thus amended. Before this is done, the writer of the
appendix should submit what he has thus written to Light of Egypt and secure their approval. And his name should appear in the appendix as the author of such commentary.
The author of the 210 Brotherhood of Light lessons desires that they be
permanently retained as the Stellarian Beliefs as he has written them up to
the date of his physical demise, and that subsequent amendments should be
credited to the persons who make them.
C.C. Zain (Elbert Benjamine)
August, 1951
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Horary
Astrology
Chapter 1

How To Erect A Horoscope

I

N erecting a horoscope there are simple problems of two separate kinds.
The first set of problems maps the positions of the signs of the zodiac in
relation to the earth. The second set of problems maps the positions of
the various planets in relation to the zodiacal signs.
These problems are quite distinct from each other because the positions
of the zodiacal signs are calculated from Sidereal Time, while the positions of
the planets are calculated from Equivalent Greenwich Mean Time. Most of
the trouble experienced by beginners arises from failing to remember that the
kind of time used for mapping the zodiacal signs is not the same as the time
used for mapping the planets.
Both the Sidereal Time of Birth and the Equivalent Greenwich Mean Time
of Birth are derived from still a third kind of time, called Local Mean Time.
Because it is necessary first to find the Local Mean Time before either of the
other kinds of time can be ascertained, and therefore before either sign positions or planet positions can be computed, I call the Local Mean Time the
DOMINANT FACTOR.
From this Dominant Factor, or Local Mean Time, the Sidereal Time of
Birth is calculated. Because this Sidereal Time of Birth is the key to the positions of the zodiacal signs, I call Finding the Sidereal Time of Birth the FIRST
KEY PROBLEM.
From this Dominant Factor, or Local Mean Time, the Equivalent Greenwich Mean Time Interval is calculated. Because this Equivalent Greenwich Mean
Time Interval is the key to the positions of the planets, I call Finding the Equivalent Greenwich Mean Time Interval of Birth the SECOND KEY PROBLEM.
Yet before attempting the actual work of erecting a horoscope the student
should know what a horoscope is, what data is required to erect it, the meaning of the symbols commonly employed, and how to add and subtract both
Longitude and Time. These can be conveniently handled as PRELIMINARY
EXPLANATIONS.
It should now be clear that erecting a horoscope divides itself according
to the natural sequence of the work into four well marked divisions that are
based upon PRELIMINARY EXPLANATIONS, DOMINANT FACTOR, FIRST
KEY PROBLEM, and SECOND KEY PROBLEM.
In the complete work there are eleven separate processes, or steps. When
you become accustomed to them some of these steps will be passed over so
1
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rapidly as hardly to be noticed; yet unless short cuts are used these eleven
steps are always taken in the erection of a complete horoscope.
The time for which the chart is erected may be before noon or it may be
after noon, the place may be east, or it may be west, or a standard meridian,
or there may be other variations. In this one lesson I have taken into consideration all the various conditions and circumstances an astrologer is apt to meet,
and have formulated rules and given examples having reference to them all.
You will find twenty-seven rules.
So many rules, and the examples illustrating them, may give you the impression that erecting a horoscope is a formidable task. Yet as a matter of fact,
in the erection of any one chart only a part of the rules are used. Even the
following of the eleven necessary steps quickly becomes almost automatic,
and you will soon do most of the calculations mentally about as quickly as
you can conveniently enter the results in the map.
Instead of being a complicated task, all that is really necessary to erect a
horoscope is the knowledge that the signs are placed in the map from the
Sidereal Time of Birth, that the planets are placed in the map from Equivalent
Greenwich Mean Time Interval of Birth, that both of these different times are
computed from the Local Mean Time of Birth, and the use of addition, subtraction, and common sense.

Preliminary
Explanations

The word horoscope is derived from Greek words meaning hour view. It is a
map of the heavens showing the positions of the planets and zodiacal signs as
viewed from some particular place at some particular time. There are, therefore, three distinct factors necessary for the erection of a horoscope of birth of
a child or other event: A—Astronomical data from which the positions of the
signs and planets may be calculated. B—The place of birth from which the
heavens are to be viewed. C—Time of birth—Year, Month, Day of Month,
and Time of Day, A. M. or P. M.—when the heavens are thus to be viewed.
(A) The necessary astronomical data for calculating the positions of the
signs and planets may be found in an Astronomical Ephemeris for the year of
birth. Astronomical ephemerides commonly cover but a single year each, and
may be had for each year since 1850.
The data for determining the relation of the heavens to the particular place
may be found by consulting a Table of Houses for the Latitude of the place. A
Table of Houses is good for any year, and need only approximate the latitude
of birth.
Raphael’s ephemeris contains not only the positions of all the planets for
mean noon, Greenwich, for each day of the year covered, but also contains an
aspectarian, a table of houses for several important places, and a table of proportional logarithms.
(B) The location of the place for which the horoscope is erected may be
ascertained by consulting a common atlas or geography and finding its Latitude and Longitude. Longitude is expressed in ° (degrees), ‘ (minutes), and “
(seconds) E (east) or W (west) of Greenwich. Latitude is expressed in °, ‘, and
“, N (north) or S (south) of the equator. Where unusual precision is required
geocentric latitude is used, but the latitude of the common map is precise
enough for all ordinary purposes.
(C) There are various systems for recording time which are or have been
in use. Unless the time used is known, a correct chart can not be erected. This
matter of what kind of time was used at any given date is of utmost impor-
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tance, but is so complicated that it requires a special volume for treatment.
Such a volume is published entitled, World Daylight Saving Time.
As the astronomical data given in the ephemeris is calculated for Mean
Time, unless the time of birth is given in terms of local mean time it becomes
necessary to convert the recorded time into local mean time.
The use of local mean time requires that every place having a different
longitude should have a different time. As this is a nuisance, Standard Time
is now used in most parts of the world. In the United States the country is
divided into four Standard Time Zones each containing 15° longitude. The
Standard Meridian for Eastern Time is 75°, or 5 hours, west; the Standard
Meridian for Central Time is 90°, or 6 hours, west; the Standard Meridian for
Mountain Time is 105°, or 7 hours, west; and the Standard Meridian for Pacific Time is 120°, or 8 hours, west. Eastern Canada has a further zone, called
Atlantic Time, which is but 4 hours west.
Theoretically, all places 7½° east and 7½° west of a standard meridian
should keep the same time. As a matter of fact, railroad divisions and natural
boundaries greatly influence the actual place where time changes are made.
Furthermore, the dividing line where such changes of time take place has not
remained constant, but has shifted along with railroad changes and the development of certain regions. The map on page xiv, gives the zones and places
of time change as they exist at the present time. But if a birth is near these
places of time change, much pains should be exercised to ascertain just what
time was used in recording the birth.
Standard Time was adopted throughout the United States, theoretically,
Nov. 18, 1883, at Noon; and in Great Britain in 1880. Actually it was not used
in many places until considerably later. Previous to these dates each place
used its own time, the Local Mean Time. On all dates after the adoption of
Standard Time, when the time given is that of the ordinary watch or clock, it
becomes necessary to convert this Standard Time to Local Mean Time.
To still further complicate matters, during and following the great war,
daylight saving time was adopted in many countries. It was in general use in
the U. S. during 1918 and 1919, and is still used in some sections of the country. As if this were not confusion enough, in some towns in the eastern U. S. at
the present, there are two kinds of time in use. Daylight Saving Time has
been made legal, but as it so complicates schedules, the railroads continue to
use Standard Time. To get the time of birth right, inquiry must be made as to
which time was used in the record.
The U. S. used Daylight Saving in 1918 from March 31 to October 27, and
in 1919 from March 30 to October 26, but where continued the change date
varies. When the birth is timed by Daylight Saving, it becomes necessary to
subtract one hour from the clock time to get the Standard Time. Then in the
usual way, Standard Time may be converted into Local Mean Time.
Then again, in some countries, notably Russia, the Julian Calendar was
used up to the time of the Revolution in 1917. Even here there are exceptions,
as some places on the Black Sea used the calendar of their neighbors. When,
however, the date is given Old Style, as it was reckoned in Russia, it must be
converted into the Gregorian Calendar, or New Style, because the ephemeris
is calculated New Style. This is done by adding 12 days to Old Style dates
occurring in the 19th Century, and by adding 13 days to Old Style dates since
1900. Thus, Jan. 2, 1916, Old Style, is the same as Jan. 15, 1916, New Style. The
horoscope, consequently, should be erected for Jan. 15.
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How to recognize astronomical symbols, and the signs that always occur
opposite each other.
Table I on page xviii gives the names of the zodiacal signs, the symbol for
each sign, the number of each sign in the zodiac (not its vibratory number),
and the signs that are always opposite each other. This table should be thoroughly memorized.
Table II on page xviii gives the names of the planets, the symbol for each
planet, and—with the exception of the Sun which is given first because most
important—the order of their speed through the zodiac, the Moon being fastest in motion. This table also should be well memorized.
How to add and subtract Longitude, Right Ascension, Mean Time and
Sidereal Time.
Geographical longitude and celestial right ascension (R.A.)1 are expressed
in °, ‘, and “. Zodiacal longitude is expressed in S, °, ‘, and “. Table III on page
xviii gives the necessary data. It should be memorized.
Rule 1. To add Long. or R.A. add the “, and if the sum exceeds 60” subtract
60" from it, the remainder being “. and each 60” being called 1' and added to
the ‘ column. Add the ‘ including that carried over from the “ column, and if
the sum exceeds 60', subtract 60' from it, the remainder being ‘ and each 60’
being called 1° and added to the ° column. Add the °, including that carried
over from the ‘ column, and if the sum exceeds 360° subtract 360 from it, the
remainder being °, and each 360° being called a circle and discarded.
Example (1). Given Perth, W. Australia, with a long. 115° 54' E. and St.
Johns, Newfoundland, with a long. 52° 42' W., to find how far in long, they
are apart.
115°
52
168

54'
42
36

00"
00
00

E.
W. to be added.
apart. Ans.

Rule 2. To subtract Long. or R.A. subtract “ from “, and if the minuend be
too small borrow 1' from the ‘ column and calling it 60" add to the minuend “
column. Subtract ‘ from ‘, and if the minuend be too small borrow 1° from the
° column and calling it 60’ add to the ‘ in the minuend. Subtract ° from ° and if
the minuend be too small add the full circle of 360° to the ° in the minuend to
make subtraction possible.
Example (2). Traveling in a westerly direction from San Francisco with a
long. of 122° 26' W., how far is it in long. to Buenos Aires with a long. of 58°
18' W.?
58°
360
418
122
295

18'

00"

18
26
52

00
00
00

add circle.
new minuend.
subtract
Ans.

Mean Time and Sidereal Time are expressed in h (hours), m (minutes),
and s (seconds). Table IV on page xviii, giving this, should be memorized.
Rule 3. To add Mean Time proceed as in adding long. except that if the
total sum exceeds 12h, 12h should be subtracted from it, calling the difference
P.M. of the same day if A.M. was given, or A.M. of the following day if P.M.
was given.
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Example (3a). Given a mean time of 11h 58m 32s A.M. Jan. 6, to find the
mean time 6h 23m 52s later.
11h
6
18
12
6

58m
23
22

32s
52
24

22

24

A.M. Jan. 6
add
subtract
P.M. Jan. 6. Ans.

Example (3b). Given a mean time of 10h 24m 31s P.M. Jan. 6, to find the
mean time 8h 42m 35s later.
10h
8
19
12
7

24m
42
07

31s
35
06

7

6

P.M. Jan. 6.
add
subtract
A.M. Jan. 7

Rule 4. To subtract Mean Time proceed as in subtracting long. except that
if the minuend be too small in h. 12h must be added to it, and the difference is
then P.M. of the day before if A.M. time is given, or A.M. of the same day if
P.M. time is given.
Example (4a). Given a mean time of 8h 42m 36s A.M. Jan. 6, to find the
mean time 10h 38m 56s earlier.
8h
12
20
10
10

42m

36s

42
38
03

36
56
40

A.M.
add
subtract
P.M. Jan. 5. Ans.

Example (4b). Given a mean time of 7h 37m 22s P.M. Jan. 6, to find the
mean time 9h 21m 58s earlier.
7h
12
19
9
10

37m

22s

37
21
15

22
58
24

P.M.
add
subtract
A.M. Jan. 6. Ans.

Rule 5. To add or subtract Sidereal Time (S.T.) proceed as with mean time
except that when the sum is in excess of 24h, 24h must be subtracted, the
remainder being the required S.T.; and when the minuend is too small to
permit subtraction, 24h must first be added to it.
Example (5a). Given a S.T. of 19h 24m 29s, to find the S.T. 6h 4m 31s later.
19h
6
25
24
1

24m
4
29

29s
31
00

29

00

add
subtract
Ans.
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Example (5b). Given a S.T. of 4h 27m 18s, to find the S.T. 5h 41m 28s earlier.
4h
24
28
5
22

27m

18s

27
41
45

18
28
50

add
subtract
Ans.

Rule 6. To add Zodiacal Longitude proceed as in geographical longitude
except that if the sum exceeds 30°, subtract 30° from it, each 30° being called
One Sign and added to the sign column. If the signs exceed 12, subtract 12S
from the sum, being careful to note that Pisces is both sign 12, and sign 0.
Example (6). Given Pisces (12S) 28° 4' 29", to add 4° 16' 33" to it.
12S
0
13
12
1

28°
04
02

04'
16
21

2

21

29"
33 add
02
subtract
2, or Aries 2° 21' 2". Ans.

Rule 7. To subtract Zodiacal Longitude proceed as in subtracting geographical longitude except that if the minuend be too small in S, 12S must be added
to it, and if too small in °, 30° (1S) must be borrowed from the S column.
Example (7). Given Aries 4° 32' 16", to subtract 20° 33' 19" from it.
1S
12
13
12
The Dominant Factor

04°

32'

16"

04
20
13

32
33
58

16
19 subtract
57, or Pisces 13° 58' 57". Ans.

add

STEP I. How to Find the Local Mean Time.
One complete revolution of the earth on its axis, which is the time between
two successive transits of the sun’s semi-diameter across the same meridian,
measures 24 hours. In the complete revolution the 360° of geographical longitude measuring the earth’s circumference pass under the sun at meridian.
Dividing 360° by 24, gives 15° that pass under the sun at meridian every hour.
Dividing this hour of 60 minutes by 15 gives 4 minutes as the time required
for 1° longitude to pass under the sun at meridian.
Thus in the prevalent method of reckoning, the Standard Meridians of
Time, starting at Greenwich, are exact multiples of 15° E. or W., there being a
difference of just 1h in time between successive Standard Meridians. A glance
at the maps on pages xiv and xv will indicate these various meridians and
time zones.
Now if the place for which the chart is to be erected is exactly on one of
the Standard Meridians the Local Mean Time (L.M.T.) is the same as the
time recorded by the clock. But since standard time came into use, if the
place is either E. or W. of a standard meridian, the clock time must be converted into L.M.T.
Clocks west of a Standard Meridian are FAST. Clocks east of a Standard
Meridian are SLOW. And as 1° longitude is the equivalent of 4m time, as shown
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above, the number of ° E. or W. of the Standard Meridian may be converted into
time merely by multiplying by 4 and calling the result minutes.
Rule 8. When Standard Time is given to find the L.M.T. at a place WEST of
a Standard Meridian multiply the ° distant from the standard by 4, calling the
result minutes, multiply the minutes by 4 to get seconds, and subtract from
standard time.
Example (8). Given a standard time at San Francisco of 5h 00m A.M., to
find the L.M.T. San Francisco is 122°W. 26' long. The Pacific Standard Meridian is 120° W. Difference in long. is 2° 26'.
2° 26' X 4 gives 9 minutes 44 seconds.
5h
00m 00s A.M.
9
44
subtract
4
50
16
A.M. L.M.T. Ans.
Rule 9. When Standard Time is given to find the L.M.T. at a place EAST of
a Standard Meridian multiply the ° distant from the standard by 4, calling the
result minutes, the minutes by 4 to get seconds, and add to the standard time.
Example (9). Given a standard time at New York of 5h 32m P.M., to find
the L.M.T. New York is 73°W. 57' long. The Eastern Standard Meridian is 75°
W. 00'. Difference in long. is 1° 3'.
1° 3' X 4 gives 4 minutes 12 seconds.
5h
32m 00s P.M.
4
12
add
5
36
12
P.M. L.M.T. Ans.
STEP II. How to Find the Sidereal Time of Birth.
The celestial equator is the projection of the earth’s equator in the heavens.
There are 360° in the celestial equator. To measure any circle a starting point
is necessary. The starting point for measuring along the earth’s equator is the
Meridian of Greenwich. The starting point for measuring along the celestial
equator is the point where the sun crosses it each year moving north in the
spring of the year. This point is the vernal equinox, called 0° Aries.
The distance E. or W. of Greenwich, as we have seen, may be expressed in
°, ‘, and “, or in h, m, and s. So, likewise, the distance E. or W. of 0° Aries may
be expressed in °, ‘, and “, and so expressed is called Right Ascension (R.A.).
Or it may be expressed in h, m, and s, and then is called Sidereal Time (S.T.).
R.A. in the heavens corresponds to geographical longitude. Sidereal Time is
the distance along the celestial equator from 0° Aries expressed in Time. The
S.T. at noon of any day represents the distance of the point on the celestial
equator from 0° Aries that is on the Mid Heaven (M.C.) at noon of that day.
Knowing the S.T.—distance from 0° Aries in time—on the M.C. at noon,
and that the whole celestial equator must pass the M.C. in 24h, it is easy to
calculate the S.T.—distance from 0° Aries—that is on the M.C. at any moment
of that day. The INTERVAL of time since noon added to the S.T. at noon, or
the INTERVAL of time before noon subtracted from the S.T. at noon, must
give the required S.T. This is the exact distance of the point on the M.C. from
0° Aries.
The Sidereal Time at noon for each day at Greenwich is given in the ephemeris for the year in which the date occurs.

Signs on Houses
First Key Problem
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Rule 10. To find the Sidereal Time when the L.M.T. is after noon, consult the
ephemeris for that year and day and to the S.T. there given for noon add the
L.M.T., or INTERVAL after noon. For greater precision see correction below.
Rule 11. To find the Sidereal Time when the L.M.T. is before noon, consult
the ephemeris for that year and day and from the S.T. there given for noon
subtract the INTERVAL between the L.M.T. and noon. For greater precision
see correction below. Correction of Sidereal Time for Precision.—As Sidereal
Time increases at the rate of approximately 4 minutes a day, where precision
is required a correction of 9.86s (roughly 10s) per hour must be made both for
longitude from Greenwich, and for the INTERVAL between L.M.T. and noon.
The separate correction for L.M.T. is best performed by always ADDING 9.86s
per hour to the INTERVAL between L.M.T. and noon. The separate correction
for longitude may best be performed by adding 9.86s per hour to S.T. if west,
and subtracting 9.86s per hour from S.T. if east, longitude.
It is easier in actual practice to make BOTH corrections at one operation
after finding the E.G.M.T. INTERVAL (Step IV) by adding 9.86s per hour that
the INTERVAL E.G.M.T. is past noon to the S.T., or subtracting 9.86s per hour
that the INTERVAL E.G.M.T. is before noon from the S.T. See chapter 8
For the sake of clearness of detail the examples here perform the two corrections separately.
Example (10). Given a L.M.T. of 5h 36m 12s P.M. Jan. 2, 1920, at New York,
to find the Sidereal Time.
5h

36m

5
18
24

37
43
20

24

21

0

21

12s
55
07
20
27
49
16
24
16

L.M.T.
correct. interval
S.T. See ephemeris.
correct. for long.
subtract circle
True S.T. Ans.

Example (11). Given a L.M.T. of 4h 50m 16s A.M. March 4, 1920, at San
Francisco, to find the Sidereal Time.
12h
4
7
7
22h
7
15
15

00m
50
09
1
10
47m
10
36
1
38

00s
16
44
11
55
47s
55
52
20
12

noon any day
L.M.T., subtract
minus interval
correct. interval
corrected interval
S.T. Mar. 4, noon
subtract int.
correct for long.
True S.T. Ans.

STEP III. How to Place Signs and Degrees Upon House Cusps.
The dividing line between one house and another is called its cusp. The
houses are numbered in example chart No. 1 on page xvii.
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Rule 12. In a table of houses for the latitude of birth find in its column the
S.T. of birth. Opposite this time, or its nearest approximate, will be found the
sign and degree to be placed on each house cusp from 10th to 3rd. When
these have been entered into the chart on their appropriate cusps, place the
same degree of the opposite sign on the opposite house cusp. Signs opposite
each other are given in Table I on page xviii.
Example (12). Given a S.T. of Birth at New York of 0h 21m 16s, to place the
zodiacal signs and degrees in the chart.
New York is 40° 43' N. latitude. Consulting the table of houses for this
latitude given in Raphael’s ephemeris I find the nearest S.T. given as 0h 22m
02s. Opposite this S.T. under column marked 10, I find 6°, and looking up this
column I find this to be of the sign Aries. I therefore place 6° Aries on the cusp
of the 10th house in the chart.
Opposite the same S.T. I find 13° Taurus on the 11th house cusp, 21° Gemini
on the 12th house cusp, 23° 24' Cancer on the 1st house cusp, or Ascendant,
13° Leo on the 2nd house cusp, and 6° Virgo on the 3rd house cusp. And I
place them thus in the chart.
For the 4th house cusp I look in Table I on page xviii, of opposite signs and
as Libra is always opposite Aries I use 6° Libra. For the 5th house cusp I use 13°
Scorpio, as Scorpio is opposite Taurus; on the 6th I use 21° Sagittarius because
Sagittarius is opposite Gemini; on the 7th I use 23° 24' Capricorn because Capricorn is opposite Cancer; on the 8th I use 13° Aquarius because Aquarius is
opposite Leo; and on the 9th I use 6° Pisces because Pisces is always opposite
Virgo. Example chart No. 1 on page xvii, has been corrected by Rule 13.
Inserting Missing Signs.—Frequently the same sign will be found on more
than one house cusp. When this occurs other signs are missing. These may be
found by counting the signs in their regular order. They should then be entered on the map in the middle of those houses where they fall by their natural sequence in the zodiac.
Tables of houses may be had giving the house cusp to the nearest tenth of
a degree. Where great precision is required the exact minute on any house
cusp may be found by the following rule:
Rule 13. To find the exact ‘ on any house cusp:2 Look in a table of houses for
the latitude of birth. Find (a) the difference between the nearest and the next
nearest S.T. of birth. Find (b) the difference between the True S.T. of birth and
the nearest S.T. of birth. Find (c) the difference between the cusps corresponding to the nearest and the next nearest S.T. of birth. Then (a) : (b) :: (c) : ?
Multiply (b) by (c) and divide the product by (a). If the True S.T. of birth is
more than the nearest S.T. add; if less, subtract.
Example 13. To find the exact ‘ on the Ascendant when the S.T. of birth at
New York is 0h 21m 16s.
0h
0
0
0h
0
0
4S
4
0

22m
18
03
22m
21
00
23°
22
00

02s
21
41
02s
16
46s
24'
40
44'

nearest S.T.
next nearest
or 221s (a)
nearest S.T.
true S.T.
(b)
nearest cusp
next nearest
(c)
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To Work a Problem in Proportion.—As the product of the means is equal
to the product of the extremes, when the two inner terms are given multiply
one by the other and divide the product by the outer term. When the two
outer terms are given multiply one by the other and divide the product by the
inner term. The result is the answer. Such problems are taught in grammar
school, and are essential to astrological work.
221 (a) : 46 (b) :: 44 (c) =?
44 X 46 equals 2024
2024 divided by 221 equals 9'
4 S 23°
24'
9
subtract
4
23
15
or Cancer 23° 15'. Ans.
South Latitude.—Tables of houses for north latitude may be used for places
in south latitude by adding 12h to the S.T. and using the degrees thus found,
but placing opposite signs on the house cusps. Detailed examples of this will
be found in chapter 8.

Planets in Signs
Second Key Problem

STEP IV. How to Find the E.G.M.T. INTERVAL.
Rule 14. To find the difference in time between the place of birth and Greenwich, multiply the ° distant in longitude from Greenwich by 4, calling the
product minutes, and multiply the ‘ by 4, calling the product seconds. Convert into hours and minutes.
Example (14). Given a long. of 73°W57' (New York) to find the difference
in time from Greenwich.
73 X 4 equals 292m. 57 X 4 equals 228s. 292m divided by 60 equals 4h, plus
52m remainder. 228s divided by 60 equals 3m, plus 48s remainder. 4h 52m
plus 3m 48s equals 4h 55m 48s. Ans.
Rule 15. Divide the ° by 15. The quotient is hours, the remainder multiplied by 4 is minutes.
Example (15). Given a long. of 118¼ (Los Angeles) to find the difference
in time from Greenwich.
118¼ divided by 15 equals 7h. The remainder, 13¼ X 4 equals 53m. 7h
53m, Ans.
Rule 16. To find the E.G.M.T. when the place is west of Greenwich, add
the difference in time to the L.M.T.; when the place is east of Greenwich subtract the difference in time from the L.M.T.
Example (16a). Given a L.M.T. of 5h 36m P.M. and a difference in time of
4h 56m W. (New York), to find the E.G.M.T.
5h
4
10

36m P.M. L.M.T.
56
add
32
P.M. E.G.M.T. Ans.

Example (16b). Given a L.M.T. of 10h 02m A.M., and a difference in time
of 54m E. (Berlin), to find the E.G.M.T.
10h
9

02m A.M. L.M.T.
54
E. subtract
08
A.M. E.G.M.T. Ans.
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Example (16c). Given a L.M.T. of 4h 50m A.M., and a difference in time of
7h 53m W. (Los Angeles), to find the E.G.M.T.
4h
7
12
12
0

50m A.M. L.M.T.
53
W. add
43
subtract
43
P.M. E.G.M.T. Ans.

The Interval E.G.M.T. is the number of hours and minutes after noon,
called a PLUS INTERVAL, or the number of hours and minutes before noon,
called a MINUS INTERVAL. Thus in the above examples the E.G.M.T. Interval of (a) is plus 10h 32m, of (c) is plus 0h 43m. But if the E.G.M.T. is before
noon, it must be subtracted from noon to get the Interval, and the result is
then a Minus Interval. Thus in the above example (b), find the Interval.
12h
9
2

00m Noon
08
A.M. E.G.M.T.
52
Minus Interval. Ans.

STEP V. How to Find the Constant Proportional Logarithm.
A table of proportional logarithms is a decimal mathematical table simplifying difficult problems in proportion. The Constant Logarithm is the
number found in a table of proportional logarithms corresponding to the
E.G.M.T. Interval.
Rule 17. To find the Constant Logarithm look in a table of diurnal proportional logarithms and find the figure corresponding to the E.G.M.T. Interval.
Example (17). Find the Constant Log. for an interval of plus 10h 32m. Interval is 10h 32m. Looking in the table of proportional logarithms in the back
of Raphael’s ephemeris I look down the column marked 10h until it intersects
with the horizontal column marked 32m. There I find .3576. Ans.
STEP VI. How to Find the Daily Motion of Any Planet.
In recent years the swifter planets have their daily motion given for each
day in the latter part of Raphael’s ephemeris.
Rule 18. To find the daily zodiacal motion of any planet, consult the ephemeris for the two days between which the E.G.M.T. occurs and subtract the less
longitude from the greater in the regular order of the zodiacal signs.3
Example (18). Find the daily zodiacal motion of the Moon Jan. 2, 1920.
3S
2
0

08°
23
14

31'
43
48

47" Jan. 3
38 Jan. 2
09 Ans.

Rule 19. To find the daily declination motion of any planet, consult the
ephemeris for the two days between which the E.G.M.T. occurs, and if both
are either N. or S. declination subtract the less from the greater; but if one is
N. and the other S. declination, add the given declinations. If the declination
is given only every 2nd or 3rd day the result must be divided by 2 or by 3 to
get the daily motion.
Example (19a). Find the daily declination motion of Mercury Jan. 2, 1920.
22°S
22S
0

51'
39
12'

Jan. 3
Jan. 2
daily motion. Ans.
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Example (19b). Find the daily declination motion of Venus Apr. 14, 1920.
0°S
0N

14'
15
29'

Apr. 14
Apr. 15
daily motion. Ans.

STEP VII. How to Find the Proportional Logarithm of the Daily Motion of
a Planet.
Rule 20. To find the proportional logarithm of a planet’s daily motion look
in a table of proportional logarithms and find the ° and ‘ corresponding to its
daily motion.
Example (2). Find the prop. log. of the Moon’s daily motion Jan. 2, 1920.
Daily motion (example 18) 14° 48' 9". Neglecting the 9" I consult the table of
logarithms in Raphael’s ephemeris and where the column 14° intersects with
48' I find .2099. Ans.
STEP VIII. How to Find the Motion of Any Planet for the E.G.M.T. Interval.
Rule 21. To find the distance traveled by any planet during the Interval,
add the Constant Logarithm to the Logarithm of the Daily Motion. This gives
the log. of distance traveled during the Interval.
Example (21). How far in longitude does the Moon travel on Jan. 2, 1920,
during a plus interval of 10h 32m?
10h
14h

32m is
48m is

.3576 Const. log.
.2099 Log. of daily mot.
.5675 Log. of Int.

Looking in table of logarithms I find that .5675 gives 6° 30'. Ans.
Note: In using logarithms always use the nearest approximate figure.
STEP IX. To Find the Zodiacal Longitude of the Planets at Birth.
Rule 22. To find the zodiacal longitude of a planet when the Interval is
‘plus, add its travel for the interval to the place given in the ephemeris for
noon. When the Interval is minus, subtract its travel for the interval from the
place given in the ephemeris for noon. If, however, the planet is retrograde
(marked R at top of column in ephemeris) reverse this, and subtract for plus
interval, and add for minus interval.
Example (22). Find the zodiacal longitude of the Moon Jan. 2, 1920, when
there is a plus E.G.M.T. Interval of 10h 32m.
2S
3S

23°
6
00

43'
30
13

38" noon
00 mot. int.
38 or Gemini 0° 14'

STEP X. To Find the Declination of the Planets at Birth.
Rule 23. To find the declination of a planet when the Interval is plus, add
the declination for the interval to the noon declination if the declination is
increasing, subtract if decreasing. When the Interval is minus, subtract the
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declination for the interval from the noon declination if the declination is
increasing, add if decreasing. If the declination changes from N to S or S to N,
this must be allowed for.
Example (23). Find the declination of the Moon Jan. 2, 1920, when there is
a minus Interval of 2h 14m.
N
N

18°
0
18

44'
16
28

noon
interval
Ans.

The declination of any house cusp, the Moon’s Nodes, or the Part of Fortune is always that of the Sun when it is in the same sign and degree.
Rule 24. To find the declination of any house cusp, the Moon’s Nodes, or
the Part of Fortune, look in the ephemeris for the position of the Sun in the
same sign, degree and minute, and use this declination.’
Example (24). Find the declination of the Ascendant when Cancer 23° 37'
is rising.
July 16, 1920, shows the Sun in Cancer 23° 37', and on that day it also has
declination N 21° 23'. Ans.
STEP Xa. How to Find the Zodiacal Longitude of the Fixed Stars, the
Dragon’s Head and Tail, and the Part of Fortune.
The zodiacal positions of the fixed stars may be had from tables made for
that purpose. As they move only 1° in about 72 years their places may be had
by inspection. The house positions of the stars, however, for those having
considerable latitude, require the use of trigonometrical calculations.
Example: What important Fixed Star is nearest the Asc. in longitude when
Cancer 23° 13' rises? Looking in Dalton’s “Sixteen Principle Stars” I find on
Jan. 2, 1920, the star Procyon in Cancer 24° 41' 8".
The Dragon’s Head is the Moon’s north Node, the Dragon’s Tail is its south
Node. The north Node is calculated from its place as given in the ephemeris
as if it were a planet, and the south Node is always the same degree of the
opposite sign.
Example: Find Moon’s Nodes for Jan. 2, 1920, for a plus E.G.M.T. Interval
of 10h 32m. Looking in ephemeris for Jan. 2, I find the north Node in Scorpio
22° 17'. The south node, therefore, is Taurus 22° 17'.
The Part of Fortune is a point on the ecliptic (zodiac) as far removed from the
Ascendant by longitude as the Moon is removed from the Sun by longitude.
Rule 25. To find the Part of Fortune, from the sum of the zodiacal longitudes of the Ascendant and Moon subtract the zodiacal longitude of the Sun.
This difference is the longitude of the Part of Fortune.
Example (25). Find the Part of Fortune Jan. 2, 1920, for a plus E.G.M.T.
Interval of 10h 32m.
4S
3
7
7S
12
19
10
9

23°
00
23
23°
00
23
11
12

13'
14
27
27'
00
27
16
11

Long. Asc.
Long. Moon
Sum
Sum
add circle
Long. Sun
or Sagittarius 12° 11'. Ans.
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STEP XI. How to Place the Planets in the Chart.
Rule 26. The declination of each planet N. or S. having been calculated, it
should be placed opposite its symbol in a column at one side of the chart. See
Example Chart No. 1 on page xvii.
Rule 27. The zodiacal longitude of each planet having been calculated,
start with the Ascendant. Remember the degrees recorded are those above
the horizon in this case, hence if a planet has less degrees of the same sign it
must be placed above the house cusp in the 12th, but if it has more degrees it
must be placed in the chart below the Asc. Then proceed around the chart in
the order of sequence of the houses entering the planets in their signs, placing those having less degrees than the house cusp next back toward the Ascendant, and those having more degrees than the house cusp in the house
farther removed from the Asc. following the proper order of sequence of
houses.
The Moon’s Nodes, Part of Fortune, and Fixed Stars having little latitude
may be placed in the chart in the same manner. Fixed Stars having much
latitude must be entered by R.A. and Dec. (See Dalton’s Fixed Stars.)
As in thousands of birth-charts erected and progressed to the date of some
event, The Brotherhood of Light Research Department has found no instance
where a Fixed Star, the Moon’s Nodes, or the Part of Fortune has been required to explain either the character of an individual or any event that has
happened to him, we make no use of them. It must be remembered that the
positions in a chart of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto were unknown to earlier
astrologers, who doubtless became aware of influences apart from the seven
naked-eye orbs, and accounted for them as best they could.

Notes:

1. For plotting the positions of fixed stars, which may be far north or south
of the zodiac, Right Ascension is more convenient than zodiacal longitude,
and is chiefly used in astronomical works; but is not employed in erecting a
birth-chart, nor in progressing the planets.
2. For mapping the character, and the type of events which the thoughtcells so mapped tend to attract, a chart with the nearest degree on the Ascendant and Midheaven is precise enough. But when it is desired to progress the
positions of the chart to determine WHEN energy from a certain planet will
be added to a group of thought-cells in sufficient volume to attract a specific
event, it is essential that the Ascendant and Midheaven, which are treated as
planets, should be calculated to the exact minute of zodiacal longitude.
3. Pluto’s position is given in Raphael’s ephemeris starting 1934, and in
the Pluto ephemeris for earlier years. Call the days between ephemeris positions (a), the days between ephemeris date and required date (b), the minutes
Pluto moves between these two positions (c), and the motion of Pluto during
required interval (d). Then (a) : (b) :: (c) : (d).
Thus using the Pluto ephemeris, during the 30 days (a) from December
16, 1919, to January 15, 1920, Pluto moves 35' (c). The interval between January 2 and January 15 is 13 days (b). 35 multiplied by 13 and divided by 30
gives 15' as the motion of Pluto during this interval. As it is retrograde, add
these 15' to the place of Pluto January 15, and it gives the longitude of Pluto
January 2, 1920, as 6 Cancer 36 R.
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4. Find (a) difference between nearest and next nearest long. in table (Page
xvi). Find (b) difference between nearest long. in table and long. of Angle.
Find (c) difference between declinations corresponding to nearest and next
nearest long. in table. Problem by Logs: (b) minus (a) plus (c) equals (d)—
correction to be made. Add correction to nearest decl. in table if nearest long.
is smaller than long. of Angle; if larger, subtract.
Find decl. of Ascendant 23° Cancer 15'.
Log. (b)
Log. (a)
Log. (c)
Log. (d)

1.9823
1.3802
.6021
2.1170
2.7191

0° 15'
1° 00'
0° 11' Subtracting 3' from
0° 03' 21N29 gives 21N26. Ans.

5. Research has shown the necessity of correcting birthcharts for precision. This process involves finding ALL the house cusps to the exact MINUTE
for exact Sidereal Time (pg. 9) and exact Latitude (pg. 226, Lesson 36). ALL
house cusps will then show the exact minute on them. Just as a scientist uses
the most accurate methods available even if his data is incomplete; so should
the astrologer strive for precision and accuracy in every chart. Final examinations with charts will not be considered correct until this is done.
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I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

HOW THE ASPECTS EXPRESS
Conjunction,0°, expresses through PROMINENCE.
Semi-Sextile, 30°, expresses through GROWTH.
Sextile, 60°, expresses through OPPORTUNITY.
Square, 90°, expresses through OBSTACLES.
Trine, 120°, expresses through LUCK.
Inconjunct, 150°, expresses through EXPANSION.
Semi-Square, 45°, expresses through FRICTION.
Opposition, 180°, expresses through SEPARATION.
Sesqui-Square, 135°, expresses through AGITATION.
Parallel, 0° declination, expresses through INTENSITY.
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Course 8

Horary
Astrology
Chapter 2

Strength and Aspects
of the Planets

T

HE student of astrology should realize that every horoscope, instead of
being a combination of mystical symbols, is in fact a map of actual
vibratory currents which are operating at the time for which it is
erected. These vibratory currents constitute the inner-plane weather. It has
been conclusively demonstrated by many universities which have carried out
innumerable experiments in extrasensory perception and psychokinesis that
inner-plane energies do not conform to physical laws. The outer-plane weather
not only influences life on earth, but also inanimate objects, as illustrated by
mountain chains being worn down and carried into the ocean. However, when
velocities exceed that of light there can be no atoms or molecules. Thus the
inner-plane weather, which has velocities exceeding that of light, influences
both animate and inanimate objects through non-physical laws which may
be discovered, not by theory, but by observing how things actually react to
different types of inner-plane weather.
Astrological currents constitute the inner-plane weather, the ten outstanding types being the vibratory currents radiated by the ten planets, each having its own characteristic influences. And to understand individual reaction
to the inner-plane weather mapped by astrological positions it should be recognized that most of the actions of human life spring into existence, not as a
result of premeditation, but due to habitual reaction to feeling, which in turn
is powerfully influenced by the planetary energies which at any time are added
to certain thought-cells of the unconscious mind.
Psychology teaches us that at least 99% of all men’s actions are promoted
by the unconscious mind. The unconscious mind, as fully explained in the
lessons on Esoteric Psychology, is an organization of thought-elements into
thought-cells and thought structures. This organization persists in the same
astral substance that carries the vibrations of planetary influence. And not
only does a birth-chart map the arrangement and volume of energy of different types possessed by these thought-cells, and therefore the individual’s character, but the progressed aspects map the time when groups of these thoughtcells acquire sufficient additional planetary energy that they have enough
psychokinetic power to attract events of a corresponding nature.
As already indicated, man is not the only thing influenced by the stars.
Each physical object has an astral counterpart that is constantly affected by
vibrations of astral substance that reach it from celestial bodies. In turn, the
astral counterpart profoundly affects the physical. And as thoughts are es19
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sentially organizations in astral substance they too respond to such astral vibratory rates. Currents of astral force not only bring changes to man’s physical body, but they stimulate the trend of his thinking, and impress their power
upon everything by which he is surrounded.
Every horoscope is a map of such astral currents showing four important
factors: (1) The Tone, or Rate of Vibration, of each stream of planetary force.
This depends upon its wave-length and frequency. (2) The Tone Quality of
the current from each planet. While the aspects map the chief harmonies and
discords, minor and quite distinctive harmonies and discords arise from the
medium, or Sign the planet occupies. (3) The Power, or Volume of energy
coming from each planet. While each aspect, through the joining of energies,
adds to a planet’s Power, much also depends upon the Direction from which
the energy reaches that point on earth for which the chart is erected. (4) The
Aspects indicate the chief Harmonies and Discords. These depend upon the
angles at which the streams of energy meet each other.
Having such a chart of astral currents, and being aware of the particular
thing receiving these vibrations, it is possible to estimate the reactions to their
influence. Because these reactions constitute events, this makes accurate prediction of trends possible.
1. The First Requisite for judging any horoscope—Natal, Stellar Diagnosis, Mundane, Weather, or Horary—is to know the particular Tone, or rate of
vibration, radiated by each of the planets, and what the observed effects are
of these vibrations upon life. Just as colors, musical tones, etc., depend upon
electromagnetic wave-lengths or wave-lengths of physical substance, so each
planet radiates a given wave-length and frequency in astral substance which
we call its Tone. The effect of each planetary Tone is given in Chapter 3, Course
2, Astrological Signatures.
Of the 10 planets only 4 are harmonious or discordant due to their own
nature. Venus is harmonious, adding harmony equal to ¼ the power of each
aspect it makes. Mars is discordant, adding discord equal to ¼ the power of
each aspect it makes. Jupiter, the major benefic, adds harmony ½ the power
of each aspect it makes. And Saturn, the major malefic, adds discord ½ the
power of each aspect it makes. The other 6 planets are neutral insofar as harmony or discord is concerned, their harmony or discord being determined
only by their essential dignity and the aspects they form.
2. The Second Requisite for judging any horoscope is to know the Tone
Quality of each Sign and Planet in the chart. The Nature and Tone Quality of
each of the 12 Signs is fully explained in Chapter 2, Course 2, Astrological
Signatures. This Tone Quality of a sign influences each planet found in the
sign in a somewhat different manner. This is due to the particular planetary
tone and the characteristic resonance of the sign.
The zodiacal signs act as sounding boards, or instruments, from which
the planetary vibrations reach the earth. Each is a definite section of the
astromagnetic field of force which surrounds the sun. Due to this definite
position in a field of force, the tension of the astral substance through which
the vibrations of a planet must travel is different in each sign, and varies to a
less extent even in the different decanates of the same sign. This property of
the astral substance of a sign may make it a harmonious sounding board for
transmitting the vibrations of some of the planets, but a discordant sounding
board for transmitting the vibrations of other planets.
Furthermore, when one planet is in the home sign or exaltation sign of
the other planet at the same time the other planet is in the home sign or exal-
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tation sign of this planet, the resonance thus created tends to be the most
harmonious of any due to the sign positions of planets. Such sign relationship
between planets is called MUTUAL RECEPTION. Observation indicates that
the departments of life ruled by houses occupied by planets thus in mutual
reception tend markedly to assist each other. Planets do not need to be in
aspect with each other to be in MUTUAL RECEPTION.
The power, harmony or discord of any birth-chart or progressed planet,
aspect, sign or house can be precisely calculated. Explanation of how to make
these calculations is given in Course XVI, Stellar Healing. But here only certain comparisons will be made. Power is measured in astrodynes, harmony
in harmodynes, and discord is discordynes. Planets in MUTUAL RECEPTION
gain ½ the harmony given neutral planets when in an angle and making the
perfect trine.
It has experimentally been determined that a planet not only sets up vibrations in the sign it occupies, but also in certain other signs. These special
signs are so sympathetically tuned to the planet that they vibrate to it no
matter where it is located. They are keyed to the tone of the planet, and respond to its vibrations, much as a musical instrument keyed to a particular
tone will respond to that tone when struck on another instrument, even when
the other instrument is at a distance.
These signs that persistently transmit the vibrations of a given planet,
whether or not the planet is in them, are said to be Ruled by that planet.
When the planet is in one of these signs it Rules, it is said to be at HOME.
The sign that a planet rules transmits easily the constructive characteristics of the planet when the planet is in it. A planet at HOME thus gains the
harmony given neutral planets when in a succedent house and making the
perfect semi-sextile. When a planet is in the sign opposite its home, which is
called its DETRIMENT, it thus gains ½ the discord given neutral planets when
in a succedent house and making the perfect semi-square.
The vibratory quality of the signs ruled by a planet is markedly influenced by any modification in the vibration of the planet. If it sounds from
some other sign that does not permit harmonious expression, this discord is
also called out in the signs ruled by the planet. That is, the signs ruled by a
planet respond to the vibrations that actually reach them, and these vibrations are given a harmonious or a discordant trend, not merely by the aspects
of the planet, but also by the sign in which the planet is located.
When a planet is not in the sign, but rules the sign, and the sign is on the
cusp of a house, the sign through resonance gains ½ the planet’s power, harmony or discord. If the sign is not on the cusp of a house, but is an intercepted
sign, it gains through resonance ¼ the planet’s power, harmony or discord.
The most refined influence exerted by a planet however, is not when it is
at home, but when in another sign which not only permits it to express its
energy fully, but which due to the peculiar quality of its astral substance,
lends itself particularly to the expression of the finer and more intense vibrations of the planetary tone. This other sign, which only transmits the planet’s
vibrations strongly when the planet is in it, yet which lends itself singularly
to the highest expression of the planet’s qualities, is called the planet’s EXALTATION. A planet in its exaltation thus gains ½ the harmony given neutral
planets when in a succedent house and making the perfect sextile. When a
planet is in the sign opposite its exaltation, which is called its FALL, it thus
gains the discord given a neutral planet in a cadent house and making the
perfect semi-square.
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The ancients held that there is also a particular degree in the Sign of Exaltation in which the planet exerts a better influence than in any other degree of
the zodiac. Modern observation tends to confirm this. When a planet is in this
particular degree, which is called its DEGREE OF EXALTATION, it gains ½
the harmony given neutral planets when in a succedent house and making
the perfect trine. When a planet is in the degree opposite its degree of exaltation, which is called its DEGREE OF FALL, it thus gains the discord given
neutral planets when in a succedent house and making the perfect semi-square.
There is also another sign in which a planet gains a little harmony, but
only half as much as when at home. This sign is called its HARMONY. A
planet in the sign of its harmony thus gains ½ the harmony given neutral
planets when in a succedent house and making the perfect semi-sextile. When
a planet is in the sign opposite its harmony, which is called its INHARMONY,
it thus gains ¼ the discord given neutral planets when in succedent houses
and making the perfect semi-square.
By his general knowledge of the nature of each planet and each sign, the
student becomes able approximately to determine the harmony or discord of
a planet in any sign; for as a rule a planet is harmonious in a sign the nature of
which is similar to its own, and discordant in a sign having dissimilar characteristics. But as this has been experimentally ascertained by others, it is well
to memorize the signs in which each planet has its Home, Exaltation, Harmony, and also its Degree of Exaltation. From these the Detriment, Fall,
Inharmony, and Degree of Fall can be ascertained by using the opposite factor in the zodiac. This harmony or discord of a planet due to being able to
express its own true nature by occupying a sign or degree which forms a
favorable or unfavorable sounding board for transmitting its vibrations is
called the planet’s ESSENTIAL DIGNITY. The table on page 16 of chapter 1,
gives the Essential Dignities of the planets, and should be well memorized.
3. The Third Requisite for judging any horoscope is to determine the Power,
or Volume, or Quantity of force exerted by each planet in the chart. Each planet
always vibrates to one particular tone, or Key; the Quality, or resonance being
determined by the Sign it occupies; and the other harmony or discord depending largely upon the aspects it makes. Each aspect it makes increases its Power,
which also is markedly influenced by the direction from which its stream of
energy reaches the point on earth for which the chart is erected.
The reason the astral energy flowing from a planet does not reach all points
on the earth in equal volume is probably due to the amount and density, as
well as the movement, of the earth’s astral substance it must penetrate. Relative to the Sun’s position, the astral substance of the earth has areas of different pressure, or density, even as there are regions of different density in the
earth’s atmosphere caused by the sun. The trade winds, for instance, are an
example of such sun-produced different atmospheric densities.
It is as if the earth were an auditorium into which the vibrations of the
planets must penetrate from the outside; and that at regular intervals there
were open doors, at other intervals small windows, and at other places thick
walls, through which the planetary tones must pass. The twelve sections, or
areas of different astral densities about the earth, called Mundane Houses,
have been explained fully in Chapter 3, Course 2, Astrological Signatures.
While the type of harmony or discord called the Quality of the planetary energy depends upon the Sign it is in, and the other harmony or discord, aside from that derived from the essential nature of the planet, depends upon the type of Aspects it makes, the Power, quantity or amount of
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energy it exerts depends upon the Aspects it makes and the Houses of the
horoscope it occupies. All the planets pass through all the houses of a horoscope in the interval of 24 hours; but they remain days, and some of them
many years, in each zodiacal sign. This house position of a planet, because
of its short duration, is technically spoken of as its accidental station. Thus
the Volume, or lack of it, due to a planet’s position by House is called its
ACCIDENTAL DIGNITY.
This Volume of energy exerted by a planet in each of the 12 Mundane
Houses has been determined experimentally. As a general rule—the rule
being handed down from ancient times—any planet in an Angular House
exerts a Very Powerful influence, any planet in a Succedent House exerts
only Average influence by power, and any planet in a Cadent House exerts
Very Feeble power. But experience proves there are exceptions to this rule.
Nevertheless, it will be found that an Angular House is more powerful than
the Succedent, and a Succedent than a Cadent, House of its own quadrant
of the Heavens.
The Power of a planet in any of the angles is greater than in any of the
other houses, without exception; and the nearer a planet is to the Cusp of a
house the more Power it exerts in that house. The most powerful houses for a
planet are the 1st and 10th houses. The volume of energy received from a
planet in either of these houses is about the same. Next in volume of energy is
the 7th house; and the feeblest of the angles is the 4th house. A planet in an
Angle may always be considered VERY POWERFUL.
Next in Power are the 11th, 8th, 9th, and 12th, in the order named. A planet
in the 8th or 12th has a less fortunate trend, as a rule, than if in the 9th or 11th,
but we are here considering the Volume of Force, not its ability to attract fortunate events. A planet in the 11th, 8th, 9th or 12th house of the horoscope
may always be considered MODERATELY POWERFUL.
The 2nd house is somewhat more powerful than the 3rd, but planets in
the 2nd and 3rd houses should always be considered FEEBLE.
The 6th house is the feeblest position in the entire chart, the 5th house
having little more volume. Planets in the 5th or 6th houses of a chart, aside
from their aspects, are VERY FEEBLE.
The table on page 16 of chapter 1, gives the ACCIDENTAL DIGNITIES of
planets when found in the various houses of a horoscope.
4. The Fourth Requisite for judging any horoscope is to determine to
what extent each planet’s rays are harmonious or discordant, and in what
particular way the harmony or discord manifests. The essential nature of
the four of the 10 planets, and the essential dignity of each planet, contributes to this; but the chief factors are the aspects the planet makes. In Chapter 3, Course 2, Laws of Occultism, it is fully explained how the streams of
astral force from the planets converging at definite angles set up vortices, or
whirls, of astral substance, and thus—as does the outer-plane weather—
affect life. These whirls are produced only when the streams of force converge approximately at certain angles. And the nature of the whirl produced
by streams of planetary force meeting at one angle is different from the
whirl produced by planetary streams meeting at other angles. These angles,
from which planetary energies meeting are known to produce whirls of a
definite character, are called ASPECTS.
The aspects which have a proved effect are ten in number, and are mentioned in Chapter 3, Course 2, Astrological Signatures. It is found that rays of
planetary force converging at half a right angle, a right angle (90°), a right
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angle and a half, and twice a right angle, produce whirls in astral substance
that are decidedly destructive in nature; but that the momentum of the whirl
is different in each of these aspects, and consequently the destructive forces
operate differently.
It is found that rays of planetary force meeting at a trine (120°), a half
trine, and one-fourth of a trine, produce whirls in astral substance that are
constructive in nature; but the modes of constructive activity differ with
each aspect.
As do all the mentioned aspects the other three—conjunction, inconjunct
and parallel—add Power to the planetary force of the planets involved, but so
far as harmony or discord is concerned they are neutral. Of themselves they
are neither constructive nor destructive.
It might seem, from a cursory examination of the subject, as planets move
north and south of the ecliptic, or path of the sun, that in calculating aspects
this celestial latitude should be considered and the angle of the aspect determined upon a spherical basis. So to determine the aspects would make necessary a trigonometrical calculation for all planets not having the same North
or South Latitude.
Experience proves, however, that the latitude of a planet—its distance
from the ecliptic—need not be considered in calculating aspects. The ecliptic,
or path of the sun, is the place of polarization in the field of force of our solar
system; and planetary vibrations tend to travel parallel to the plane of the
ecliptic rather than to cut across it diagonally. Therefore, the Zodiacal Degree
or Degree of Declination which a planet occupies always indicates the direction in the heavens from which its vibrations reach a given spot, and all aspects, with the exception of the parallel, should be calculated from Zodiacal
Longitude, without regard to celestial latitude. The parallel disregards celestial latitude, but it is calculated from the declination, which is the distance
from the celestial equator. This rule applies to Progressed Aspects as well as
to aspects in the birth-chart.
I. A Conjunction is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately
in the same degree of the zodiac. It is one of the three most potent aspects.
The rays of astral energy radiated by the planets in conjunction travel almost
identically the same path, each making it easier for the energy of the other
fully to manifest. Thousands of charts analyzed by The Church of Light Research Department indicate there is no real basis for the teaching of some
writers regarding either a planet “Combust” or a planet “Cazimi.” Instead,
the closer the planet is to a perfect conjunction with the Sun, the more its
characteristics manifest. Jupiter or Venus always adds harmony to a planet in
conjunction with it; and Saturn or Mars always adds discord to a planet in
conjunction with it. But whether for good or ill, a conjunction always gives
more power to both planets involved, and makes the things signified by each
a prominent factor.
A planet is combust when it is within 8° 30' of the Sun. According to some
writers, when a planet is combust its influence is burnt up and destroyed,
and it is considered to be a great affliction, the planet being weakened. They
also say that a planet “Cazimi” is greatly strengthened. A planet is cazimi
when it is within 17' of the Sun’s center. As the disc of the Sun occupies approximately half a degree, a planet cazimi sends its rays to the earth along
lines quite identical with those of the Sun insofar as the zodiacal degree occupied is concerned, and the result would be some power. But we have never
found a planet’s influence to be weakened by being in conjunction with the
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Sun. On the contrary, we have found that a planet in conjunction with the Sun
invariably exerts a stronger influence in a birth-chart than when not aspecting
the Sun.
When any planet is in conjunction with the Sun we have found it thus
becomes a strong factor in molding the life and character of the person then
born. As Mercury is never over 28° from the Sun, it is in combust in about
one-fourth of all charts, and in a degree of combustion in about one-third of
them. Venus is never more than 48° from the Sun, and as a consequence is
combust in at least one-seventh of all charts, and in a degree of combustion in
about one-third of them. We do not think any planet is weakened by being
near the Sun, and point to the charts of Theodore Roosevelt (Chapter 1, Course
9, Mental Alchemy), Thomas A. Edison (Chapter 1, Course 10-2, Progressing the
Horoscope), Louis Pasteur (Chapter 6, Course 2, Astrological Signatures), Ewart
Wm. Gladstone and Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace as examples picked at random
who have Mercury combust in their birth-charts. Innumerable other birthcharts can be given of those with unusually brilliant minds who have Mercury combust.
The fortune or misfortune signified by a conjunction, either in the birthchart or by progression, usually is largely the result of the person’s own character and actions than that of the compelling force of environment beyond his
control. The one word that best expresses the most pronounced influence of a
Conjunction is PROMINENCE.
II. A Semi-Sextile is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately 30 zodiacal degrees apart. This is a feeble harmonious aspect. Its constructive whirl manifests as a mildly benefic cooperation between the things
signified by the two planets. It does not bring favors without effort, nor does
it signify unusual abilities. It indicates rather those opportunities that are not
obvious, but which can be created through initiative, and slowly developed
and expanded into something worth while.
It signifies abilities and opportunities which are largely overlooked by
less successful people, which are nevertheless present, but require a large
amount of energy directed to them to bring them to fruition. Whatever good
is signified by the semi-sextile, either in the birth-chart or by progression,
requires careful cultivation to bring it out, and is a matter of gradual expansion. The one word that best expresses the most pronounced influence of a
Semi-Sextile is GROWTH.
III. A Sextile is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately
60 zodiacal degrees apart. This is a quite harmonious aspect. Its constructive energy manifests as adaptation to environment; there being such ability and opportunity as are signified by the two planets. It does not point to
favors forced upon one, but both the ability to acquire the things signified
and the opportunity to do so. The sextile aspect does not place fortune, health,
fame and love in one’s lap without effort; but it denotes a happy co-operation between the abilities of the individual and the opportunities that present
themselves whereby if he applies himself he may attain favors signified by
the planets.
Whatever good is signified by the sextile, either in the birth-chart or by
progression, requires that opportunities be grasped as they present themselves; for if not quickly utilized they soon will pass and be beyond recall.
The one word which best expresses the most pronounced influence of a Sextile
is OPPORTUNITY.
IV. A Square is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately 90
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zodiacal degrees apart. This is a quite discordant aspect. The destructive energy of this astral maelstrom acts in a violent manner. Uncontrolled, it manifests in harsh, rash, explosive bursts of energy that tend to tear up and destroy all it contacts. It signifies positive lack of adaptation to environment,
and consequent conflict. It brings acute crises, and temporary periods of
struggle between the things signified by the two planets.
Because of its abruptness, students sometimes conclude that the square is
worse than the opposition. It certainly does act with more violence, and it
frequently leaves nothing of value in its wake. The opposition, on the other
hand, usually deprives of one thing while leaving another. Yet the square,
according to my observation, has not the certainty, the power, nor the persistence of the opposition. The two aspects bring about events that are decidedly different, and bring them about in quite different ways.
Whatever discord is signified by the square, either in the birth-chart or by
progression, results from incompatibility between the things signified by the
two planets stirring up energy that periodically gets beyond control. A square
brings acute conflict and violent antagonisms that cause radical changes. Yet
it should not be forgotten that any form of energy, if properly controlled, can
be used constructively.
Practice is said to make for perfection, and certainly men learn to surmount difficulties by constantly being confronted with the necessity of surmounting them. Thus we find that the great men of the world invariably have
squares in their birth-charts. They have plenty of trials and conflicts, but they
make each a stepping stone to attainment, learning the technique of overcoming obstructions, and turning the destructive energy into constructive lines.
The one word that best expresses the most pronounced influence of a Square
is OBSTACLE.
V. A Trine is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately 120
degrees apart in the zodiac. This is the Best aspect. A trine signifies not only
the abilities and opportunities bestowed by the two planets, but also such
favors as come with very little effort. The good that comes through the trine
comes easily and spontaneously. The abilities so signified grow naturally rather
than being acquired with difficulty, and the opportunities are forced upon
one without being asked for. Because the things denoted by the trine come so
easily, they are often unappreciated.
Trines signify good qualities in the character because where they are concerned there is no temptation. But too many trines never produce a strong,
virile character; for there are too few obstacles to overcome, and too little
struggle necessary. Character is developed through overcoming obstacles, not
in permitting others to remove them so the path will be easy. Whatever good
is signified by the trine, either in the birth-chart or by progression, comes
without commensurate effort. The one word that best expresses the most pronounced influence of a Trine is LUCK.
VI. An Inconjunct is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately 150 degrees apart in the zodiac. It is a neutral aspect in so far as
harmony or discord is concerned, tending to be harmonious only when Jupiter or Venus is involved, and tending to be discordant only when Saturn
or Mars is involved. Its energy manifests in much the same manner as the
conjunction and parallel, except that it has less force. Its strength is the same
as the semi-sextile.
The obstacles it brings when Saturn or Mars are involved are not too
difficult to surmount, and the opportunities it brings when Jupiter or Venus
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are involved require initiative to make much of them. Either in the birthchart or by progression, the evil denoted by an inconjunct is easily converted into an advantage, and the good it signifies must be cultivated to
prove of value. The aspect itself has the tendency to bring the things denoted by the two planets into some prominence, but to force them apart
rather than together. The one word that best expresses the most pronounced
influence of an Inconjunct is EXPANSION.
VII. A Semi-Square is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately 45 zodiacal degrees apart. This is a moderately discordant aspect. The
destructive energy manifests as uncertainty and vacillation. It sets up oscillations between the things denoted by the two planets. In human life it causes
anxiety, hesitation, worry, criticism and many recurring abrasions, rather than
cataclysmic disruptions. The evil it signifies is usually due to the cumulative
effect of the little discords in the environment.
Either in the birth-chart or by progression, it tends toward changes. The
discord it attracts, however, may usually be turned to advantage by overlooking the small annoyances and using them as spurs to greater effort. The
one word that best expresses the most pronounced influence of a SemiSquare is FRICTION.
VIII. An Opposition is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately 180 zodiacal degrees apart. Though acting in a less cataclysmic manner than the square, because of its persistence and power, this is usually considered the Worst aspect. The energies of the two planets, when so situated,
meet each other head-on, and refusing to mingle, boil back along the lines
from which they came. The result is that the qualities of both planets are
brought into great prominence, even as they are in the conjunction. Consequently the greatest abilities that men possess are mapped by the conjunction
and the opposition. The opposition confers the quality of each of the two planets in maximum degree; and because of this a majority of the great names of
history have oppositions in their birth-charts.
Great men invariably have great opposition to overcome or they would
not be considered great. The opposition aspect attracts this. There is a constant antagonism between the things represented by the two planets. This
constant struggle for supremacy between the two planets does not act abruptly,
nor in acute crises like the square aspect, but develops slowly and unrelentingly. It has an inexorable quality. The issue cannot be avoided. A choice must
be made between one of the two opposing factors, and this choice involves
the necessity of losing one of them.
This disintegrative action proceeds slowly and inflexibly, and invariably tends to separate completely the things denoted by the planets. Either
in the birth-chart or by progression, the opposition signifies conditions more
immediately forced upon one by environment and apparently beyond control, that makes the choice of one thing a necessity for renouncing another
apparently desirable thing. It is a slow, inflexible rending asunder. The one
word that best expresses the most pronounced influence of an Opposition
is SEPARATION.
IX. A Sesqui-Square is the aspect formed when two planets are approximately 135 zodiacal degrees apart. This is a moderately discordant aspect,
equal in strength to the semi-square. The energy of this discordant aspect has
not the force of the square, nor does it signify circumstances so important or
antagonistic. Its action usually is to break up existing conditions rather suddenly, and thus pave the way for effort along somewhat different lines.
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It acts in quite sharp and disruptive intervals. It calls for more decision
than the semi-square, but is not so persistent and long drawn out. Either in
the birth-chart or by progression, it signifies changes, either mental or physical, of a nature indicated by the planets; but these changes usually can be
made an asset if accepted gracefully, for they open up new conditions. The
word that best expresses the most pronounced influence of a Sesqui-Square
is AGITATION.
X. The Parallel is the aspect formed when two planets occupy approximately the same degree of Declination, either both North or both South, or
when one is North and the other is South of the celestial equator. This is the
only aspect considered in the Hermetic System of Astrology which is not calculated by degrees in the zodiac. Even as the zodiac is divided by the equinoctial colure into positive and negative polarity, so in a somewhat similar
manner the Equator divides our stellar auditorium, the astral substance immediately surrounding the earth, into positive and negative halves.
When two planets are an equal distance from the equator, either north or
south, they set up synchronous vibrations within the earth’s astral substance
that have an effect somewhat like those produced by a conjunction in the
zodiacal signs. That is, they tend to facilitate the manifestation of the full tones
of both.
Jupiter and Venus will make any planet with which it is parallel more
fortunate, and Saturn or Mars will make any planet with which it is parallel
more unfortunate. The parallel from any of the other six planets increases the
power, commensurate with the conjunction, but does not appreciably affect
its harmony or discord. A birth-chart or progressed parallel may express
through the house of the chart ruled by either of the planets involved in the
parallel. But usually at the time there are other aspects present, even though
these other aspects may involve planets not ruling the house influenced.
The influence of a parallel is not so precise nor so well defined as a conjunction. In its manifestation it is slower in development and more easily
converted into energy of some other trend. Either in the birthchart or by
progression, the parallel signifies qualities and conditions that develop
slowly and that give gradual force to the things signified by the two planets. The one word that best expresses the most pronounced influence of a
Parallel is INTENSITY.
The particular kind of a whirl in astral substance produced by each of the
10 aspects is most perfect in its form, and manifests its own peculiar kind of
energy in strongest degree, when the aspect is the exact number of degrees
designated for each. A whirl of a given design in water, air, electromagnetic
field, or astral substance, however, is not the product of currents meeting at
one single angle, any more than the color red is the product of a single number of vibrations in the electromagnetic field per second. There is a limited
range of vibrations all producing what we call red, though of different shades,
until they finally merge into another color.
The expression of a given aspect is strongest and clearest when the aspect
is perfect, but the aspect will still manifest its peculiar energy, though less
distinctly, as the number of degrees recedes from the perfect aspect, until its
own distinctive kind of energy shades into that of the next aspect. With an
occasional exception, such as when a powerful trine overrides and dominates
a not too precise sesqui-square between adjacent aspects there is a space where
the tendency to form one kind of whirl is neutralized by the tendency to produce another kind; just as in colors certain rates of vibration produce a shade
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that makes it difficult to say whether it is red or orange, being a blend of both.
It has been determined through exhaustive research how many degrees
removed from the perfect aspect that an aspect manifests its own kind of
energy with sufficient distinctness to have an appreciable effect upon life.
The number of degrees away from the perfect aspect that a planet manifests
even a slightly characteristic quality of the aspect is called its orb of influence,
or merely ORB.
Not only do progressed aspects have a much more limited orb, but there
is a marked difference in the way they operate at the margin of the orb. A
great deal of research demonstrated that the orb of any progressed aspect is
one degree from the perfect aspect, and that at the outer limit of this one
degree orb the aspect has ½ the power it has when perfect; but that in a birthchart aspect the influence tapers off gradually from its peak power, when
perfect, to no power at the outer margin of its orb.
One of the most important, and at the same time most difficult, considerations in every judgment from a horoscope is that of Orb of Influence. It may
be well enough to say that as a general rule an orb of 5 degrees either way
from a planet should be allowed; but students who use the full 5 degrees for
the semi-sextiles in feeble houses, and limit the orb of influence to 5 degrees
in oppositions from angular houses, will find their judgment sadly at fault.
They will never be able to render that fine discrimination that takes the science from the realm of broad generalities and gives to it the nicety and precision that are the marks of expert craftsmanship.
The table on page 17 of chapter 1, gives the Orb of Influence of each of the
aspects when formed from succedent houses, from angular houses, and from
cadent houses. It is the result of more than 50 years’ experience judging horoscopes and the collaboration of the Research Department of The Church of Light.
The student need not memorize this table, but should commit the following considerations to memory: Under average circumstances an orb of 2° is
right for the semi-sextile and inconjunct between planets, and 3° when Sun or
Moon is party to the aspect. For semi-square and sesqui-square, allow an orb
of 4° for the planets, and 5° when Sun or Moon is party to the aspect. For the
sextile, allow an orb of 6° between planets, and 7° when Sun or Moon is party
to the aspect. For the square and trine, allow an orb of 8° for the planets, and
10° when the Sun or Moon is party to the aspect. For the conjunction and
opposition, allow an orb of 10° between the planets, and 13° when the Sun or
Moon is party to the aspect. For the parallel, an orb of 1° is correct.
As the volume of a planet’s stream of energy reaching a given spot depends upon the house position, the student will find that he must allow a
slightly larger orb when one or more of the aspecting planets occupies a powerful house, and an orb slightly less when both planets occupy feeble houses.
The orb allowed should be that of the planet with the most power due to
being a luminary or occupying a powerful house.
It should be memorized that for the conjunction, opposition, square or
trine, when the planets, one or both are in angles, 2° should be added to the
average orb given; and when neither of the planets is in an angle or succedent
house, but both are in cadent houses, 2° should be subtracted from the given
orb. With the sextile, semi-sextile, semi-square, sesqui-square and inconjunct,
when one of the planets occupies an angle, 1° should be added to the average
orb given, and when both are in cadent houses, 1° should be subtracted from
the average orb.
Calculating All the Aspects that occur between the planets in any chart is
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a very simple matter when undertaken in a systematic manner. An example
of this is given in page 33. Always start with the aspects of the Sun, as most
important, than those of Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, in the order given in Table II on page xviii. The aspects must always be calculated the shortest distance between the planets,
and never in the contrary direction from that usually followed by the planets
as they move through the zodiac. Always calculate from the planet that will
enable you to count ahead in the natural order of the zodiacal signs, as it is
the number of zodiacal degrees apart and not the number of houses that make
an aspect.

Planets Occupying the
Same Degree of Any
Sign Are Always
in Aspect

If they are in adjacent signs they are semi-sextile, if two signs apart they are
sextile, if three signs they are square, if four signs apart they are trine, if five
signs apart they are inconjunct. Movable signs are always in square or opposition to each other, and taken collectively are known as the Movable Cross.
Fixed signs are always in square or opposition to each other, and taken collectively are known as the Fixed Cross. Mutable signs are always in square or
opposition to each other, and taken collectively are known as the Mutable
Cross. When two planets are in approximately the same degree of one cross
they are conjunction, opposition, or square.
When two planets thus are in opposition and a third planet is square to
both, it is called a T-square. Such a combination maps much energy, which if
not diverted attracts misfortune.
When two planets in opposition are both square to two other planets in
opposition, thus making a complete cross, it is called a Grand Square. This is
the most malefic combination that can occur in a chart.
The signs of any one element are always in trine, and when two planets
occupy approximately the same degree of different signs of the same element, or triplicity, they are always in trine. When both of the two planets
which make a trine to each other are also trine to a third planet, so that approximately an equilateral triangle is formed, it is called a Grand Trine. This
is the most benefic combination that can occur in a chart.
Conjunctions always occur when planets are adjacent, and parallels when
they occupy approximately the same degree of declination. A glance will reveal any of the above aspects and combinations.

The Only Aspects
Difficult For the
Beginner to Perceive

These are the semi-square and the sesqui-square. The degree occupied by a
planet forming either of these aspects must always be approximately half a
sign more than that occupied by the planet counted from. Therefore add 15°
to the place of the first planet and notice if any other planet occupies approximately this degree in any other sign, not overlooking the fact that a planet in
the last degree of one sign may be approximately in the same degree as a
planet in the first degree of another sign.
When a planet is found in such a place, notice if it is in a sign that is either
a sign and a half, or four signs and a half, distant. If the former, it is a semisquare. If the latter, it is a sesqui-square. But if it is two signs and a half, three
signs and a half, or five signs and a half, distant, it is in a position of little
consequence and should be neglected.

September 1, 1939, 5:45 a.m., Free City of Danzig, German
airplanes started dropping bombs and
German warships started firing, commencing World
War II.
This chart must be read as the birth of a German enterprise. It thus represents how Germany will be affected by the
war, and not how Danzig and Poland are affected except as
this can be inferred from the fortunes and misfortunes of Germany. It cannot be read as a contest the nature and time of
which was arranged by mutual consent.
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Chapter 3

First Seven Steps in
Judging Any Horoscope

O

BSERVATION indicates that many astrological practitioners follow no
definite system in delineating a horoscope. Like beginners usually do,
they have a tendency to wander aimlessly from one indication in the
chart to the next that happens to strike their fancy. A study of such delineations, and the opportunity to witness the result of such lack of method among
students who visit our classes, has convinced us that any astrologer will find
it a distinct gain in precision, and in the amount of detail he can extract from
a chart, if he will adopt some regular order of sequence in which to consider
the various factors that enter into a delineation.
The system here presented is the result of many years of teaching astrological delineating in classes. The beginner will find that following some
such system will greatly shorten his period of apprenticeship and hasten
the day when he becomes a master craftsman. There, no doubt, may be other
good systems that may be followed. The one here presented is equally applicable to any chart—Horary, Mundane, Natal, Diagnosis, or Weather Predicting. It is presented as the system we have found in our class work to
give the best results when used either by beginners or by astrologers of
long years standing.
Before taking up these first seven steps in judging any horoscope it should be
explained how a table of planetary distribution is made, how all the aspects
in a chart may be ascertained, the significance of planets being in certain sections of the chart, and the significance of their being fast, slow, stationary, or
retrograde in motion; as each of these things has a very definite meaning.
When the student becomes proficient the planetary distribution will be
noted at a glance and tabulated mentally. But the beginner would do well to
make a table of distribution such as that given on page 34 of chapter 2, in
which is shown how many planets are in each zodiacal quality, how many
are in each zodiacal triplicity, how many are in angular, succedent and cadent
houses, and how many are above the horizon. In this tabulation the Ascendant and the Midheaven should be considered as if they were planets.
He should also make a table of all the aspects in the chart, such as that given
above Table VIII on page 33 of chapter 2. When he becomes more proficient in
noting aspects, he will be able to discern at a glance all the aspects of any particular planets. In our advanced classes, we do not consult a table of aspects,
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unless we are calculating the astrodynes, discordynes or harmodynes of a chart,
as the student is expected to see at once all the aspects a planet makes.

Calculating the Aspects

In making such a table, as in judging the figure, better results follow the use
of a definite system. Therefore, in calculating the aspects in example chart
No. 2 (page 34 of chapter 2), let us commence with the Sun. As it is in Aries
22°, we look for conjunctions, squares and oppositions by referring to the
Movable Cross. Venus is in a movable sign, but not within the 13° orb given
the Sun’s conjunction in succedent houses. Mars is not in a movable sign, but
Scorpio 4°, which is but 12° from Libra 22°, the place of the Sun’s opposition.
It is thus within orb, and exerts slightly the influence of the Opposition.
The Moon is in Aquarius 1°, which is within 9° of Capricorn 22°, the place
of the Sun’s square. It thus slightly exerts the influence of the Square.
Next we look for trines by noting planets in the same Triplicity. Our table
of distribution shows there are 5 planets in fiery signs. Venus in a fiery sign,
as already noted, makes no aspect to the Sun. Jupiter and Neptune lack 14° of
being the same degree as the Sun, and as the Sun’s orb for the trine from
succedent houses is but 10°, they are not within orb.

Overlapping Aspects

Trine aspects sometimes grade into sesqui-square aspects quickly, and where
the aspect is from the Sun in an angle the orb of the trine overlaps the usual
orb given for the sesqui-square. In all such instances the more powerful aspect operates to the full extent of its orb, and therefore should be given preference by narrowing the orb of the weaker.
To find the sextiles we look two signs removed either way. There is nothing in Gemini, but the Asc. is 15° Aquarius, hardly making the sextile to the
Sun, for the orb is 7° and this relation is a few minutes less than 7°. The semisextiles we look for in adjacent signs. There is nothing in Taurus, and Mercury in Pisces is just beyond the 3° limit of the Sun’s orb for this aspect in
succedent houses.
For the inconjunct we look 5 signs distant. Saturn is in Virgo, but the orb is
too great.
Next to find the semi-squares and sesqui-squares we add 15° to the place
of the Sun, giving us 7°. Looking about the chart we discover that Uranus,
Jupiter, Neptune and Saturn are all near this degree. Uranus is a sign and a
half, and has the influence of the Semi-Square.
Neptune and Jupiter are three signs and a half and thus in no important
aspect to the Sun. But Saturn is four signs and a half, and consequently exerts
the influence of the Sesqui-Square, as does also the M. C.
The Sun’s declination is 8° 38', and as no other planet has approximately
this declination the Sun has no Parallel.
Now taking up the aspects to the Moon, as its aspect to the Sun has already been recorded, we proceed to the other planets. The orb for oppositions in cadent houses is 11°. Neptune and Jupiter are in the opposite arm of
the fixed cross, and exert the influence of the Opposition.
Mars is in another arm of the fixed cross and exerts the influence of the
Square.
Trines there are none, but Venus in Aries and the M. C. in Sagittarius are
near the same degree two signs removed. They therefore exert influence of
the Sextile. Mercury also, in Pisces 25°, is within orb of the Sextile.
Uranus is near the same degree in the adjacent sign, and exerts the influence of the Semi-Sextile.
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Saturn in an angle has an orb of 3° for the inconjunct, and thus forms no
aspect to the Moon. Neither are there semi-squares, sesqui-squares nor parallels.
As possible aspects of Mercury to Sun and Moon have already been considered, we next consider its relations to the other planets. It is well within
the orb of the Conjunction with Venus. It makes no oppositions, but is Trine
M. C. Nor does it make any squares or inconjuncts. It is, however, SesquiSquare both Jupiter and Neptune.
Venus makes no oppositions. Its possible aspects to Sun, Moon and Mercury have already been considered. It is also Trine Jupiter, Neptune and M.
C., Square Pluto, and Semi-Square Asc.
In like manner we proceed in their proper order of sequence to find the
aspects of the other planets, the Asc. and M. C., and tabulate them as shown
on page 33 of chapter 2.
Planets, including the Asc., sometimes move faster than their average motion
and are then called Fast. They also sometimes move slower than their average motion and are then called Slow. In a table of houses the M. C. is usually
tabulated for every degree. A glance at a table of houses when erecting a chart
will indicate if the Asc. is moving faster than the M. C., for if the interval
between the two consecutive Ascendants is greater than one degree it is Fast
in motion, but if the interval between two consecutive Ascendants for the
latitude given is less than one degree the Ascendant is Slow in motion.
Table VIII on page 33 of chapter 2, gives the approximate average daily
motion for all the planets, and as the daily motion of each is always computed
in erecting a chart, it takes but a moment to determine if a planet is fast or
slow, and to what extent.
A planet Fast in Motion brings the capabilities, opportunities, qualities
and events signified by the planet into manifestation at a comparatively
early date. On the other hand, a planet Slow in Motion retards the development of the qualities and possibilities shown by it, and delays the events it
indicates.
The Ascendant rules the personality, and the Mid Heaven rules that part
of the environment conducing to honor, responsibility to society, and business advancement. We find, consequently, that when the Ascendant is slower
than the M. C. that the personality fails to develop fast enough to take advantage of all the possibilities for progress that are presented. The environment
makes demands faster than the personal qualities unfold that enable these
responsibilities to be handled in the most effective manner. But when the
Ascendant is faster than the M. C., we find that the personality develops rapidly enough to more than keep abreast of opportunities. The full force of the
personality expresses itself Early in life if the Asc. is Fast, but Late in life if the
Asc. is Slow.

Planets Fast and Slow

Due to the relative motion of the earth there are times when certain planets
apparently move backward through the zodiac. When so moving a planet is
called Retrograde. It is then marked in the ephemeris where it appears with
an R at the head of its column.
The qualities, abilities and events signified by a retrograde planet are all
present as if the planet were direct in motion, except that they are repressed
or hindered, and thus have the utmost difficulty in expressing themselves. In
natal astrology a retrograde planet indicates that there is a repression of the
nature of the planet and the department of life that it rules through which the
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feelings and desire for action are dammed up within. In the sense that there is
an impediment to adequate expression a retrograde planet is an affliction.
But in a natal chart it is an affliction that can be relieved. The affliction is
not due to such discords as are indicated by aspects. It is due to the attitude of
the unconscious mind toward certain conditions that arise in the life. Certain
thoughts and emotions that should normally find expression, through being
linked up with early painful emotions, or with various taboos, are kept in the
background along with the emotions and taboos with which they accidentally have been associated. Thus the whole personality is often sadly warped.
But it need not remain so, for with the release of the repressions it quickly
becomes normal. These matters are fully explained in Courses 5, Esoteric Psychology and 9, Mental Alchemy. A retrograde planet signifies a Repression.

Stationary Planets

When a planet direct in motion turns retrograde, or a planet retrograde turns
direct in motion, there may be an interval of several days in which the planet
appears to have no zodiacal motion. It is then called a Stationary planet. The
change from retrograde to direct motion is marked in the ephemeris by the
letter D in the column occupied by the planet. If a planet is stationary this will
be seen when calculating its place, and should be noted in the chart by placing the abbreviation Sta. after the planet.
Such a stationary planet indicates that the things it signifies have great
permanence, stability and endurance. They may be altered only by extraordinary effort, or by unusual conditions. Qualities and abilities so indicated are
unyielding and persistent. Whether for good or evil, that which is ruled by a
stationary planet is Enduring.

Elevated Planets

The term elevation is used to signify how high or low in the chart a planet is
situated. The highest point in the chart is the M. C. The lowest point is the
Nadir. A planet above the earth—in the six upper houses of the chart—expresses itself in such a manner that it is noticed by others, and gets ample
credit or discredit, as the case may be. Planets below the earth give just as
much ability but do not express their qualities in a manner that draws public
attention to them.
The higher, or more elevated, a planet is in the chart the easier it is to give
full publicity to the affairs signified by it. Likewise, the lower, or less elevated,
a planet is in the chart the greater the difficulty in drawing public notice to
the things so signified.
People born with many planets above the earth are always given ample
credit for whatever abilities are signified by these planets. People born with
many planets below the earth are seldom given credit for the abilities they
possess because the qualities denoted by the hidden planets—those below
the horizon—do not manifest in a manner to be recognized by people in
general. Thus the most elevated planets in the chart are always important in
that they signify the qualities that receive full public recognition. Elevation
means Publicity.

Planets East

Life itself constitutes the interaction between an organism and its environment. Through this interaction either organism or the environment, or still
more commonly both, are modified. But some organisms instead of being
merely molded by environment, exert a power that modifies markedly the
environment. Some men, for instance, shape their surroundings to their own
needs, while others, perhaps equally successful, are formed and shaped and
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directed almost entirely by the various conditions by which they find themselves surrounded.
Those who have many planets on the east side of the chart impress environment with their personalities and powers. That is, the virility of a planet
to impress the qualities it rules upon environment is pronounced when the
planet is on the east side of the chart. Therefore, a planet in house X, XI, XII, I,
II, or III tends to Mold Circumstances.
On the other hand those who have many planets on the west side of the
chart are more influenced in life’s course by the action of people and by
their surroundings. The virility of a planet to impress the qualities it rules
upon environment is not pronounced when the planet is on the west side of
the chart. Therefore, a planet in house IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, or IX tends to be
Molded by Circumstances.
It should be clearly recognized that causes of events and conditions result
from the hereditary equipment as mapped by the birth-chart plus the conditioning energy received from reactions to environmental conditions since birth.
The planets are not responsible for the events and conditions attracted. It
is easier for a child to be born when the streams of astral energy from the
planets are such, as indicated by their positions in the sky, that they flow
through—rather than crosswise of—the stellar-cells and stellar structures of
the child’s astral body. The child is born when the astral currents of his environment, as shown by the birth-chart, correspond as closely as practicable, to
the thought compounds and thought structures of his astral body.
Each of the ten planets in the birth-chart maps the chief structure in the
astral body of one family of thought-elements. The aspects between the planets reveal which thought-elements have entered into combination, one with
the other, in the formation of compounds, and how these compounds have
been formed. The prominence of a planet in the birth-chart shows the amount
of desire energy possessed by the thought-cells and thought structures it maps.
And the amount of desire energy thus shown indicates how much work, both
three-dimensional and four-dimensional, the thought group is capable of, and
consequently how important will be the events which it brings into the life.
The events themselves, to the extent they are noticeably either more fortunate or less fortunate than the normal trend of the life, are attracted only at
such times as the thought-cells relating to the department of life affected receive new energy. This new energy gives the stellar-cells thus involved additional power to work from the four-dimensional plane, to stimulate objective
thoughts of a similar nature, and to influence the physical conduct.
The more common sources of such additional energy supplies are mapped
by the progressed aspects of the planets. Planetary energy picked up, radio
fashion, by the aerial developed across the astral body when a progressed
aspect is formed, is made available for the use of the thought-cells and stellar
structures at the terminals of the aerial. But the event is not attracted by the
new supply of planetary energy thus made available; it is attracted by the
thought activities then stimulated. The stellar-cells work with such intelligence as they possess, and with the energy supply thus made available, to
bring events of a certain nature into the life.
A detailed explanation of thought-cells and their activity will be found in
Courses 5, Esoteric Psychology and 9, Mental Alchemy.
The First Step in Judging Any Horoscope is to note the Power of the
figure by consulting the planetary distribution among the houses. If many of
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the planets are in angles it is a powerful figure and noteworthy things may
be expected of it. If many of the planets are in cadent houses and none are in
angles it is a feeble chart and will exert no great influence in any direction.
If many planets are in succedent houses it is of average power, as is the case
if the planets are rather evenly distributed among angular, cadent and
succedent houses.
Any planet found in an angle will exert a power sufficient to make it a
very important factor in the delineation. Thus in the chart on page 34 of chapter 2, there are four planets in angles, making of it a very powerful chart.
Three planets are in succedent houses and three are in cadent houses. In any
chart the first thing should be to determine the amount of energy present.
Nothing is accomplished without energy. In this chart four out of the ten
streams of energy come through those houses where they exert maximum
volume. Power depends upon Volume.
The Second Step in Judging Any Horoscope should be to note the Quality of influence manifested by the signs the planets are in by consulting the
planetary distribution among movable, fixed and mutable signs. Many planets in movable signs indicate great activity and a pioneer spirit. Many planets
in mutable signs indicate power of adaptation to whatever environment is
present. Many planets in fixed signs indicate determination, rigidity and attention to detail.
In noting the distribution of the planets among the Qualities the Ascendant
and M.C. should be considered as if they were planets. Thus in the chart on
page 34 of chapter 2, the fixed quality preponderates. Five of the twelve influences are in fixed signs, four are in mutable signs and three are in movable
signs. Therefore, this chart indicates a rigid determination not to be swerved
from any plan that has once been formed. Quality determines Adaptability.
The Third Step in Judging Any Horoscope should be to note the Triplicity of influence manifested by the signs the planets are in. This is done by
consulting the planetary distribution among Fire, Air, Water and Earth signs.
Many planets in fiery signs indicate much zeal and enthusiasm. Many planets in airy signs indicate intellectuality and vacillation. Many planets in watery signs indicate sympathy, emotion and receptivity. Many planets in earthy
signs indicate practicality.
In determining the distribution of the planets among the elements the
Asc. and M.C. should be considered as if they were planets. Thus in the chart
on page 34 of chapter 2, there are five planets in fiery signs, indicating initiative, enthusiasm and aggressive energy. Two planets in air and four planets
in water show there is both thought and feeling. There being but a single
planet in an earthy sign reveals that practical and material methods receive
subordinate consideration. Triplicity reveals Temperament.
The Fourth Step in Judging Any Horoscope should be to note the departments of life accentuated by the planets. This is accomplished by observing the Society, the Trinity, and the more restricted field of Expression of each
mansion, denoted by the houses in which the planets are found.
The stream of energy radiated by a planet largely reaches the earth through
the particular house it occupies. Very much less of its energy reaches the earth
through the sympathetic vibration of the sign it rules but does not occupy,
and thus through any house it actually is not in.
To state the matter more clearly, the amount of energy converted into any
particular department of life is determined by the number and power of the
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planets occupying the house of the horoscope ruling that department of life.
Houses of the horoscope not occupied by planets are therefore much less
important. They but transmit the lesser energy derived from the sympathetic
relation of the sign on a house-cusp to a planet. Because of the total of life’s
energies so large a portion flows through a house occupied by numerous
planets, such a house represents a department of life of unusual significance.
In fact the more numerous the planets in a house, the more significant does
that department of life become. Numerous planets in a house make their department of life Important.
In Chapter 3, Course 2, Astrological Signatures, the four Trinities, the three
Societies, and the Department of Life governed by each house are explained
in detail. If many planets are found in Personal houses it signifies that much
of life’s total energy is diverted to personal concerns. If many planets are found
in Companionship houses it denotes that much of life’s total energy is absorbed in contact with others. If many planets are found in Public houses it
indicates that much of life’s total energy is expended in activities that come
before the notice of the public. Thus in the chart on page 34 of chapter 2, there
are five planets in personal houses, indicating that a major part of the energies of life is directed to personal affairs.
If many of the planets are in the trinity of Life, the chief interest is in
living. If many of the planets are in the trinity of Wealth, the chief interest is
of a business nature. If many of the planets are in the trinity of Association,
the chief interest is the relation to others. If many planets are in the trinity of
Psychic Influence, the chief interest is in secret things. Thus in the chart on
page 34 of chapter 2, there are three planets in the trinity of wealth and four
planets in the trinity of life, indicating that life and wealth are predominating
factors in the previously determined personal interests.
The Fifth Step in Judging Any Horoscope should be to note the nature of
the planetary energy transmitted through each house without regard to aspects. For fine craftsmanship, because each planet exerts a different tone quality in each sign, the sign occupied by the planet must be also included in this
consideration. It is of course possible to describe the influence of each of the
ten planets in each of the twelve signs. Books may be had that go into such
detail. They have their value, but it is more satisfying and practical to estimate such details of influence from a knowledge of the nature of the sign and
a knowledge of the nature of the planet together with a knowledge of the
Essential Dignities of the planet. Signs are treated in Chapter 2, Course 2,
Astrological Signatures. Planets are discussed in Chapter 3, Course 2, Astrological Signatures. And Essential Dignities are given consideration in chapter 2.
It seems certain that a planet commonly exerts its most powerful energy
through the house it actually is in. If it is a progressed planet it exerts its most
powerful energy through the house into which it has progressed.
This energy is most powerful near the cusp of the house it is in, gradually
decreasing its influence on the department of life ruled by the house as the
planet moves further into the house, being weakest just before it crosses over
the next cusp in proper sequence.
Where the cusps of the M. C. and Asc. are concerned—the one acting as a
broadcasting antenna and the other as a ground-wire—these function after
the manner of planets. Consequently a planet well over into the ninth house
exerts an influence on the M. C. if it is within orb of a conjunction aspect with
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it, and a planet well above the Asc. in the 12th house will have an influence on
the Asc. if it is within orb of a conjunction aspect with the Asc. The orb of the
M. C. and the Asc. is the same allowed a planet in an angle.
Probably due to lack of precision in timing births and thus locating improper degrees on the various house-cusps, with the observed affect of planets as many as 10° from the M. C. into the ninth house and as many as 15°
from the Asc. in the twelfth house, an opinion has gained some ground that
when a planet is within 5° of a house-cusp it not only exerts an influence over
the things ruled by the house it is in, but begins to have some influence over
the things ruled by the other house.
Yet as the result of many thousands of charts in which not only the birthchart influence, but also the influence of the progressed positions of the planets have been studied by The Brotherhood of Light Astrological Research
Department, including a vast number in which the effect of a progressed planet
moving through one house and over the house-cusp into another house has
been observed, we have been forced to the conviction that one house is divided from another by an abrupt partition.

Chief Ruler of a House

Where there is but one planet in a house, it is usually the chief ruler of that
house. The planet ruling the sign on the cusp of the house, because the sign
sympathetically transmits some of the energy of the planet ruling it no matter
where this planet is located, is a secondary ruler of the house, or co-ruler.
Where there are several planets in a house, because the wave of influence
increases in power over the things ruled by the house as the cusp is approached, the planet nearest the cusp of that house is commonly considered
the chief ruler, and the other planets in the house as secondary rulers, or corulers. Of these co-rulers, those closer to the house-cusp have a stronger influence over the things of the house than those farther from the house-cusp.
Yet any of these planets in a house have a stronger influence over the things
ruled by the house than does the planet that is co-ruler merely because it is
ruler of the sign on the cusp of the house.
For precision, the amount of power a planet has over a house depends
upon the number of astrodynes which could effect the house. When a planet
is not in a house, but rules the cusp sign, it has to have twice as many astrodynes
as a planet which actually occupies the house to have the same influence. If
the cusp ruler has more than twice as many astrodynes as the planet in the
house, it is then considered the chief ruler of the house.
Whatever house is occupied by the Sun is strongly vitalized, and becomes
an important house as influencing motives. The Sun represents the individuality and the center of vital force. Therefore, the house it occupies indicates
the department of life in which, to a great extent, the individuality is submerged. From this standpoint it becomes a dominant motive in the chart.
Thus in the chart on page 34 of chapter 2, as the Sun is in the 2nd it is indicated that money considerations are an important motive. The department of
life ruled by the house occupied by the Sun is conducted with Vigor.
Whatever house is occupied by the Moon is thereby made receptive and
changeable. The things so denoted are in process of gestation, and are subject
to constant small variations. Thus in the chart on page 34 of chapter 2, the
Moon is in the 12th. This indicates many little disappointments and a never
ending variety of psychic impressions. The department of life ruled by the
house occupied by the Moon is subject to Fluctuation.
Whatever house is occupied by Mercury becomes the subject of mental
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effort. The mind expresses it self readily where the things so denoted are
concerned. Thus in the chart on page 34 of chapter 2, Mercury is in the 1st,
indicating much thought about personal matters, and facility in expressing
personal opinions. The department of life ruled by the house occupied by
Mercury is subject to Thought.
Whatever house is occupied by Venus has a strong influence upon the
affections, and through it an appeal to the affections can readily be made.
The things denoted by this house tend to prosper not through effort and
initiative, but through kindnesses received because of grace of manners and
received through following the line of least resistance. Thus in the chart on
page 34 of chapter 2, Venus is in the 1st. This gives a spontaneous and charming personality. The department of life ruled by the house occupied by Venus is subject to Gratuities.
Whatever house is occupied by Mars indicates a section of the life in which
forcefulness and energy are expressed. Whatever it indicates in the way of
advantage is gained through initiative and combat; and if loss is indicated,
there is much struggle associated with it. There is always strenuous activity
in connection with the things ruled by the house occupied by Mars. Thus in
the chart on page 34 of chapter 2, as Mars occupies the 8th, there is signified a
struggle over the partner’s money. The department of life ruled by the house
occupied by Mars is subject to Strife.
Whatever house is occupied by Jupiter indicates a section of the life in
which there is plenty. Jupiter withholds not the things denoted by the house
he occupies. When severely afflicted by aspects much difficulty may arise
over the things denoted by this house, but in some manner a way will be
found to pull through with head above water, even though in extreme cases
failure may be escaped only by a hair’s breadth. Thus in the chart on page 34
of chapter 2, Jupiter is in the 6th, indicating both the ability to recover from
illness and to profit from work and employees. The department of life ruled
by the house occupied by Jupiter is subject to Abundance.
Whatever house is occupied by Saturn indicates a section of the life in
which there is dearth and laborious effort. The advantages that Saturn brings,
even when he is well aspected, are well earned. Saturn withholds the things
signified by the house he is in or makes them difficult to obtain. They are
obtained at a sacrifice of something else worth while. Thus in the chart on
page 34 of chapter 2, Saturn in the 7th indicates dearth where partners are
concerned. This means that whatever advantages are gained from partners
are more than paid for in added work and responsibility. The department of
life ruled by the house occupied by Saturn is subject to Poverty.
Whatever house is occupied by Uranus denotes things about which radical
tendencies are likely to manifest. In the section of life indicated by such a house
there are sudden changes and developments of an extreme nature, either constructive or destructive. Yet whatever good is signified in one direction is accompanied by some lesser disadvantage in another field, and whatever evil is
signified in one direction is accompanied by at least a small measure of good in
some other relation of life. As Uranus is in the 1st of the chart on page 34 of
chapter 2, some eccentric turn to the personality is indicated. The department
of life ruled by the house occupied by Uranus is subject to Eccentricity.
Whatever house is occupied by Neptune is influenced by subtle and visionary factors. There is something elusive and mystical about the section of
life denoted by this house. About the things so denoted the imagination weaves
pictures, and these mental pictures influence the attitude toward reality. Thus
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in the chart on page 34 of chapter 2, Neptune is in the 6th, indicating a tendency to picture an illness that in actuality does not exist. The department of
life ruled by the house occupied by Neptune is subject to Illusion.
Whatever house is occupied by Pluto is subject to inner-plane influence,
either for good or ill. In its activities will be found facilities for co-operation
with others and for contacting groups of people. To the extent Pluto is afflicted will undue pressure be brought to bear by others to compel such action as they desire relative to the things the house rules. Thus as in the chart
on page 34 of chapter 2, Pluto is in the 5th, compulsion will play its part where
speculation, children, love affairs and pleasures are concerned. The department of life ruled by the house occupied by Pluto is subject to Coercion.
The Sixth Step in Judging Any Horoscope should be to note the house
actually occupied by the planet ruling the sign on the cusp of each of the
twelve houses.
Not only is there an intimate connection between the house upon the cusp
of which a given sign is found and the house occupied by the planet ruling
that sign, but the things of the house occupied by the planet have a certain
power over the things merely ruled by the planet’s sign. In a human controversy that results in violence, if the violence takes place in the home of one of
the individuals, this individual has a certain legal advantage. Thus also a planet
away from its home sign places the things it rules by sign under the influence
of the things represented by the house it actually is in. In relation to the things
represented by the sign on a house cusp ruled by a planet, the things ruled by
the house a planet actually occupies exercise an influence of Authority.

Intercepted Signs

Sometimes it is found that there is an intercepted sign in a house. It should
always be considered as co-ruler of the house together with the sign on the
cusp of the house. The qualities expressed by the sign on the cusp of the house,
however, manifest more freely than those denoted by the intercepted sign.
The qualities of the intercepted sign are present, but they require stress of
circumstances to bring them into expression. Therefore, in judging a house,
both the planets in an intercepted sign and the planet ruling this sign should
be considered, as well as the sign on the cusp and its planets and ruler. Intercepted signs represent qualities that are Latent.
Now as the first house denotes the personality, the house in which the
planet ruling the sign on the Ascendant is found indicates a department of
life having much interest for, and influence over, the person.
Thus if the ruler of the 1st is in the 2nd, it indicates that he has an interest
in money, and that money is an important influence over his life. If the ruler
of the 1st is in the 3rd, it indicates that he is interested in his brethren and in
education, or reading, and that these things influence his life. If the ruler of
the 1st is in the 7th, he will find himself in partnership, and influenced in his
actions by such partners.
If however, the ruler of the 2nd is in the 1st, it indicates that money matters are largely dependent upon his own personal efforts. If the ruler of the
2nd is in the 2nd there is natural aptitude in money matters. If the ruler of the
2nd is in the 3rd the finances are greatly influenced by kindred, short journeys, and education.
Books may be had in which the influence of the ruler of each of the twelve
houses, when in each of the twelve houses of the chart, are given in detail.
Such books have a value. But in practical work it is enough to remember:
When a planet is in the house it rules by sign it gives much independence
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to the thing ruled by that house. When a planet is in the 1st house, the things
signified by the house which the planet rules by sign are largely subservient
to personal inclination. When a planet is in the 2nd house they are somewhat
controlled by money matters. When a planet is in the 3rd house they are somewhat subservient to kindred and education. When a planet is in the 4th house
they are influenced by the home environment. When a planet is in the 5th
house they are subject to children, pleasures and speculation. When a planet
is in the 6th house they are under the influence of work, employees and illness. When a planet is in the 7th house they are somewhat controlled by partners and the public. When a planet is in the 8th house they are subservient to
legacies and the partner’s money. When a planet is in the 9th house they are
influenced largely by philosophy and publicly expressed opinion. When a
planet is in the 10th house they are directed by business relations and considerations affecting the reputation. When a planet is in the 11th house they are
subservient to friends. When a planet is in the 12th house they are influenced
by secret sorrows and psychic influences.
The Seventh Step in Judging Any Horoscope is to note the prominence
of each planet and the number and nature of the aspects received by it. Each
aspect indicates streams of energy—meeting at an angle that produces a definite whirl, constructive or destructive. It indicates a definite association between the departments of life ruled by the planets forming the aspect.
If a planet has few aspects, it may exert a very strong influence along
one particular channel, but its range of influence is limited. If a planet has
many aspects it indicates a large variety of influences centering about the
departments of life ruled by that planet. The more aspects a planet has, the
greater the number of influences brought to bear from other departments of
life upon the department of life ruled by the planet. The Strength of each
department to influence the things denoted by the planet receiving the aspect depends upon the Strength of the aspect and the planet forming it. But
the Nature of the influence depends upon the Nature of the aspect and the
planet making it.
Thus if the Sun receives many aspects it signifies that many things in life
have an influence over the vitality and upon the things ruled by the house the
Sun is in. If the Moon receives many aspects it indicates mental capacity along
many lines, and many conditions affecting the constitution, as well as numerous conditions affecting the houses ruled by the Moon. If Mercury receives
many aspects it indicates a wide range of mental activity, and the ability to
express thought along many lines, as well as many influences brought to bear
upon the things signified by the houses ruled by Mercury. Many aspects to
Venus indicate many things influencing the affections; many aspects to Mars,
many things stimulating the energies; many aspects to Jupiter, many things
influencing expansion and growth; many aspects to Saturn, many things influencing contraction and responsibilities; many aspects to Uranus, many
things tending to radical changes of view; many aspects to Neptune, many
things affecting the ideals and the imagination; many aspects to Pluto, many
things influencing toward or away from spirituality and many things influencing group activities and co-operation. And in each of these instances the
things signified in the chart by the houses the planet rules are affected.
A planet is prominent in proportion to the volume of its particular type of
energy which the individual or condition mapped by the chart is able to express. By its prominence in a natal chart a planet indicates the amount of
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activity the thought-cells of the unconscious mind having an energy characteristic of the planet can express. This shows not only the power of the dynamic thought structure mapped by the planet to attract conditions of this
type into the life, but also the power of the common thought-cells mapped by
the houses whose cusps are ruled by the planet to attract corresponding conditions into the life. This is important in vocational selection, for instance, as
many vocations require association with the department of life ruled by one
or more houses. Thus a doctor or nurse must have an active sixth house, and
a bookkeeper or stenographer must have an active third house.
The natural aptitude for a vocation, other than this house activity, depends on the volume of energy the unconscious mind can command of the
types signified by specific planets. An individual can use only so much Mars
or Saturn or other types of energy as he possesses, and the prominence of the
planets indicates how much energy of each planetary type he can command.
If he is to build or destroy he must use the type of energy mapped by Mars; if
he is to organize or systematize he must use the type of energy mapped by
Saturn; if he is to express geniality and good will and engender similar attitudes in others, he must use the type of energy mapped by Jupiter. Also, to
the extent a planet is prominent will events, including associations and diseases, characteristic of that planet be attracted into the life by the activity of
the thought-cells of the unconscious mind thus mapped.
Every aspect a planet receives indicates additional energy which the
thought-cells mapped by it are able to express. Other things being equal, however, a planet in an angle indicates more energy than one not in an angle, and
the nearer the cusp of the angle it is the more energy is indicated. Furthermore, as the thought-cells mapped by the Sun, Moon and Mercury directly
contact the electromagnetic energies of the body, a planet in aspect to them
maps thought-cells able to express much energy.
While other aspects to it may be numerous enough and powerful enough
to make a planet prominent, as a general rule followed in statistically determining the Birth-chart Constants of vocations, diseases, and the predisposition to definite events, only planets in an angle or aspecting with a reasonable
degree of closeness, the Sun, Moon or Mercury are considered Prominent.
However, for precision, the only sure method of determining the Prominence
of a planet in relation to a particular chart is to calculate its astrodynes.

The Best House
and the Best Planet

Because in natal astrology the Best House in the chart indicates the department of life from which a given expenditure of effort brings the greatest advantages, and because in other branches of astrology it indicates the department from which most favors may be expected, it should always be ascertained. And as the Best Planet indicates the environmental associations that
are most fortunate, it also should be noted. It is particularly significant in
vocational selection, and in the selection of surroundings favorable to health.
The nature of the planets, the signs they occupy, the volume of their energy,
and the aspects they make all enter into this consideration. Commonly, Venus
and Jupiter in a house are taken for the best influence. Venus adds ¼ harmony and Jupiter adds ½ harmony. But in the last analysis, a precise point
can be ascertained by calculating the harmodynes and discordynes. The House
and the Planet carrying the most harmodynes will be considered the most
fortunate in the chart.
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Because in natal astrology the Worst House indicates the department of life
that causes the most difficulty, and in other branches of astrology it indicates
trouble, it also should be ascertained. And as the Worst Planet indicates the
environmental associations that are most unfortunate, it is important to note
it, so that these things may be avoided. Here, also, the nature of the planets,
the signs they occupy, the volume of their energy, and the aspects they make
must all be considered. Ordinarily, both Mars and Saturn are taken as the
worst influences because Mars adds ¼ discord and Saturn adds ½ discord.
But in the last analysis, the Worst House and the Worst Planet are those that
carry the most discordynes. How to calculate the astrodynes, discordynes
and harmodynes of an aspect, planet, house or sign is explained in Course 16,
Stellar Healing.
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The Worst House
and the Worst Planet

September 3, 1939, 11:00 a.m. Summer Time, London, the
ultimatum expired which England gave Germany, and England officially entered World War II.
This chart must be read as the birth of a British enterprise.
It thus represents how Britain will be affected by the war, and
not how Germany is affected, except as this can be inferred
from the fortunes and misfortunes of Britain. It cannot be read
as a contest the nature and time of which was arranged by
mutual consent.
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September 3, 1939, 5 00 pm Summer Time, Paris the ultimatum expired which France gave Germany, and France officially entered World War II
This chart must be read as the birth of French enterprise it
thus represent how France will be affected by the war, and
not how Germany is affected, except as this can be inferred
from the fortunes and misfortunes of France. It cannot be read
as a contest the nature and time of which was arranged by
mutual consent.
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Course 8

Horary
Astrology
Chapter 4

The Doctrine of Horary Astrology

A

LTHOUGH horary astrology conforms to scientific principles in all
its parts, it is less rigid than natal astrology; for natal astrology is not
only an exact science, but its methods are less dependent upon the
personal equation. When a child is born, the time of birth can be ascertained
with positiveness and exactitude by any person present; but when an idea is
born, the personal equation of the one to whom the idea comes may, under
certain circumstances, make it very difficult to determine the exact moment
of its birth.
The proper timing of the birth of an idea, the birth of a proposition, or the
birth of a question depends upon the sympathetic relation of the human mind
with the astral world. That this relation is quite dependable is evidenced by
the accuracy of the results obtained through the use of horary astrology. Nevertheless, because horary astrology depends upon a mental reaction to a condition existing in the unseen world, it is essentially not so much an exact
science as a method of divination. Yet what it lacks in positiveness of method
it more than compensates for in wealth of detail.
Just what I mean by the greater positiveness of natal astrology may be
illustrated thus: Any person born when Mars is rising on the eastern horizon,
no matter where he is born or of what people, is warlike and combative in
comparison to others of his race. Likewise, in a horary chart, if Mars is found
on the eastern horizon, the person asking the question is warlike, or was in a
combative mood at the time the question was asked; PROVIDING the proper
time for erecting the figure has been selected. But to determine the time when
the question was brought completely into the mind places dependence upon
a mental experience. And a mental experience is less positive, as subject to
impartial verification by others, than the physical birth of a child. Therefore,
horary astrology is not as exact a science as natal astrology.
Recognizing this, many beginners in the science make a grave mistake which
detracts from their ability to give correct decisions. They feel that because
the data upon which it rests is more subject to the personal equation, that
they may ignore rules to a greater extent and rely upon intuition. As a consequence, they flit from one section of the chart to another, with little regard to orderly sequence, and do not hesitate to violate such rules as conflict with their impressions.
But I have yet to know a practitioner of horary astrology upon whose
51
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judgment reliance can be placed consistently, day after day, who departs from
the rigid rules in favor of his impressions. Those who do not firmly adhere to
the rules may give wonderful readings at such times as their own chart and
the world chart favor it; but they fail miserably and importantly at those times
when their own chart and the world chart are afflicted. Yet the astrologer
who learns the rules and never, under any circumstances, departs from them,
can give an accurate and reliable reading even when his own chart and the
chart of the world are all upset. Under these adverse circumstances, when he
goes beyond the rules and relies upon psychic impression for more details,
he may be in error. But, because by following the rules he has eliminated
much of his personal equation, in all important respects his readings are consistently reliable.
My advice to any student, as derived from the many years horary astrology has been taught in The Church of Light class-rooms, is to cultivate the
ability to get as great a wealth of detail as possible beyond the strict letter of
the rules given; but always to apply the rules in a careful, thorough, and systematic manner: and never, under any circumstances, render a judgment contrary to the rigid rules of the science.
Nor should the horoscope be considered merely as a mystical design. On
the contrary, whatever the status of the data upon which it is erected may be,
the chart itself is a positive and exact map of actual forces. It shows, with all
the precision of exact science, the direction from which streams of energy, of
designated quality and volume, flow to the world. These streams of energy,
which can not be seen by the human eye, are quite as real and far more important than the electromagnetic waves, which likewise invisible, flow from
the sun simultaneously with the appearance of sun-spots, and often cause
serious electrical storms on the earth.

The Astral
Environment

Now if we increase the temperature of a room sufficiently, those in it will
begin to think about opening the doors and windows, or about discarding
some of their clothing. If a man partakes copiously of alcohol, he becomes
abnormal both in thought and action. If a man is thrown into deep water, he
thinks of swimming. Place him on a horse, and he thinks of riding. And any
number of other incidents can be cited to illustrate that man’s thoughts and
actions are greatly influenced by his environment.
Yet the physical is but a small part of his total environment. Quite as important, in influencing his thoughts and actions, are his astral surroundings;
and particularly those streams of energy that flow from the planets and impinge upon his finer body. They cause changes in his astral form, and these
are registered as sensations by the soul, which is commonly termed the unconscious mind.
Because the astral body has certain sensations, the unconscious mind has
certain thoughts; just as when the physical body, as illustrated above, registers certain sensations, there are appropriate objective thoughts. Yet psychologists have conclusively proven that most of man’s thinking is done below the
threshold of objective consciousness, in the unconscious mind. They have
demonstrated that a majority of man’s actions and decisions, instead of being
determined by pure objective reason, rise into his objective consciousness as
thoughts, impulses and inclinations, from the region of his unconscious. And
thus it is that man’s thoughts, as well as his actions, are so largely modified by
his astral environment, as it exists at any particular time.
These thoughts that enter, or reside within, the unconscious mind, are not
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mere nothings. They are real organizations of astral substance. They obey the
well known Law of Association, which controls all mental processes. They
combine to form a plan, a question, an enterprise or an idea, through definite
attractions. That is, to state it briefly; the power of any thought to influence
other thoughts depends upon the amount of energy it possesses and the completeness with which lines of association have been formed between it and
the other thoughts.
If we consider any given thought, then, and suppose that additional energy is supplied to it by a stream of force of like quality from some planet, it
will be seen that its power, for the time being, is greatly increased. It, therefore, has greater ability to combine with other thoughts. And if several thoughts
receive such additional energy from the planets at the same time, all will
have additional combining power, and due to their temporary strength, they
will be likely to move together as a plan, a question, or an idea.
With so much energy at its command this plan, question, or idea then
probably will make itself prominent in the objective mind. But the important
circumstance of this process, in so far as horary astrology is concerned, is that
by determining the quality and nature of the streams of force that give such a
plan, question, or idea power enough to become a cause of serious consideration, we thereby determine the quality and nature of the thoughts so energized. Furthermore, by considering the relationship of these energies we can
also determine whether or not the plan, question, or idea is harmonious or
discordant. In fact, the whole astral relationship is laid bare.
To explain the basic principles upon which horary astrology rests requires a
review of the properties of the astral world, a more detailed account of which
may be found in Chapter 2, Course 1, Laws of Occultism. Thus, while not all
things in the astral world have physical counterparts, all thoughts, objects
and conditions of the physical world have a duplicate in the astral. Furthermore, events and conditions that occur upon the astral plane tend to reproduce themselves, in so far as the physical environment with which they are
associated is capable of such reproduction, UNLESS, before the physical environment has time fully to respond, other and contradictory changes take
place in the astral environment which annul the first influence.
As explained in Chapter 1, Course 11, Divination and Character Reading,
the soul on the inner plane can look along the world-lines of things and perceive them as they existed in the past or as they will exist in the future. Also as
velocity there is greater than that of light, there is freer interaction between
thoughts and entities on this astral plane.
If a serious question, or a proposition, or an event, arises on the physical
plane, we may be sure, therefore, that the same question, or proposition, or
event has first arisen on the astral plane.
And this brings us to the first factor of basic importance in horary astrology. For if the proposition or question has arisen seriously in the unconscious
mind, this has already, before the matter has reached the objective consciousness, directed the unconscious mind to all the factors and conditions related
to it. And the unconscious mind, because it occupies the inner plane and uses
the senses and superior conditions of that plane to apprehend the various
conditions, mirrors these various factors in detail in their correct relations.
The desire of the unconscious mind to know about the matter has focused
its attention on all the factors, as they exist in the astral world, and they are
present in the soul much as the image of a future picture is reflected in the
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“finder” of a camera. They have been brought to a focus all in their proper
relation, but they only foreshadowed the future picture; for the picture may
never be taken, the exposure never made, and the film never developed.
Thus when we earnestly ask a question, we may know that already the
unconscious mind has imaged the picture in its “finder.” Unless there are
compelling circumstances, if our inspection shows the light to be bad, the
background poor, too much movement, or for any cause the composition to
be unpleasing, we may decide not to make the exposure; for we know the
picture would be a poor one. If, however, the exposure is to be made in spite
of conditions, the “finder” of the unconscious mind shows just what the developed picture will look like.

The Second Factor

Now why did we ask this question just at this time? Well, if two or more
thoughts receive, at the same time, strong stimulation from planets prominently situated, there may be enough energy present to amalgamate them
into a plan. If the relation between the planets thus stimulating the thoughts
is harmonious, as shown by their aspect, this would favor a harmonious alliance between the thoughts; and a plan that is harmonious in all its parts would
result. But if the relation between the two planets thus stimulating the thoughts
is discordant, through their being in bad aspect, a discordant condition would
be present between the thoughts; for the energy received would be inharmonious and disintegrative.
When sets of thoughts thus amalgamate into a plan, or into a definite
desire for specific knowledge, if there is sufficient energy present, they rise
from the unconscious into the objective mind. In the objective mind they set
up a mental disturbance; but except when there is accessory energy of a similar nature from the planets to give them the required force, the plan is not
clear and there is no deep desire for a correct answer to a question.
We may be quite certain, therefore, that whenever a plan has been completely formulated, or there is a deep desire for a correct answer to some
question about our affairs, that the state of mind so stimulated is due to
additional energy, received by the mental factors thus brought to our attention, from their corresponding planets. The fact that these mental elements
have the power to intrude themselves into objective consciousness so disturbingly, indicates that they have acquired, just at this time, an accessory
energy supply.
Furthermore, and of even greater importance, the relation of the mental
factors thus stimulated by planetary energy is the relation of the planets thus
stimulating them into activity. Consequently, by a study of the relationship
between the planets at the time a question or proposition becomes clearly
defined in the mind we can learn the relation of the mental factors that are
most active at the time. This, then, is the second of the two factors upon which
horary astrology rests.
As it is important that this principle be fully comprehended, let me state
the matter somewhat differently: A question, for instance, may be present in
the mind in a hazy sort of way for days and weeks; but when the planets in the
sky reach stations where they hold the same relation to each other that these
mental factors do, these mental factors receive enough additional energy, each
from its corresponding planet, to give it clear and precise form in the objective
mind. If, therefore, a chart of the heavens be erected for the exact moment a
serious question takes complete form, it pictures the relation of the various
mental factors within the unconscious mind of the person asking the question.
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Here we have, then, the two factors that explain just how and why a horary
chart, when correctly timed and interpreted, will solve a problem relating to
events past, present and future.
The first factor is that an earnest desire to know something indicates that
the unconscious mind of the person asking the question has been focused
upon the problem, and has perceived the various images relating to it, as they
exist in the astral world. These images, which are apprehended by means of
the superior senses of the astral body, are of astral records of the past, of present
interrelations, of past and present relations moving toward combination in
the future, or having already combined on the inner plane, but having as yet
had insufficient time to externalize.
The problem, however, does not present itself to the objective mind when
the unconscious first turns itself to it, because it does not have enough energy
to link up with the images already in objective consciousness. Instead, just as
a photographer awaits the appearance of the sun from behind a cloud before
attempting to see how the picture appears in the “finder,” so likewise, the
image of the factors shadowed in the unconscious mind at first lacks the power
to make itself felt strongly in the conscious mind. But when the sun shines
brightly in the case of the photographer, and when the planets reach the proper
positions in the case of one who unconsciously is pondering a question, energy of sufficient intensity then becomes available to give the image distinct
objective form.
This brings us to the second factor; which is that a question or proposition
that is present in the unconscious mind does not rise clearly into objective
consciousness until the planets and signs are so situated that they correspond
to the various elements of the matter, and thus add sufficient energy to them
that they are thrust up into the objective mind. Thus it is that a proposition or
serious question is never born in the objective mind until the planets correspond to its various elements and relations; no more so than that a child will
be born and live until the astral vibrations set up by the planets correspond to
the astral vibrations within its astral form.

How the Factors
Operate Together

A horary chart, then, is a map of three distinct, but sympathetically related,
things. It is a map of the heavens at the time and place a question is clearly
formulated. It is a map of the most active mental factors within the mind of
the person asking the question at the time the question is asked. And, because these mirror the various conditions relating to the question, as perceived on the astral plane by the soul, it is a map of the various factors involved in the question.
The problem of the horary astrologer, therefore, is through a careful comparison of the harmony, discord and other relations that exist between these
factors, to discern the nature of the past, present and future developments of
the matter asked about. He has before him a map of the heavens; but this is
also a map of certain related things as they exist on the astral plane. If he
discerns, from this map, that several objects are moving toward a given point,
he becomes aware from their rate of movement that in about so long a time
they will meet. And from the properties of these things, their velocities, and
the angle of their approach, he discerns whether they will meet harmoniously or discordantly. From this he can predict, with much certainty, the various results.
Now it may be that the one making the inquiry is under obligation to take
and develop the picture, so to speak. It may be necessary for him to embark
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upon a certain enterprise whether it is pleasant or not. Or it may be that he
has an option in the matter, and need not take the picture unless it is apt to
prove pleasing. Therefore, the astrologer should be able to give him an accurate preview, that he may know in advance just what the finished picture, or
venture, will be like.
Furthermore, in case he is so situated that he can not avoid taking and
developing the picture, even if in the preview it appears distressing, the astrologer should be able to show him all the details that will help him get the
best results from a poor view. The astrologer has watched the taking and
developing of so many pictures that have been mapped by planetary positions that he should be able to advise whether or not the venture is worth the
attempt, if attempted what the result will be, and how to get the best result if
the attempt be made.

The Time of
the Question

It is always better to take the time when a question or proposition first is
clearly present in the mind. If a proposition of any kind is presented, either
personally or through the mail, the moment its import becomes clear is the
time for which the chart should be erected. In case this time cannot be ascertained, it is customary to use the time when the question first becomes clear
to the astrologer. The experience of a host of astrologers indicates that this
latter method is reliable in a general way; for at this time, also, the matter
considered is supplied with sufficient energy to make it manifest strongly.
But when the time of its first clear formulation in the mind is known, this is
the time that invariably should be used. It is the true birth of the question.
SUN: A strong vital body, above average size, light complexion,
very dignified.
MOON: Tending to shortness and weight, pale complexion, wide
forehead, listless.
MERCURY: Lean, nervous, sharp features, small eyes and ears,
hair brown.
VENUS: Plump and handsome, tending to light complexion,
mirthful, affable.
MARS: Wiry, robust body, strong muscles, ruddy complexion, hair
with reddish tinge.
JUPITER: Large and ample body, sanguine or fair complexion,
jovial, with much self-esteem.
SATURN: Large bones, looks raw-boned even when not tall, dark,
serious, grave.
URANUS: Tall, slender, angular, brilliant eyes, erratic, argumentative.
NEPTUNE: Tendency to weight, oval features, large, dreamy eyes,
pleasant appearing.
PLUTO: Average height, strong muscular body, deliberate but
dynamic personality capable of expressing much force.

Personal Description
Given By the Signs

ARIES: Middle stature, spare, strong body, bushy eyebrows, dark
hair, rather swarthy.
TAURUS: Short, thickset, dull complexion, large mouth, dark hair
and eyes.
GEMINI: Tall, long arms, light complexion, brown hair, quick in
action.
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CANCER: Middle height, upper parts larger, small mouth and
face, pale, milky eyes.
LEO: Breadth and size to stature, large head, light hair, ruddy
complexion.
VIRGO: Average, compact body, brownish or fresh complexion,
dark hair.
LIBRA: Tall and well formed, clear complexion, sparkling eyes,
hair brown or black.
SCORPIO: Middle height, thick set, corpulent, hooked nose, dark
hair, ruddy or swarthy complexion.
SAGITTARIUS: Above middle height, high forehead, long nose,
sanguine complexion, hair brown.
CAPRICORN: Slender rather than stout, thin face, black hair, dark
complexion.
AQUARIUS: Stout, well set, fair hair, sanguine complexion,
pleasant.
PISCES: Tending to shortness, fleshy, pale face, brown or dark
hair, fishy eyes.
In addition to descriptions of personal appearance, to deal concisely with the
different persons and things of horary astrology, it is necessary to give them
names. The student should become thoroughly familiar with these terms:
The person who asks the question is called the QUERENT.
The person who erects and judges the figure is called the ASTROLOGER.
The person or thing about which the question is asked is called the
QUESITED.
The planet ruling the house that denotes any person or thing is called the
SIGNIFICATOR of that person or thing.
Any planet sharing the rulership of the house denoting any person or
thing is called the CO-SIGNIFICATOR.
The planet actually in a house is Chief ruler of that house and Chief
Significator of the person or thing denoted by that house; and the planet ruling the sign on the cusp of that house is then the Co-ruler of the house and
Co-significator of the person or thing denoted by the house. This is true in all
branches of astrology.
If there is more than one planet in a house, the planet nearest the cusp of
the house is usually the Chief ruler of the house; the other planets being Corulers with the planet ruling the sign on the cusp of the house.
The planets in the house have more rulership over the house than the
planet ruling the sign on the cusp of the house. This is true in all branches of
astrology.
In horary astrology the First House and the Moon are always taken as
Significator and Co-significator of the Querent. The Querent, or person who
asks the question, is always represented by any planet, or planets, in the first
house, by the planet ruling the first house, and by the Moon as a Co-significator.
If the Astrologer is the Querent, asking the question as well as judging
it, he is represented by the Significator of the Querent, as just given. But if
the Astrologer is not also the Querent, he is signified by the seventh house
and its ruler.

Technical Terms

A horary chart is said to be Radical when it is capable of being correctly and
safely judged.
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A figure erected for the exact time of the commencement of any enterprise or event is always a Radical Figure; because it will give correct information. But in a horary question, if less than 3 degrees of any sign, or more than
27 degrees of any sign, be found upon the Ascendant, it is usually better not
to try to judge the figure. When less than 3 degrees rise, it indicates that the
question is undergoing gestation and is not as yet completely formed. Therefore there is insufficient data upon which to base a correct answer. When
more than 27 degrees rise, the question as formulated has been outgrown by
new conditions, and these as yet have not been fully grasped by the unconscious mind. The question as asked, therefore, is obsolete, and cannot be answered from the figure. However, if the Ascendant and the planets it contains, together with the sign the planet ruling the sign on the Ascendant is in,
describe the Querent’s personal appearance accurately, the figure may be considered Radical in spite of too few or too many degrees rising.
As the 7th house signifies the Astrologer, unless the question relates to
the 7th house in particular, when the 7th house is found much afflicted it is
often better not to give judgment; for it shows dissatisfaction with the judgment given by the Astrologer and possible trouble for him. Even when the
question is a 7th house matter, if nothing but affliction is shown for the 7th
house, the Astrologer should proceed with caution, as it indicates little ability
on his part to give satisfaction.

Mutual Reception

Two planets are said to be in mutual reception when each occupies the sign
which is the exaltation or the home of the other. Thus if Saturn is in Leo and
the Sun is in Capricorn, they are in mutual reception. If Jupiter is in Capricorn and Mars is in Cancer they are in mutual reception. When two planets
are thus in mutual reception they tend to benefit each other through mutual
aims. If at the same time they are in evil aspect, there will be an affliction
commensurate with the aspect; but in spite of the aspect, each sets up vibrations in the sign that is the natural medium of the other, and thus renders
the other assistance.
Mutual reception implies that among some of the things ruled by each
planet there will be co-operation. It does not annul the effects of a discordant
aspect between two planets. The aspect, good or evil, will work out to its full
extent in terms of some of the things ruled by the planets; but the mutual
reception will bring about a co-operation between other things so ruled; even
if it be an unconscious and unwilling co-operation.
Mutual reception should be noted in natal astrology; and is especially
important in horary astrology, as it often indicates whether certain things
will pull together or fly asunder.

Dragon’s Head and Tail,
Fixed Stars and
Part of Fortune

The part of fortune is a point on the ecliptic as far removed from the Ascendant by longitude. The dragon’s head and tail are the Moon’s nodes.
Where the orbital paths of two heavenly bodies intersect is called their
nodes. As none of the other planets move in the same plane as the orbit of the
earth, each of their orbits must cut the orbit of the earth at two points. Therefore not only the Moon, but each of the planets also, has both an Ascending
Node and a Descending Node.
If nodes are to be used as sensitive points, logic would indicate that the
nodes of all the planets, as well as those of the Moon, should be used.
From the standpoint of non-astrological divination, as explained in Chapter 2, Course 11, Divination and Character Reading, the more numerous the sym-
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bols present from which ESP may take its choice to give the correct impression to objective consciousness the better. But from the standpoint of the Hermetic System of Horary Astrology only those factors should be employed
which experience proves actually add accessory energy to the thought-cells
of the unconscious mind.
Although many Church of Light ministers who have attained outstanding reputations for accuracy in the practice of horary astrology have started
by using the part of fortune and the Moon’s nodes, it became apparent to
them as they gained greater proficiency that these symbols in a chart were a
hindrance to the reliability of their work.
A vast amount of statistical work in natal astrology and over a quarter of
a century of checking in class the predictions of students of mundane astrology, together with the experience of these highly proficient horary astrologers, impels me to recommend that fixed stars, part of fortune and Moon’s
nodes be omitted from all astrological charts.
Probably the most common source of error in horary astrology is a failure to
select the house to which the question properly belongs. The astrologer should
not be content merely to accept the question as it is given to him; but should
carefully interrogate the Querent until he finds out just what it is that he really wishes to know. The Querent may talk about property, or business, when
the real thing in the back of his head is money. The question, on the face of it
may appear, therefore, to relate chiefly to the 4th house, or to the 10th house;
when in reality it is chiefly a 2nd house question in which the 4th or 10th
merely indicate a source of revenue. I cannot emphasize too strongly the necessity for reformulating the question when necessary, so that its true significance is at once apparent and it can be assigned to its proper house. And as all
possible events and affairs come under the rulership of some of the houses,
any possible question about events and affairs can be answered:
FIRST HOUSE: Everything to do with the personality; health, length of
life, temperament and disposition, and personal prowess.
SECOND HOUSE: Wealth, personal property, profit and loss, cash.
THIRD HOUSE: Brethren, neighbors, short journeys, private studies, science, news, rumors, cousins, newspapers, periodicals, letters, messengers,
land transportation, and thoughts.
FOURTH HOUSE: Home, environment, father, domestic affairs, lands,
mines, real estate, houses, hidden things, lost articles, crops, the grave, cities
and towns, end of life, and end of any matter.
FIFTH HOUSE: Love affairs, children, courtship, theaters, all places of
amusement, pleasures, gambling, speculation, hazards, schools, wealth of
father, and wealth of city or town.
SIXTH HOUSE: Sickness, labor, servants, inferiors, tenants, farmers, small
cattle and poultry, aunts and uncles, foods, army and navy, and ceremonial or
other magic performed by the Querent.
SEVENTH HOUSE: Marriage, war, partnership, contracts, sweethearts,
public enemies, defendant in a law suit, the astrologer, the physician, the opposing party, those met in public, any person inquired about not denoted by
one of the other houses, such as a stranger, or a thief when there is a theft.
EIGHTH HOUSE: Death, legacies, partner’s money, disembodied entities,
and real or personal property when in escrow.
NINTH HOUSE: Long journeys, books, publications other than periodi-
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cals, advertising, public teaching and public expression of opinion, schooling, philosophy, religion, dreams, visions, and legal matters.
TENTH HOUSE: Business affairs, power, rank, position, superiors, the executive head of any enterprise, honor, credit, reputation, profession, and mother.
ELEVENTH HOUSE: Hopes, wishes, friends, counselors, acquaintances,
praise, friendly criticism, and mother’s money.
TWELFTH HOUSE: Private enemies, large cattle, disappointments, sorrows, psychic influences, magic either white or black performed by another,
detective work, prisons, hospitals, charitable institutions, and self injury.

Things Are Brought
to Pass in Three Ways

In a great many of the questions proposed to an astrologer there will be found,
either as the chief or as a secondary issue, the desire to know whether or not
something will happen. Thus, when the main question relates to the advisability of making some business deal, the Querent nearly always also wishes
to know whether or not the deal will be made. Or if the main question is as to
marriage, or relating to a journey; in addition to wishing to know if the action
should be taken, nearly always there is present a desire to know if, providing
the step seems advisable, it can be brought to pass. If the figure shows that
the enterprise, whatever it may be, will never mature, it is desirable to know
what the causes, persons, or events are that hinder it, and why, and in what
manner they frustrate it. But if the event will happen, it is equally desirable to
know how it may be brought about, by whom, and in how long a time.
There are three different ways by which it is shown that an event will
come to pass; and the student should make himself thoroughly familiar with
these three ways; for upon his ability correctly to discern them hinges his
success or failure in horary astrology.

1. By Aspect

When the significators of the two or more parties to a transaction, or the
significators of the factors that must be brought together to produce the event,
are found within orb, and applying to any aspect of each other; and this aspect becomes complete before either receives or forms an aspect with another
planet—which may be seen by inspecting the ephemeris—it is a testimony
that the event will transpire.
The strongest aspect to bring a thing about is the Conjunction of the
significators. The Conjunction and the Parallel bring matters to pass with ease
or difficulty, according to the aspects received from other planets. But they
bring things to an issue.
When matters are brought about by a Trine they mature with ease, and
the event proves beneficial.
When matters are brought about by a Sextile there is a favorable opportunity that will yield good results if grasped; and it may be brought to pass
without difficulty.
When matters are brought to pass by a Semi-Sextile they are usually
slightly favorable if they can be consumated; but much initiative is required
to bring them about; and they will not come to pass unless there are additional testimonies.
The Inconjunct seldom brings matters to fruition. The matter is talked
about and thought about, and then dropped.
The Opposition aspect sometimes brings an event to pass, though more
often not. If it does come to pass it will prove unfortunate, and much difficulty and contention will arise out of it.
The Square aspect frequently brings things about; but it shows many ob-
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stacles to overcome. The difficulties experienced will be fully equal to the
gain derived, and the results will not be as good as expected.
The Semi-square and Sesqui-square seldom bring matters to maturity. They
show much worry and bickering and little difficulties arising; and either the
matter is then permitted to drop, or if there are other helping testimonies, it
comes to maturity, but is a source of annoyance, and very little good comes
from it.
When the significators occupy Powerful Houses the event is more likely
to happen; for there is plenty of energy present concerning the matter. When
they occupy Feeble Houses it is much less apt to transpire; for there is insufficient energy present, and it comes to naught through indifference.
If the significators are Essentially Dignified it assists in bringing the matter to pass, and makes it more favorable than it otherwise would be.
Mutual Reception between significators applying to an aspect is a strong
testimony that the event will transpire. Mutual reception, if the significators
are not at the same time in aspect, tends to bring the significators together,
but alone is not of sufficient power to bring the event to pass.
If one or more of the significators is Retrograde the matter may be brought
to pass, but it will never manifest all that is expected of it.
To determine how long before the matter will be brought to pass, the nature
of the matter, and its reasonable time limits, must be considered. Then pay
particular attention to the signs the significators are in. If in movable signs,
the matter will be brought to pass quickly; if in mutable signs, after a moderate time; if in fixed signs, only after much delay. And the significator that
applies, indicates the party or thing most active in bringing the matter to pass.
In matters that naturally mature very quickly, when the significators are
in movable signs, call the number of degrees the aspect lacks of completion,
hours. When in mutable signs call the number of degrees apart, days. And
when in fixed signs, call the number of degrees apart, weeks. But in matters
that mature less quickly call it days, weeks, and months; while in matters that
naturally mature very slowly call it weeks for movable signs, months for
mutable signs, and years for fixed signs.
When one significator is in a movable sign and another in a fixed or mutable sign, the time may be gauged by striking an average. However, in all
timing by this method, it will be found when the significators are fast in motion that the event will transpire at an earlier date than that just given, but
when the significators are slow in motion that the thing will mature somewhat more slowly than the time indicated by using the signs alone.
If, before the aspect is fully complete, one of the significators turns Retrograde and the aspect is not fully formed, that party will back down, or the
things denoted by the retrograde planet will take a radical turn about, and
the event will not come to pass.
If, before the aspect between the significators is perfected, some other
planet comes to a complete aspect to either of them, it indicates the interference of a third party or thing—which will be shown by the things which the
interfering planet signifies—that comes into the transaction and prevents its
maturing as it otherwise would. The significator first receiving the complete
aspect from the interfering planet indicates the person or thing first affected
by it.
If, before the aspect between the significators is perfected, one of them
must pass to a different sign, it shows some change in affairs before they are
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brought to maturity. The matter is thus shifted to a new basis; and if the
significators are in Feeble Houses, or in adverse Essential Dignity, and the
aspect is not a very strong one, the matter will not come to pass. But if the
significators are in Powerful Houses, or Essentially Dignified, and the aspect
be a strong one, the matter will come to pass; but not as at first formulated.

Void of Course

When a planet makes no aspect with another planet before it passes from the
sign, it is in, it is said to be Void of Course. When the Moon is void of course,
the matter is seldom brought to maturity. If the figure is not Radical, through
having less than 3 or more than 27 degrees of a sign rising, the matter seldom
matures. Any enterprise undertaken when the Moon is void of course; or
when less than 3 or more than 27 degrees are rising; is seldom a success. It is
either premature or out of date. If the significators are not within orb of aspect with each other, or if they are separating from the aspect instead of applying, the event will not transpire; except there is Translation of Light, or
Collection of Light.

2. By Translation
of Light

When the significators are separating from an aspect, and some other planet
forms an aspect to one of the significators and then moves to a complete aspect with the other significator, it is called Translation of Light. It indicates
that a person or thing comes in as a go-between, or agent, and reconciles the
significators, and thus causes the event to transpire. The nature of the gobetween is indicated by the things ruled by the planet that translates the light.

3. By Collection
of Light

When the significators are not within orb of an aspect to each other, or are
separating from an aspect, if both form a strong aspect to the same planet,
this planet indicates a common acquaintance, or a common cause, working to
bring them together. If the planet that thus Collects the Light, through
aspecting both significators, is powerful by accidental dignity, or strong by
essential dignity, and the aspects are powerful, it will bring the factors together and the matter will be brought to a conclusion. If it is a weak planet
and without dignity, an effort will be made to reconcile interests, but it will
fail. If the aspects that collect the light are benefic, there will be little difficulty
experienced. If the aspects are malefic, there will be difficulty and trouble;
and unless the collector of light is very powerful, it may not be brought to
pass. When one of the aspects is good and the other discordant, there will be
some trouble and some success, the final result depending upon the power of
the collector.

December 7, 1941, 7:50 a. m. S. T,
Japanese planes began to rain bombs on the ships and airdromes of Pearl Harbor, Hawaii Japan at that time was talking peace at Washington, and professing the belief that a satisfactory settlement of all difficulties was about to be reached
The attack was quite unexpected by the U. S. forces in Hawaii, and caught them completely off guard The chart must
be read as a Japanese enterprise It thus represents how Japan
will bed affected by thee war she then started.
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December 8, 1941, 4:10 p. m. E. S. T.
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt signed the United
States Declaration of War on Japan.
This chart must be read as a United States enterprise it
thus indicates the fortunes and misfortunes which the U. S.
will encounter in its war with Japan.
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Course 8

Horary
Astrology
Chapter 5

Questions Relating to the
First Six Houses

B

Y common consent astrologers have adopted a condensed method of
presenting the elements of any astrological chart. Each chart is indicated by an Arabic numeral at the left. This numeral appears twice;
once at the left of the line in which the houses are tabulated, and once at the
left of the line in which the planets are tabulated. Following this number,
which designates a given chart, the sign and degree upon the cusp of each of
the houses, from the 10th to the 3rd, are given in the same horizontal line, but
in a column directly below the Roman numeral which indicates the house.
The number of the chart is then used again in a separate table in which the
sign and degree occupied by each of the planets are given in the same horizontal line, but in a column directly below the symbol of the planet. This
method enables the elements of many charts to be tabulated in a small space.
To use such a table, the signs and degrees should be copied into a blank
horoscope chart, so that they occupy the house-cusps indicated. Then upon
the opposite house-cusps place the same sign and degree of the opposite sign.
And finally, always being careful to use only the elements in the same horizontal line to the right of the chart number, the degrees and minutes of each
planet should be noted, and the planets entered in the chart, just as in erecting a horoscope.
On page 66 of chapter 4, will be found a table containing the elements of
five different charts, and the elements of four more will be found on page 82.
As these lessons were written, and the charts erected, in 1920, the planet Pluto1
is not included; for it was not discovered until ten years later. These are example charts which will be used to illustrate the proper method of judging
horary questions; and consequently, should be copied into blank maps for the
purpose of study. Furthermore, as in each instance the data is given upon
which they are erected, it is advisable for the student to erect the charts and
compare his work with the charts so copied. This gives him twelve distinct
charts in the first six lessons of the course, by which he can test his ability to
make the calculations properly.
When a horary chart is radical, it is usually possible by inspecting the chart,
yet without being told, to determine the nature of the question asked. This is
accomplished by noting the houses in which the significator and cosignificator
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of the Querent are, and the houses occupied by any planets strongly aspecting
them. Thus in example chart No. 1 (page xvii), as a horary question, I would
look to the house the Moon is in and the houses occupied by any planets
making powerful aspects to the Moon; for the Moon in this chart is both
cosignificator of the querent and ruler of the Ascendant. Neptune is the chief
significator, and ruling the 9th indicates some thought of a journey; but its
aspects are weak.
The Moon, on the contrary, has powerful aspects. As it is in the house of
friends, I would say the question chiefly relates to friends. It has just passed
the opposition of Venus in the house of children and love affairs, and the
square of Uranus in the house of legacies and the partner’s money. One could
safely judge, therefore, that the question relates to a friendship which has
been severed (opposition signifies separation) due to the influence of a child
or a love affair. This situation has placed an obstacle (square signifies obstacle) in the way of receiving a legacy, or money from a partner.
In example chart No. 2 (page 34), because the querent has so many
significators, as shown by three planets in the 1st, the question is a complex
one, involving many factors. Yet because the ruler of the Ascendant is in the
1st, the question is primarily concerned with personal matters.
The other factors chiefly relate to the personal life, and are shown by the
houses ruled by the various cosignificators of the querent. The ruler of the
Ascendant in the 1st, indicates concern about the health. Mercury, ruling the
4th and coruler of the 5th and 7th, in the 1st, indicates concern about the
home, children and husband. Venus, ruling the 3rd, and coruler of the 8th, in
the 1st, indicates concern about relatives or travel, and about the husband’s
income. The Moon, cosignificator of the querent, being in the 12th, indicates
that the querent was greatly restricted at the time the question was asked.
The most significant thing about the chart, however, is the presence of two
traveling planets, Mercury and Uranus, in the 1st. From this I decide the
thought uppermost in the mind at the time the question was asked is about
some contemplated change by which the restrictions shown by the position
of the Moon may be removed.
The question actually asked was: “Will I change my residence?” This, on
the surface of it, is a 4th house question; but further interrogation brought to
light that the change of residence was prompted by the greater desire to attain other ends; greater freedom, more abundant health and better opportunities for children and husband.
In example chart No. 3 (page 50), the question at once is seen to revolve
about the 3rd and 9th; for one cosignificator of the querent is in the house of
journeys and publishing and the other is in the house of travel, writing and
study. The significator of the querent is Mars, ruling the house of money
and the house of partnership. One may safely say, from inspecting this chart,
yet without knowing anything about the querent or having been told anything about the question, that he was contemplating either writing or travel
for the purpose of making money, and that there was a partnership involved.
The Moon separating from square Saturn in the 11th, indicates he has recently lost a friend. The Moon applying trine Neptune, indicates successful
promotion of the enterprise; and Venus applying to a conjunction of the
Sun, coruler of the 11th, will bring him friends of influence who will give
him adequate support.

Questions Relating to the First Six Houses
ARIES: Part of country; a hot dry climate, sparsely settled, moderately
high and rugged. Land where pebbles and boulders are numerous, fields that
are freshly plowed. Part of city; the manufacturing district, hardware stores,
repair garages and auto service stations. Part of home, doorways, roof, and
tool-room.
TAURUS: Part of the country; a cold, dry climate; low, level country without brush or woods, pastures where cattle feed. Land in which seed has just
been planted. Part of city; banks, safes, vaults, cash registers, and places where
money and securities are kept. Part of home; store-rooms, trunks, places where
personal property is securely kept.
GEMINI: Part of country; a temperate climate, thickly settled, or a city or
town, moderately high, and where the wind blows. Land rather rolling and
covered with grass, small trees and shrubs; or where crops have just come
through the ground. Part of city; railroad yards, street cars, newspaper and
periodical offices, libraries, automobiles and aeroplanes, mail boxes, post offices, telephone and telegraph systems. Part of home; the telephone, halls,
windows, writing desk and places where books and papers are kept.
CANCER: Part of country; a wet, cool, climate, along the ocean beach, or
where small, active streams flow. Land of a rich, sandy loam in creek or river
bottom, or near the ocean. Part of city; reservoirs, water pipes and hydrants,
running water, hotels and the main residential district. Part of home; bathroom, laundry, and main living room.
LEO: Part of country; a hot, dry climate, rather low, with level stretches,
tending to desert conditions. Land that is left wild, or kept for the purpose of
sport and amusement, such as golf courses. Part of city; theatres, schools, playgrounds, parks and places of amusement. Part of home; the nursery, furnace
room, place where pots and kettles are kept, and all places where fire is used.
VIRGO: Part of country; a cold climate of moderate rainfall, moderately
elevated. Land devoted to grain fields, orchards, or other crops. Part of city;
public works, grocery stores, produce markets, agencies, restaurants and cafeterias. Part of home; the pantry, garden, dining room, sick room, and outhouses where chickens or small animals are kept.
LIBRA: Part of country; a temperate climate, high and dry. Land rather
thickly settled and divided into numerous plots, or where there are towns and
villages. Part of city; stores where wearing apparel, jewelry and finery are sold,
show windows, and all places where nice things are on display. Part of home;
wardrooms, bedrooms, balconies, porches, chinaware and silverware.
SCORPIO: Part of country; a damp, sultry climate, rather low than high,
away from the ocean and in a valley between hills. Land where there are
bogs, hot springs, quagmires, swamps, stagnant water and muddy ground.
Part of city; drug stores, doctor’s offices, morgues, slaughter houses, sewers
and cesspools. Part of home; medicine shelves, the toilet and the sewer.
SAGITTARIUS: Part of country; a hot, dry climate in a mountainous country, moderately high. Land covered with woods. Part of city; churches, lecture
halls, court houses, lawyer’s offices, book stores, book publishing establishments and places for meeting for community welfare workers. Part of home;
upstairs rooms, the chimney, cow barns, stables and the private garage.
CAPRICORN: Part of country; a cold climate with considerable snowfall,
well up in the rugged mountains where there are rocks and brush, but few
large trees. Land suitable for mining, where the soil is poor and weeds and
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thorns in abundance. Part of the city: the city hall, chamber of commerce and
the business district in general. Part of the home; the office, the attic, the cellar
and all dark places.
AQUARIUS: Part of country; a temperate climate, neither low nor high,
with very changeable weather, thickly settled, including cities. Land not rugged, yet with an artistic view, and chiefly used for human habitation. Part of
city; art stores, furniture stores, electrical stores, radio stores, electric lighting
systems, and places where automobiles, airplanes and radios are sold and
their accessories obtained. Part of home; the electric light, radio, reception
room, parlor, stairs, chief furniture, and the artistic things on the wall.
PISCES: Part of country; a cool, rainy, foggy climate, moderately low and
much broken, shut in on all sides by hills and cut up by ravines. Land about
fishponds or through which large rivers or small sluggish creeks flow, or about
large lakes, or where there are cool springs of water coming from the ground.
Part of city; hospitals, jails, poorhouses and public charities. Part of home;
sinks, pumps, cisterns, well and gas system.

Public
Interest
Questions

In a question which is of interest to the general public, rather than of special
importance to the individual who asks it, such as, “Will the U. S. go to war?”,
“Will taxes be higher next year?”, “Will the criminal be caught?”, “Will congress pass the bill?”, “Will the candidate be elected?”, the querent is not represented in the chart. Instead, each house takes on its common significance,
the first representing the people, the second representing money, the ninth
representing the courts, etc., and the question belongs to, and should be answered from, the houses and their rulers thus commonly significant of the
affairs chiefly involved.

First House
Questions

Questions relating to health, and to personal affairs generally, belong to the
first house. A common first house question is, “Shall I have better success by
remaining where I am or by going to some distant place?”
In such a question the 4th signifies the present home, or location, and the
3rd indicates the neighboring environment. The 10th signifies a foreign home,
and the 9th its neighboring environment. The 4th and 3rd houses beneficent,
therefore, gives success by staying close to the present environment; while
the 10th and 9th houses beneficent gives success by going to a distant place.
Consequently, note which of these two departments of the chart is more favorable, and advise the querent to reside in the section where the best influences are shown. If the chart indicates that the querent should go elsewhere,
yet at the same time there is an evil aspect between his significator and the
cosignificator of the 10th or 9th, the move should be delayed until a more
favorable time. If there is no aspect between these significators, the move is
not likely to take place. But if the significators are applying to good aspects of
each other, he should make the change in the near future.

Favorable Directions
and Environments

Because there is some confusion in regard to this, I should here emphasize
that in the Hermetic System the signs have no influence over direction. All
directions are designated solely by noting the direction in the chart of the
house containing the significator.
The signs, instead of pointing out directions, indicate the kind of environment. This is of primary importance also in natal astrology; because it enables
one to pick the most favorable gem, name, number, color, business, location,
and even the most beneficial human associates. This is made possible because
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any thing, person or environment, ruled by a sign, through its proximity, adds
energy both to the sign and to any planets located in the sign. A planet thus in
a sign is more greatly intensified by association with the things ruled by that
sign than is the planet that rules the sign but is located elsewhere.
For example, in chart No. 3, to give the Sun and the 9th house greater
activity, a Leo environment would help but slightly; not nearly so much as a
Cancer environment, because the Sun is actually in Cancer in the 9th. The
chief influence of a Leo environment would be to accentuate the power of
Jupiter in the house of friends. And while a thing ruled by Mercury would
somewhat influence the 9th, because Mercury rules its cusp; this would have
much less influence over the 9th than something ruled either by the Sun or
Venus, because these are actually in the 9th. Furthermore, something ruled
by the Moon would primarily accentuate the 3rd house, where the Moon is
located, and only to a much less extent stimulate the 10th, the cusp of which is
occupied by the sign Cancer.
Association with the things ruled by a planet or sign, merely gives the planet
or sign increased energy; but does not change the quality of its energy. Therefore, to live in a vicinity ruled by a sign in which there is an unfortunate planet,
is to increase its power for malignity; but to live amid conditions ruled by a sign
in which there is a fortunate planet, is through affording it additional energy, to
increase its power to benefit of the life. The various environments ruled by
each of the twelve signs have already been given in this lesson.
A first house question that includes such a consideration is, “Where should
I go to have greatest success?
Now the Ascendant is directly east of the querent at the time the question
is asked, and any planet in the Ascendant sheds its rays to him from the east.
A planet on the M.C. is above, but also directly south of him. A planet on the
Descendant sends its rays to him from the west; and so on. By traveling in the
direction from which such a planet sends its rays to him, the querent comes
more under the influence of that planet’s vibrations. Thus if Saturn is in the
11th (example chart No. 3), he increases the power of Saturn in his life by
traveling southeast. Or, if Uranus is in the 5th, the influence of Uranus is
intensified by his traveling northwest.
This being the case, to take advantage of favorable influences, the querent
should always go in the direction signified by that planet in the chart which
has the best influence over the particular condition he desires. Thus, in the
example chart No. 3, if the desire is to go to the place where health will be
best, the querent should go a little west of south, where Venus and the Sun
are located, and should choose a location by the seashore; for Venus is the
best planet for health in this chart. It rules the Asc., and is conjunction the
Sun, which governs the vitality. By going to a Cancer environment, the seashore, this benefic quality would be intensified; for the Sun and Venus are
in Cancer.
But if the desire is to select the place where the greatest financial success
as a writer could be attained, the preference should be given to the southeast;
more south than east, where Jupiter is found; for Jupiter is in trine to the
Moon in the house of writing, is coruler of the house of writing, is a money
planet, and is sextile to Mars, significator of the house of money.
Yet of even greater importance, usually, than the direction in which the
querent should go, is the kind of environment he should choose after making
the move. Thus in the removal just considered the querent should locate in a
Leo environment; for Jupiter is in Leo, and such surroundings will permit
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Jupiter to express fully. In this case, then, the most favorable location would
be rather low, level country, tending to desert conditions. In such a situation,
where the climate tends to be hot, living close to a school or park would assist
Jupiter to attract the best financial opportunities, and lead to greatest success.
Another very important first house question is, “Will my health improve?”
In all questions of health, either in horary astrology or in natal astrology,
pay particular attention to the Sun and Moon, called luminaries, and to the
Asc. and any planet therein. The stronger and better aspected the Sun, Moon
and Asc., the better the health in general will be. The weaker and more afflicted the luminaries and the Asc., the poorer will be the health experienced.
If the significator or cosignificator of the querent is in the 6th, or is powerfully afflicted by a planet in the 6th, illness is indicated of the nature of the
afflicting planet and the sign it occupies. If the significator or cosignificator is
separating from an evil aspect, and applying to a good aspect, the health is
poor but will improve. The recovery will be more speedy if the significators
are in movable signs, but slower if in fixed signs. But when the significator or
cosignificator of the querent is in the 8th and applying to an evil aspect of a
malefic plant, such as Mars or Saturn; or when applying to a severe aspect of
a planet in the 8th, and at the same time the Sun, Moon and Asc. are much
afflicted and receive no good aspects from benefics, such as Venus and Jupiter, the querent will die.
By noting, in a question of health, the aspects from which the significator
and cosignificator are separating, the periods of past illness may be told and
their nature described. And by noting the aspects to which the significator
and cosignificator apply, the health that may be expected in the future may be
determined, and the nature and cause of each change made known. Then, by
using the rules for timing events, as given in chapter 4, the time when the
various changes in health will take place can be predicted.
Example chart No. 4, page 66, was erected for May 24, 1920; 4:00 P.M.
P.S.T. Redding, Calif. 34N34 122W24. The question was, “What health may I
expect in the near future?”
Venus is significator of the querent. The Moon is cosignificator of the
querent. Mars, ruler of the 6th, 7th and 2nd, being conjunction the Asc., indicates that illness, partner and money are exerting an acute influence upon the
querent. The significator, Venus, in the 8th, separating from the inconjunct to
Mars, indicates some concern in the immediate past about death. The Moon,
as cosignificator, in the 11th, indicates that the querent is closely associated
with friends. The Moon, as cosignificator also of the 10th, indicates the friends
to be quite absorbed in business; and not particularly concerned about the
querent except for business purposes. The Moon is separating from the square
of Sun and Mercury, indicating severe affliction to the health in the near past;
probably a nervous breakdown, as the afflicting planets are in Gemini, and
Mars on the Asc. denotes extreme activity.
The next aspect made by the Moon is in the conjunction with Saturn, indicating grave affliction to the health through depleted vitality; bowel trouble
being indicated by Saturn in Virgo. Saturn also is the ruler of the 4th, governing the end of life. Next, the Moon immediately applies to the opposition of
Uranus, showing disruption of the electromagnetic forces of the body, and
indicating, through its position in Pisces, a seriously impaired circulation.
The Moon thereafter applies to semi-square Mars, indicating inflammatory
conditions, and then to semi-square Asc., showing other disturbances. No
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help is shown from the benefics. This chart, therefore, indicates that the querent
has been seriously ill in the past, has not yet recovered, and will shortly die.
I would, however, caution all against rendering a verdict of death either to
the one who is to die, or to those intimately associated with him. Such a judgement has a depressing effect upon the afflicted person, and through the force
of suggestion may well hasten the result. And such a thought held even by a
friend of the afflicted person, though unknown to the latter, nevertheless carries the weight of a mentally delivered suggestion. It is usually possible to
couch the language in which a judgment is given in such terms as to offer
encouragement and constructive suggestion, while at the same time rendering a truthful judgment and preparing the querent for eventualities.
Either in natal astrology or in horary astrology it is much better to refuse
to give judgment than either to misstate the conditions or to give the querent
adverse suggestions. An astrologer is not privileged to falsify; but he does
have the privilege of leaving many things he knows unsaid.

A Caution

In all questions of wealth, either in horary astrology or in natal astrology, pay
particular attention to Jupiter and Saturn, and to the ruler and coruler of the
2nd. In a chart where money is shown to be gained or lost, the planet showing the gain or loss will also indicate the method by which such condition is
brought to pass. Pluto shows gain or loss through mass production, group
activity, co-operation or coercion. Neptune shows gain or loss through promotion and schemes; Neptune never makes money through hard work. Uranus indicates gain or loss through sudden and unexpected events, through
inventiveness, new methods, electrical appliances, occult forces, and the ability to sway and influence others. Saturn shows gain or loss through shrewdness, caution, organizing ability, or perseverance; and to the accompaniment
of much hard work. Saturn may deny money, or he may cause its loss, but he
never squanders it. Jupiter shows gain or loss through patronage, the handling of other people’s possessions, and through the favors of circumstances,
or their apparent favors. Mars shows gain or loss through mechanical things,
and through aggressiveness and initiative. Whatever Mars brings or takes
away is accompanied by strife. Mars may, or may not, give money, but he
never hoards it. The Sun shows gain or loss through the influence of politics,
or people in power, and through circumstances in general. Venus shows gain
or loss through social contacts, through the opposite sex, and through the
artistic and beautiful. Mercury shows gain or loss through agencies, writing
and travel. The Moon shows gain or loss through the common people, through
commerce, and through domestic interests.
A common second house question is, “Will the debt due me be paid?”
The debtor, or other person, unless a relative or intimate friend—in which
case the house denoting such relative or friend should be observed—is represented by the 7th, and his money by the 8th. If the debtor be an intimate
friend or relative, his money is represented by the next house following the
house which represents him. If the significator or cosignificator of the
querent, or the significator or cosignificator of the 2nd, apply by aspect to,
or have translation of light or collection of light with, either the significator
of the 7th or the significator of the 8th, it indicates the matter will be taken
up for settlement.
If the aspects thus forming between the significators of the querent and
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his money and the debtor and his money are evil, an unsatisfactory settlement will be made. But if the aspects thus forming are favorable, the debt will
be paid in full. If the significators are not brought together by aspect, translation or collection of light, no particular effort is shown on the part of the debtor
to make any kind of settlement.
Another second house question is, “Shall I be rich?”
Judge chiefly from the aspects of any planet in the 2nd, and from the position and aspects of the ruler of the sign on the cusp of the 2nd. If the
significator of money receives a strong and benefic aspect from Jupiter, it shows
the power to acquire wealth. If the significator of money receives a strong
and benefic aspect from Saturn, it indicates the ability to save wealth. Great
riches require the favor of both these business planets. Good aspects from
Jupiter and evil from Saturn show gain followed by loss. Good aspects from
Saturn and evil aspects from Jupiter indicate power to retain, but poor ability
to gain. The aspects of the other planets to the significator of money all assist
or hinder, each in the manner above stated. The luminaries well aspected is
also a great help in money matters, as it indicates favors both from those
occupying position and the common people; both of these conditions assisting in the gain of wealth.
One of the most useful second house questions is, “Will the proposition
make me money?”
It is better to set the chart for the exact time the proposition first became
clear; though if this be neglected the question may be asked later, at the time
the urge is felt for solution. If the significators and cosignificators of the querent
and his money are favorably aspected and apply to a favorable aspect, translation, or collection of light, to the significator of the proposition, money will
be made out of it. If the significator of the proposition—if a business, the 10th,
if publishing, the 9th, if speculation or hazard, the 5th, if real estate, the 4th,
etc—is well aspected and the significator of the querent applies to a good
aspect of the significator of his money, or if there is a benefic translation or
collection of light between these two significators, money can be made out of
it. But if the aspects formed between the various significators given above are
evil, either no money will be made from it, or not enough to recompense for
the trouble. Where the testimonies conflict, the amount of gain or loss and its
cause is shown by the planets making the aspects.
Example chart No. 5, page 66, was erected for Oct. 21, 1920, 9:20 A.M.,
P.S.T., Ryepatch, Nev. 40N30 118W15. The chart was set up for the exact time
a proposition was presented to buy a building which had been used as a warehouse. The question was asked, “Will the proposition make me money?”
The querent is signified by Mars, with Jupiter and Moon as cosignificators.
Mars is separating from sextile Uranus, indicating the occult study in which
the querent had been engaged. Jupiter is applying to a semi-sextile Neptune,
ruler of the 4th, bringing the real estate to him, and applying to a conjunction
Saturn, significator of the querent’s money. The Moon is in the house of writing, separating from the opposition of Neptune. The deal, as I saw it, should
not have been attempted; but already, as this aspect disclosed, he had signed
the papers, and could not withdraw.
The Moon next applies to semi-square Mars, showing friction; then to a
square of Mercury and Venus in the house of disappointments, indicating a
series of obstacles and disappointments in regard to the deal. Because Venus
rules the house of friends, it was predicted that some friend upon whom he
depended would disappoint him; but because Moon also applies to the trine
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of the Sun in the 11th before leaving the sign, that some other friend would
come to his rescue in time to save him from complete disaster. This judgment
was verified in detail.
Questions relating to brethren, studies, thoughts, writing, news and short
journeys belong to the third house. A common third house question is, “Shall
I agree with my neighbor?”
In such a question, note the aspects between the significator and
cosignificator of the querent and the ruler and coruler of the 3rd house. If the
aspects are malefic, disagreement is indicated. Those aspects between the
significators that are separating indicate conditions past and those applying
indicate the conditions in the future.
A very important third house question is, “Is the news true?”
When possible it is better to erect the figure for the exact time the report
was first heard. The ruler and coruler of the 3rd represent the news. The house
occupied by the ruler of the cusp of the 3rd indicates the department of life
through which the querent is influenced by the news. A movable sign on the
Asc.; Mercury, the Moon or the significator of the news in a movable sign; all
tend to indicate that the news will later be contradicted. A fixed sign rising;
Mercury, the Moon and the significator of the news in a fixed sign; all tend to
give the report permanence and reliability.
Mercury severely afflicted tends to show the news false. If the affliction is
from Neptune, it is an exaggeration, if from Uranus it is an invention pure
and simple, if from Saturn it is designed to deceive for some crafty, selfish
purpose, if from Jupiter it arose in a jest, if from Mars, from enmity, if from
Venus, through imperfect knowledge, if from the Moon, through idle gossip.
Good aspects to Mercury tend to confirm the news as true. The general nature of the news, for good or ill, is shown by the various aspects of the planets
to the significator of the news. The effect of the news upon the querent is
shown by the significator of the querent and its aspects; particularly any aspect between the significator of the querent and the significator of the news.
It is sometimes also desirable to know the condition of an absent brother
or sister. In such a chart, the cusp of the 3rd represents, and its ruler is
significator of, the brother or sister. The next house to the 3rd, which is the
4th, represents the brother’s money, the 5th, his neighbors, the 6th, his home,
and so on around the chart. The house occupied by the ruler of the 3rd, counting the 3rd as the 1st of the brother, indicates his present interests. Thus the
9th house of the chart indicates his partners. But to find the direction in which
the brother is, from the querent, note the quadrant of the chart occupied by
the ruler of the 3rd, and judge the brother to be in the direction commonly
designated by this quadrant of the chart.
A very common third house question is, “Shall I take a short journey?” In
all questions of travel, writing and study, pay particular attention to Mercury
and Uranus. When the significators of the querent and the significators of the
3rd are free from serious affliction, it is safe to take land journeys; and if they
are well aspected such journeys will prove successful. If the significators of
the 1st and 3rd are much afflicted, serious difficulties will be encountered. If
there is an application by aspect, translation or collection of light between the
significators of the querent and the significators of the 3rd, the journey will
be taken.
As an illustration merely, because the question was actually about money,
let us ask, using example chart No. 5, page 66, “Shall I take the journey?”
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Mars separating from sextile Uranus in the 3rd shows an opportunity in
the recent past for a trip. Jupiter in the 9th, cosignificator of the querent, also
inclines to a journey. Mercury, a travel planet, conjunction Venus, indicates
some happy friendship resulting from travel. But as these two planets are in
the house of disappointments, and the next aspects of the Moon are to semisquare Mars and then to square Mercury and Venus; the trip would not be
without some trouble, and would prove disappointing. The Moon in opposition to Neptune indicates glowing anticipations which would not be realized.

Fourth House
Questions

Questions relating to the environment, domestic affairs, mines, real estate
and lost articles belong to the fourth house.
Any article lost, strayed, or stolen, the whereabouts of which are unknown
to the querent, is designated by the fourth house. If the hidden thing belongs
to a friend, it is designated by the 2nd; if to a brother, it is designated by the
6th; and so on; for the 2nd house of the chart is the 4th house of a friend, and
the 6th house of the chart is the fourth from the 3rd, or brother. Then note the
part of the chart in which the ruler of the cusp of the 4th is located, and judge
the article to be in that direction from the querent. But the kind of a place in
which the article is located is indicated by the sign in which the ruler of the
4th, ruler of the lost article, is found.
If there is a benefic application by aspect, translation or collection of
light, between the significator of the party to whom the article rightfully
belongs and the significator of the article, it will be recovered; the means
being shown by the planets and their aspects. If the application between
significators is evil, either it will not be recovered or will cost more to recover than its value. If no such application, either benefic or malefic, be
present, it will not be recovered.
In a question relative to buying real estate of any kind, the 4th represents
the property and its value to the querent. If the significators of the property
are malefic and badly aspected, the property has little value and will be a
source of annoyance. If the significators of the 4th are benefics and well
aspected, the property is of good value. The house and sign in which the ruler
of the cusp of the 4th is found, together with its aspects, and the 4th house,
give the facts concerning the property. The seller of the property is signified
by the 7th, and the property’s value to the seller is signified by the 10th. Planets in the 10th, or the ruler of the 10th well aspected and free from affliction,
indicates a high price. A malefic in the 10th, or evil aspects to the ruler of the
sign on the 10th, indicates that the property is an annoyance to the seller, and
that he will sell cheaply. The facility with which the bargain may be brought
to a close is shown by the relation of the significators of the querent to the
significators of the 7th.
Example chart No. 6, page 66, was erected for August 4, 1920, 11:10 P.M.,
M.S.T.2 Denver, Colorado 39N45 104W59. The question was, “Will my oil land
produce oil?”
The significator of the querent in the 4th indicates the nature of the question. The cosignificator of the querent (Moon) in the 12th, separating from
trine Neptune and the Sun, show restrictions placed upon the querent by real
estate investments. Neptune is the planet of oil, and in the 4th indicates the
hope of finding oil on the land. Mercury, ruler of the 2nd and coruler of the
5th, in opposition to the M.C. indicates that the querent has jeopardized his
business through placing money in the property, and that it is a hazard, as the
5th is involved. The Sun and Neptune are well aspected by the Moon, how-
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ever, showing the property to be valuable. Venus is square the Asc., showing
the property to be an obstacle to the querent at the time the question was
asked. But the next aspect of the Moon is trine Venus, bringing the querent
benefit from the property, and the aspect immediately following is Moon trine
Jupiter, Jupiter being in the house of the property’s wealth, the querent’s 5th.
I conclude, therefore, that the land will yield a producing oil well; and that
the querent will find it a very good investment, not only for himself, but
also for his partners; for Venus applies to conjunction Jupiter, ruler of the
partner’s money. Although the square of Sun and Neptune to Mars in the
6th, ruler of the 7th, indicates that the inefficiency of workmen will cause
some loss, and that some difficulty arise with partners, the property will
yield excellent returns.
Questions relating to pleasures, speculations, children and love affairs, belong to the fifth house. In such questions the ruler and coruler of the 5th
indicate the conditions surrounding the amusement, pleasure, speculation
or child asked about, and their aspects to the significators of the querent,
their influence upon him. The fifth house has rule over the stock-market
and all gambling.
A common fifth house question is, “Shall I have children?”
In such a question note the sign ascending, the sign on the cusp of the
5th, the sign the ruler of the cusp of the 5th is in, and the sign the Moon is in.
If these are fruitful—Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces—it is a testimony of children. If these are moderately fruitful signs—Taurus, Gemini, Virgo, Libra,
Sagittarius and Aquarius—it argues neither for nor against children. If they
are barren signs—Aries, Leo and Capricorn—the testimony is to deny children. The Moon or benefics in the 5th indicate children. The Sun or malefics
in the 5th indicate that there will be no children or that they will not be
reared. The number of children, where children are shown, is indicated by
the number of aspects formed by the chief significator of the 5th. The 11th
also should be given some consideration; for it indicates the children of the
marriage partner.
Example chart No. 7, page 66. was erected for Sept. 7, 1920, 6:50 P.M. E.S.T.2,
Chicago, 111. 41N52 87W39. The question was, “Will children bless my married life?”
A fruitful sign rises, the Moon is in a fruitful sign, a fruitful sign is on the
cusp of the 5th, and the ruler of the cusp of the 5th is in a fruitful sign; indicating a natural tendency to have a large family. The Moon separates from semisextile Neptune, significator of the querent, and applies immediately to sextile
Mercury, Sun and Saturn, indicating that the querent will have children in
the near future. Three children are shown distinctly by the three aspects, and
owing to the abundance of fruitful testimonies the querent would probably
have more than three. As the aspect from Moon to the significator of the
querent is slightly fortunate, and the aspect from Moon to the three planets is
fortunate; these children will prove a great blessing. The ruler of the 1st in the
6th indicates the querent to be in uncertain health at the time the question
was asked. After completing the three aspects mentioned, the Moon applies
to semi-square Mars and semi-square Jupiter, indicating that children born
after the first three would cause more trouble and be more difficult to raise.

Fifth House
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To determine the nature, duration and seriousness of an illness, a chart
should be erected for the exact time when the patient first perceived his illness. If this time is not known, the chart may be erected for the time the question first becomes clear. The significators of the 6th indicate the illness, and
by their aspects, good or bad, give testimony to its seriousness. But even more
importance should be placed upon the significator of the person ill and the
luminaries, giving judgment as illustrated under the first house question, “Will
my health improve?”
The heaviest afflictions to the significators of the querent indicate the birthchart constants of the disease. What disease is thus indicated by the birthchart
constants is set forth in Course 16, Stellar Healing, and in Body Disease and Its
Stellar Treatment.3
In a question of hiring a servant, or leasing to a tenant, the significators of
the 6th represent the servant or tenant. A benefic in the 6th shows a kindly
disposed person, a malefic, one not so genial. The aspects to the significators
of the 6th show much concerning him, and the aspects between the significators
of the querent and the significators of the tenant or servant indicate to what
extent he will agree with the querent.
Example chart No. 8, page 66, was erected for June 4, 1920, 2:06 A.M.,
E.S.T.2 New York City 40N43 73W57. The question was, “Is this person a desirable tenant?”
Mars is chief significator of the querent, and the Moon is his cosignificator.
Mars is likewise chief significator of the tenant, showing him to be an aggressive person. The ruler of the 1st in the 6th shows the tenant would dominate
the querent. Mercury is cosignificator of the tenant, in Gemini, in the 3rd,
separating from the trine of Mars; showing good will between the tenant and
the querent in the past. The Sun in the 2nd, trine Mars, indicates that the
tenant would pay well. He would, however, be difficult to get along with, and
very determined to have his own way in all things. The Moon applying square
Mars shows that ultimately there would arise difficulties with him. Movable
signs on the angles, the tenant signified by a traveling planet, and a planet in
a movable sign, and the Moon in a movable sign, all indicate that the tenancy
would be of short duration. This tenant would not prove of permanent value,
but would be willing to pay well for the time of his tenancy.

Notes

1. Correct Pluto positions were added to table.
2. Daylight Time has been converted to Standard Time.
3. See Research & Reference Cyclopedia
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December 11, 1941, noon, S. T. Berlin
Germany and Italydeclared war on the United States of
America.
This chart must be read as the birth of a German enterprise it thus represents how Germany will be affected by her
war with the United States.
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December 11, 1941, 3:05 pm, E S.T., Washington
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt signed the United
States Declaration of War on Germany and Italy.
This chart must be read as a United States enterprise. It
thus indicates the fortunes and misfortunes which the U. S
will encounter in its war with Germany and Italy.
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Horary
Astrology
Chapter 6

Questions Relating to the
Last Six Houses

I

N horary astrology a great variety of questions belong to the seventh house;
for in every question in which someone else is inquired about, unless he
quite definitely belongs to one of the other houses, or unless it is a public
interest question, as was explained in chapter 5, this person is signified by the
7th. Thus, in general, the 7th ever represents the other person, the one about
whom the querent is concerned.
Questions relating to some person not definitely denoted by one of the
other houses belong to the seventh house. A common seventh house question
is, “Should I marry?”
In a horary question regarding marriage, even as in natal astrology, there
are three distinct factors to be considered: (1) The general fortune or misfortune brought by association with the opposite sex. This is determined in the
chart of a man by the strength and aspects of the Moon. In the chart of a
woman it is determined by the strength and aspects of the Sun. (2) The general success in all affectional matters, as well as in love and marriage, including those with children and friends of both sexes. This is determined in the
chart of either a man or woman by the strength and aspects of Venus. (3) The
general success with partners; including business partnerships, domestic partnerships, and all other partnerships with either sex. This is indicated by the
strength and aspects of the significators of the 7th.
If the Sun in a chart for a woman, or the Moon in a chart for a man, is
well aspected, it indicates general harmony with the opposite sex. But if the
Sun is afflicted in a chart for a woman, or the Moon in a chart for a man,
little harmony is shown through association with the opposite sex, either in
or out of marriage.
If Venus is well aspected and in a sign where essentially dignified, it indicates general success where the affections are concerned, though not necessarily with the opposite sex. If Venus is weak by sign and severely afflicted,
there is little success in any affectional matter, with the opposite sex or others,
in marriage or out of it.
If there is a benefic (Jupiter or Venus) in the 7th, not seriously afflicted, or
if there is no planet in the 7th and the ruler of its cusp is a benefic and
unafflicted, it indicates there is much success as a rule in partnerships, though
not necessarily so in marriage. If there is a malefic (Saturn or Mars) in the 7th,
afflicted, or if there is no planet in the 7th and the ruler of the cusp of the 7th
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is a malefic much afflicted, it indicates there is little success in any kind of
partnership, marriage included.
Consider these three factors and weigh all the conflicting testimonies one
against the other. If the majority of the influences are favorable, the querent
should marry. If the majority of the testimonials are unfavorable, the querent
should not marry.
When the chart shows somewhat favorable for marriage, note the Sun in
a woman’s chart, and the Moon in a man’s chart. The first application of the
Sun or Moon, as the case may be, denotes the first opportunity to marry, the
second application by aspect, and so on. Therefore, if the first application of
the Sun in a woman’s chart or the Moon in a man’s chart, is to a good aspect of
a benefic planet, the first opportunity should be grasped. But if the first application is evil and the second application is good, the first opportunity should
be passed by, and the second one grasped; and so of other applications.
Applications to semi-sextile, inconjunct, semi-square and sesqui-square
lead to thoughts of marriage, but unless there are other strong testimonies
these seldom bring marriage about. In noting the opportunities shown, only
the aspects to which the Sun or Moon applies before leaving the sign it is in
should be considered; for the aspects made after it leaves the sign it is in
relate to quite different conditions, which makes judgment very difficult.
Now before passing to the next question, it should be clearly stated that
the planet occupying the 7th, and the ruler of the cusp of the 7th, indicate by
their nature and aspects, the kind of persons and the fortune with them, there
is a tendency to attract in partnerships. But, subservient to this general partnership fortune, the planet to which the Sun or Moon, depending upon
whether a woman or a man asks the question, makes application, more specifically describes the person and harmonious or inharmonious qualifications,
of the one there is opportunity to marry. Furthermore, the house occupied by
the ruler of the cusp of the 7th, indicates the conditions and circumstances
under which the future husband or wife will be met. That is, if the ruler of the
7th is in the first, the future partner will come to the querent about some
personal matter, etc.
The question is frequently asked, “Shall I marry the person I have in mind ?”
In such questions note if the significator of the querent applies to the
significator of the 7th, either by aspect, translation or collection of light. If
such is the case, there is every reason to think they will marry; but if not, they
will not marry. If this application between significators is good, it shows the
marriage will take place without serious hindrance or trouble. If the application is evil, there will be much difficulty before it is brought about. Where the
marriage is shown to be prevented, the person or condition that hinders it
may be determined from the interfering planet, or other condition in the chart
that shows the matter will not reach completion.
Such a question is purely one of partnership, and the prospective partner
is signified by the rulers of the 7th and their aspects. Thus if Neptune is the
chief significator of the 7th, he is an idealist and dreamer; if Uranus, he is a
crank or inventor; if Saturn, an elderly and serious person, and so on.
Then the aspects to this significator of the 7th indicate whether the prospective husband or wife is fortunate or unfortunate, and the various tendencies, virtues and vices. If the significator of the 7th is in the 1st, it indicates the
partner-to-be loves the querent more than the querent loves him. But if the
ruler of the 1st is in the 7th, the querent loves the prospective partner more
than he loves the querent. And if the chief significator of the querent is better
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dignified than the chief significator of the partner, it indicates the querent is
of better station; but if the chief significator of the 7th is better dignified, judge
that the prospective partner has the better social position.
Another 7th house question is, “Where is my husband (or wife) from whom
I am separated, and what is he (or she) doing?
Judge the absent party to be in the direction from the querent denoted by
the direction in the chart occupied by the ruler of the cusp of the 7th house.
Judge that he is in an environment signified by the sign in which the chief
significator of the 7th is found. Consider that he is most interested in those
things denoted by the house in which the ruler of the cusp of the 7th is found,
counting the 7th as his 1st, the 8th as his 2nd, etc. The strongest aspect to the
chief significator of the 7th shows what he is engaged in. Thus if the strongest
aspect is from Mars, he is in a dispute; if from Saturn, he is engaged in toil; if
from Mercury, he is studying or traveling.
In case of theft, the thief is shown by the 7th, and the direction in which he
is hiding is shown by the direction in the chart of the ruler of the cusp of the
7th. The kind of a place where the thief is, and what he is doing, are determined as in the case of the absent husband. The place where he had hidden
the stolen property, however, is denoted by the ruler of the cusp of the 4th, as
explained in chapter 5.
It is sometimes asked, “Does my lover care for another than myself ?”
The 7th house denotes the lover (5th the love affair), and if the chief
significator of the 7th is in close aspect to several planets, it indicates there are
several affectional interests, or possible suitors. If these aspects are separating, it indicates that such interests are waning, and are largely interests of the
past. But if these aspects are applying, they show interests that are maturing.
Aspects between the significators of the querent and the significators of
the 7th, indicate the interest between the querent and the lover; and if such
aspects are stronger and better than other aspects to the chief significator of
the 7th, it shows the lover cares more for the querent than for any other. If the
chief significator of the 7th is in a fixed sign, it indicates these affectional
interests are enduring; but if in a movable sign, that they are transitory. The
nature of the planets aspecting the chief significator of the 7th describes the
nature of the various possible suitors; the sign in which found that suitor’s
general environment, and the aspects of the planet his virtues and vices, his
leanings and tendencies.
A very important question, whether asked about individuals, armies, or
nations, is, “Will they fight?”
If there is any application by aspect, translation or collection of light, between the significators of the 1st and the significators of the 7th, there will be
some decisive action, either through arbitration or combat. If this application
is through good aspect, translation or collection of light, they will settle by
arbitration; but if evil, they will fight.
Whenever there are two contending parties, the person, not a contender, who
asks the question, steps to one side, and the Moon is not considered his
significator, nor is he given a place in the figure. On the contrary, the chart
then set up is divided between the two contending factions, the six houses on
the east side of the chart representing the first party, and the six houses on the
west side of the chart representing the opposing party.
In such a chart the 7th house is the 1st house of the opposition, and the 4th
house is the 10th house of the opposition. If, then, the planets on the east side
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of the chart show more strength, ability and luck than those on the west side,
the first party will win the contest; but if the planets on the west side of the
chart show more strength, ability and luck than those on the east side, the
opposition will win. That is, the more powerful half of the chart represents
the victor.
The first thing, then, in deciding which side will triumph, is to determine
which side is represented by the east side of the chart and which side by the
west. Such a chart may be erected for the moment the contest begins, or it
may be erected for the moment a horary question is asked. If the chart is set
up for the moment the contest begins, because he takes the initiative, the challenger is represented by the east side of the chart and his opponent by the
west side. When there is a champion, it is customary for him not to issue
challenges, but to accept or reject them. But regardless of who is champion,
the person who issues the challenge is represented by the east half of the
chart and the one who receives the challenge is represented by the west half
of the chart.
But in baseball games, football games, and college contests there usually
is no definite challenger in the sense that there is a champion who must defend his title. In such a contest, the home team, because it is more closely
identified with the person asking the question, is represented by the east side
of the chart, and the visiting team by the west side of the chart. Yet when
there is no well defined challenger and defender, or home team and visiting
team, or where the contest is between political candidates neither of whom
already holds the coveted office, there is still a way by which the sides of the
chart may be allocated. In such cases the wording of the question should be
closely noted. Then the first party mentioned, because the chief interest is in
this party in the mind of the asked of the question, is represented by the east
side of the chart, and the second mentioned party is represented by the west
side of the chart.
When only one side of a contest is mentioned, the other side is nevertheless implied. Thus if it were asked, “Will Chicago win the ball game?” Chicago would be represented by the east side of the chart and the unmentioned
opposition would be represented by the west side of the chart. The weather,
and the various other circumstances surrounding a game, are signified by the
5th house of the chart as erected.
A contest is really a 10th house question, because the victory, or honor,
or credit, belongs to the 10th house. But the 1st house, representing the contestant himself, is also very important as indicating his luck and personal
prowess. Therefore, in judging the relative power of the two sides of the
chart, pay particular attention to the 1st and 10th where the first party is
concerned; and to the 7th and 4th where the opposition party is concerned;
for the 7th is the 1st house of the opposition, and the 4th is the 10th, or
honor house, of the opposition.
Planets, except the malefics, on the east side of the chart, and particularly
if in the 1st or 10th, favor the first party; but if on the west side of the chart,
especially in the 7th or 4th (opponent’s honor), they favor the opponent. Yet if
these planets are much afflicted, it detracts from their power to help. Malefics,
or quite severely afflicted planets, on the east side of the chart, particularly if
in the 1st or 10th, weaken the first party and show poor luck; but if on the
west side of the chart, especially in the 7th or 4th (opponent’s honor), they
show misfortune for the opponent. The personal prowess and the honor are
thus considered as in a natal chart.

Questions Relating to the Last Six Houses
But in addition to this, there should be given much weight to the control
each party has over himself and his honor, and over his opponent and his
opponent’s honor. This principle is set forth in chapter 3 under “The Sixth
Step In Judging Any Horoscope.” It is important enough to be included as
one of the seven outstanding steps in judging any figure, and is particularly
significant in judging a contest.
Thus, if the ruler of the 1st is in the 1st or 10th, or if the ruler of the 10th
is in the 10th or 1st, it shows that the first party is master of his own personality and honor; but if the ruler of the 1st is in the 7th or 4th, or if the ruler of
the 10th is in the 7th or 4th, it indicates that his opponent exercises an authority over him. Likewise, using the 7th as his opponent and the 4th as his
opponent’s honor, if the ruler of the 7th is in the 7th or 4th, or the ruler of the
4th is in the 4th or 7th, it shows that the opponent is master of his own
personality and honor. But if the ruler of the 7th or 4th is in the 1st or 10th,
it indicates that the first party has an authority over either the personality
or the honor of his opponent. That is, if the ruler of the personality or honor
is found in the house that rules the personality or honor of the other, it gives
the other power over them. And it is better to have these rulers on the side
of the chart that they rule, as when they are on the side of the chart indicating the opponent they lose their freedom. Thus in all contests it is important
not merely to gauge the strength of each side of the chart against the other,
but also to note whether, by house position, one side has authority over the
personality or honor of the other.
Furthermore, in a contest of short duration, such as an athletic contest, the
turning points in the contest and the direction they take, are often shown by
planets carried by the diurnal rotation of the earth to the conjunction of the 1st,
10th, 7th or 4th house-cusp. A planet having more degrees in the zodiac than
such cusp, is carried to the conjunction of the cusp at the rate of about four
minutes for each degree removed from the cusp. Thus if the 10th shows Virgo
1 degree, and Saturn is in Virgo 16 degrees, in a prize fight, if it lasted sixty
minutes, the challenger at that time would probably be knocked out.
When, during a conflict, a malefic crosses the cusp of the 1st or 10th, the
challenger, home team, or first party, is apt to have a difficult time; but if the
malefic crosses the cusp of the 7th or 4th the champion, visiting team, or
second party, suffers reverses. But when a benefic crosses the cusp of the 1st
or 10th the tide of luck turns in favor of the challenger, home team, or first
party; and when a benefic crosses the cusp of the 7th or 4th, the element of
luck is in favor of the champion, visiting team, or second party. When such
aspects form often marks the victory of one and the defeat of the other of
contending forces.
Example chart No. 9, page 82, was erected for Sept. 20, 1920, 10:25 A.M.,
Pacific Standard Time, San Francisco, California, 37N47 122W26. This chart
was sent to The Brotherhood of Light Astrology class in Los Angeles, and was
judged by the class the following Monday evening. The question was, “Who
will be elected president of the U.S., Senator Harding or Governor Cox?”
The east side of the chart, containing 7 planets, represents Senator Harding.
The west side of the chart, containing only the doubtful planets, Uranus, Pluto
and Neptune, represents Governor Cox, as he was the second person mentioned in the question. The east side of the chart, and therefore Harding, has
much strength; but the west side having no benefits in it, nor Sun, Moon, nor
Mercury, shows decided weakness.
The ruler of the 1st in the 1st, shows that Harding has authority over his
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own personality, but the ruler of the 7th in the 11th, shows that Cox is somewhat under the power of Harding’s friends. The ruler of the 10th is on the east
side, and the ruler of the 4th is on the west side; but Jupiter, Saturn and the
Sun in Harding’s house of honor give it greater power than Uranus in the
house of honor of Cox. The class, without hesitation, decided that Harding
would be elected.

Races

The Brotherhood of Light endeavors to discourage gambling. Gambling encourages the pernicious trait of trying to gain something at the expense or
loss to another; and panders to the weakness of desiring to have wealth
without contributing valuable service to society in exchange for it. Gambling is decidedly unspiritual. Yet races are not different in some respects
from wars, political contests, and other trials of strength and speed which it
is often decidedly to the advantage of society to be able to determine the
outcome of in advance. That unspiritual people gamble on contests is just
another illustration that whatever can be used for a good purpose can also
be used for an evil one.
I have no inclination to write a treatise on playing the races; but I will say,
from my observation of the many very extensive systems that have, from time
to time, been placed on the market, that horary astrology is the equal of any I
have seen in the reliability of its results.
When the interest becomes keenly centered on one particular horse, automobile, aeroplane, boat, or whatever is racing, so that the urge is strongly felt
to know about this individual, the question may be asked, “Will this individual win the race?”
This individual, then, is represented by the east side of the chart, as erected
for the time the question was asked; and the whole field against him is represented by the west side of the chart. The figure is then judged as above instructed for any contest. If the chart shows he will not win, at a later date the
interest may be absorbed by another contestant, and the question asked about
him, and another chart erected. But unless this urge is spontaneous, and not
forced, it is better not to try to pick the winner if the first one picked is shown
to fail.

Stock Market and Basic
Commodity Market

Each stock and each commodity has an astrological ruler, and no doubt a
system can be worked out by which, through the aspects and movements of
its ruler, the advances and recessions in price of the particular stock or commodity can be forecast. But any such attempt requires intensive and laborious research by a specially qualified person. And horary astrology gives greater
reliability than most of the systems that can be purchased.
When the impulse becomes unusually insistent to know whether or not a
certain stock or commodity is a good buy, ask the horary question, “Will this
stock or commodity (naming it) prove a good speculation?” If there is a strong
impulse to sell, ask, “Shall I sell this stock or commodity (naming it)?”
In either case it becomes a fifth house question, which a chart erected for
the time the question was asked should answer. The fifth house rules the
stock or commodity, because it is a speculation. The 1st rules the person who
asks the question, and the 2nd rules the money that will be made or lost in the
venture. Judgment is made accordingly.

Eighth House
Questions

Questions about death, legacies and other people’s money, belong to the
eighth house.

Questions Relating to the Last Six Houses
In contemplating a business transaction or partnership it is often advantageous to know whether or not some person has money. To determine this
the question may be asked, “How much money has the person I have in mind?”
In this question the 7th and its significators represent the person inquired
about, and the significators of the 8th, his money. Then consider the nature of
the significators of the 8th and each planet aspecting them. An evil aspect
from Saturn to the significator of the 8th indicates he is poverty stricken; a
good aspect, that he is careful of what money he has. A good aspect from
Venus shows he has money enough for comfort; a bad aspect, that he spends
too much for finery and display. A good aspect from Mars indicates he is
successful in making money, but that he spends it freely; a bad aspect, that he
is spendthrift and always in need of money. A good aspect from Mercury
indicates he makes money through his subordinates; a bad aspect, that he
loses through ill-placed confidence in them. A good aspect from the Moon
indicates he gains wealth by many small transactions; a bad aspect, that there
are numerous little drains on his purse. A good aspect from the Sun indicates
large financial gains; a bad aspect, that there are large losses. A good aspect
from Jupiter shows great wealth; an evil aspect, that he uses poor judgment
in handling such money as he has.
An eighth house question of some importance to those who believe in
spirit communion is, “Shall I act upon the advice of a certain alleged spirit?”
The 8th and its significators indicate the spirit, and the 10th (3rd from
the 8th) his advice or message. If the 8th holds a malefic, or the ruler of the
cusp of the 8th is seriously afflicted, the spirit has little power of any kind
for good. In all questions relating to the dead and to seance rooms, if the 8th
is seriously afflicted, no good will come to the querent from spirit entities. If
the 8th is favorable, it shows a kindly interest upon the part of the spirit; but
if seriously afflicted by Mercury or Saturn, it is a lying spirit, and if by Mars,
it is a spirit who wishes ill. However kindly disposed the spirit is indicated
to be, if the 10th is afflicted, it indicates his advice is poor and should not be
followed. But if the 8th is not seriously afflicted, and the significator of the
10th receives good aspects and is unafflicted, the advice or message is true,
and should be followed.
Acommon eighth house question is, “Shall I receive the expected inheritance?”
The nature and amount of the inheritance are shown by the significators
of the 8th. If there is an application by aspect, translation or collection of light
between the significators of the 1st and the significators of the 8th, some inheritance will be received. If such application be benefic, the legacy will be
received in full and without difficulty. But if the application is malefic, there
will be much trouble, and unless some of the applications be good, only a
part of the expected legacy will be received.
Example chart No. 10, page 82, was erected for August 1, 1920, 4:30 P.M.
Mountain Daylight Time, Denver, Colorado, 39N45 104W59. The question
asked was, “Shall I receive the legacy?”
Jupiter is chief significator of the querent. Jupiter is in the 8th, indicating
concern about a legacy, and that the legacy has considerable influence in the
querent’s life. Five planets in the 8th, indicate several possible legacies. The
Moon, cosignificator of both the querent and the 8th indicates fluctuation in
the relation of the querent to legacies; and separating from inconjunct Mercury, coruler of the 7th, and apply to conjunction Uranus in the 3rd, indicates
some determined effort on the part of a relative to secure the legacy, and that
the news of this effort will come as a surprise to the querent.
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Leaving Uranus, the next aspects of the Moon are the trine to Pluto and
inconjunct the Sun in the 8th, bringing the legacy into action; and then the
Moon comes trine Mars in the house of friends, showing that friends will
give advice and assistance in securing it. Immediately after this the Moon
applies to the opposition of Saturn in the house of law, and ruler of the house
of money, indicating money spent by the querent trying to secure the legacy.
And finally the Moon makes the inconjunct of Neptune in the 8th, indicating
that expectations will not be fully realized. The querent, therefore, after a
legal struggle and the expenditure of considerable money, will gain a part,
but not all, of the legacy.

Ninth House
Questions

Questions in regard to advertising, publishing, foreign travel, legal matters
and public opinion, belong to the ninth house.
Law suits and lawyers are shown by the 7th; but when it is desired to
know to what extent the court or the jury will be favorable or unfavorable to
the querent, the significators of the 9th show their disposition.
In a question of public opinion, the public is represented by the 7th; and
their thoughts about the judgment and mental qualifications of the querent
are shown by the 9th; while the material and professional honor of the querent
is shown by the 10th. If, therefore, there is a good aspect between the
significators of the 1st and 9th, the public will place great confidence in what
the querent writes or says; but if such aspects are evil, his opinions will have
little weight with the public. If the significators of the 9th are in fixed signs, it
indicates such opinions will be lasting, but in movable signs, that they are
transitory and soon forgotten.
In a question of publishing, teaching, or lecturing, the greater the strength
and the more good aspects received by the significators of the 9th, the more
success is shown. The various aspects of the planets to the significators of the
9th show the kind of people who read the publication, or listen to the speech;
if from Saturn, farmers and serious people; if from the Sun, people of station
and authority; if from Jupiter, those of wealth, etc. The kind of aspect, in each
case indicates with what favor or otherwise they receive it. The opposition
shows antagonism, the square indicates anger, etc.
If there is no aspect between the significator of the 9th and the significator
of the 1st, the author will receive little recognition. A publication also may
be a great success from the standpoint of popularity, and yet bring the author little or no money. To determine if money will be made from the publication, the significators of the 2nd, as well as those of the 9th, should be
considered. If there are good aspects between the significators of the 2nd
and 9th, and the significators of the 9th are strong and well aspected, the
publication will be a financial success; and if at the same time there is a
good aspect between the significators of the 1st and 9th, or between the
significators of the 9th and 10th (honors), the publication will make the
querent widely and favorably known.
Example chart No. 3, page 50, was erected for June 28, 1920, 12:23 P.M.,
Standard Time, Bloomington, Ill. The question was, “Shall I travel abroad and
write for publication?”
Mars, chief significator of the querent, in a movable sign, is ruler of the
house of money, and semi-square both Saturn and Moon. Venus, the
cosignificator of the querent, is in the house of foreign travel, applying to
trine Uranus, conjunction the Sun, and sextile Saturn. The Moon, also
cosignificator of the querent, is in the house of writing, separating from square
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Saturn, applying sextile Asc., and trine Neptune in the 10th. Both 9th and
10th houses hold planets receiving good aspects, indicating success abroad.
The planets in the 9th apply mostly to good aspects, showing success in
publishing. The ruler of the 2nd somewhat afflicted, will bring considerable
expenditure of money. The trine aspect of Uranus to the planets in the 9th
will cause the publication to be read widely by the radical element; and, as
Mercury, coruler of the 9th, is inconjunct Uranus, the influence of this radical
element will result in considerable expansion. The inconjunct aspect of the
Moon to the planets in the 9th, and trine Mercury, show the publication will
be read by the common people, and by them favorably received. The sextile
of Saturn to planets in the 9th indicates the publication will be read by farmers, and quite favorably received. The coruler of the 9th (Mercury) in the 10th,
well aspected, and the coruler of the 10th well aspected, while Mars is not
strong by sign and applies to no good aspect; indicate the querent will gain
much more in the way of reputation and influence by the venture than in
actual cash. I judge the venture will be only slightly satisfactory from a financial point of view; but a decided success in gaining favorable publicity.
Questions relating to honor, business and credit belong to the tenth house. A
common tenth house question is, “In what business should I engage?”
The significators of the 10th represent the business. Note what planet most
strongly benefits the significators of the 10th, and choose business associations denoted by that planet. The ruler of the 10th shows the business the
querent desires to follow, but if it is weak and afflicted he should not choose
this business, but the one signified by the planet most favorably aspecting the
significators of the 10th, or most favorably aspecting the degree on the cusp
of the 10th.
Having determined the things with which in business he should associate, he should next select the best method to follow in the business, as suitable to his abilities, by noting the ruler of the 1st. If the ruler of the first is
Pluto, it gives ability to handle groups and in mass production; if Neptune,
psychic ability and dramatic talent; if Uranus, originality and oratory; if Saturn, agricultural and mining ability; if Jupiter, salesmanship and professional
ability; if Mars, mechanical ability; if the Sun, ability to direct others; if Venus,
artistic talent; if Mercury, ability in writing, and as an agent. He should then
employ this kind of talent, shown by the ruler of the 1st, in following the kind
of business whose associations are shown by the best planet aspecting the
ruler of the 10th or cusp of the 10th. Thus, is the business associations are
shown by the Moon, it signifies commerce, or dealing in liquids. And if at the
same time Mars is ruler of the 1st, it indicates success through manufacturing
liquids; but if Mercury is ruler of the 1st, it indicates success through an agency
for liquid goods.
One of the most important 10th house questions is, “Should I engage in
the business I am contemplating?”
The contemplated business is indicated by the 10th. If the significator of
the 10th is benefic and well aspected, it indicates the project is a good one. If
the significator of the 10th is a malefic, or much afflicted, it indicates the project
is a poor one. However meritorious the business is, if the significators of the
1st afflict the significators of the 10th, it will cause the querent much trouble if
he enters into it, and he will meet with opposition and obstacles. If the
significators of the 2nd afflict the significators of the 10th or the degree on the
cusp of the 10th, or if the significators of the 2nd afflict the significators of the
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querent, the business will prove a financial loss, even though there may be
gain in other ways. If the business is shown to be a good one, and either the
significators of the 10th or the significators of the querent are in good aspect
to the significators of the 2nd, it indicates the querent can make good money
out of the business, and he should be advised to engage in it.
In a question of fame or notoriety, if Pluto is the chief significator of the
10th, the querent will receive recognition from gangsters or welfare workers;
if Neptune is significator of the 10th, from mystics and promoters; if Uranus,
from cranks and inventors; if Saturn, from old and conservative people; if
Jupiter, from people of wealth; if the Sun, from people of authority; if Mars,
from soldiers, mechanics and surgeons; if Venus, from society people and
artists; if Mercury, from writers, lecturers and young people; if the Moon,
from the common people at large. If the significators of the 10th in such a
question are well aspected, it indicates fame; but if afflicted, it indicates notoriety of an undesirable nature.
Example chart No. 11, page 82, was erected for November 22, 1920, 2:38
P.M., Pacific Standard Time, Reno, Nevada, 39N32 119W48. The question as
asked was, “Should I engage in the business I contemplate?”
The Moon is chief significator of the querent. The Moon, common
cosignificator of the querent, in the 1st, shows the querent to be quite free to
decide the matter without outside pressure. Mars, coruler of the 1st, in the
10th, shows the querent to be very anxious to enter some business and to
know about this one. Mars receives a trine aspect from Saturn in the house of
work and as coruler of the 10th, indicating that the business would bring the
querent much labor, and that he has ability to do the work in a proper manner. Mars, however, is square the Asc., indicating that the querent would find
the business an obstacle (square means obstacle) to his health and personal
desires. The Moon, chief significator of the querent, is separating from a favorable aspect to Neptune, and the inconjunct Jupiter and Mercury, and applying square to Mars; indicating that the querent has much more to lose by
the business than to gain. Venus, ruler of the 2nd, is weak by sign, and makes
no strong, good aspects, showing that very little money would be made from
the enterprise. He should not engage in it.

Eleventh House
Questions

Questions relating to friends, hopes and wishes belong to the eleventh house.
A very common eleventh house question is, “Shall I realize that for which I
hope?”
In such a question consider the significator of the 11th as the thing hoped
for. If the significators of the querent apply by aspect, translation or collection of light, to the significators of the 11th, the hoped for thing will be
realized. If no such application occurs, the hoped for thing will not be realized. If the application formed is favorable, it signifies the thing hoped for
will be realized without much difficulty, but if the application is by evil
aspect, it indicates that there will be hindrances and obstacles to overcome
of the nature of the aspects, and that the matter will be but partially realized. The significators of the 11th, together with the house in which the
ruler of the cusp of the 11th is found, indicate the nature of the thing hoped
for. If the significators of the 11th are severely afflicted, it indicates that the
thing hoped for, when gained, will prove an affliction; but if the significators
of the 11th are well aspected and strong, it indicates that the thing hoped
for, if gained, will be a great benefit.
Another important eleventh house question is, “Will the friendship of the
person I have in mind prove beneficial?”
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In such a question the friend is indicated by the significator of the 11th.
The friend’s chief influence is denoted by the house in the chart in which the
ruler of the cusp of the 11th is found. The planets by which the friend is signified indicate his nature, and the aspects to the significators of the 11th, his
virtues and vices.
If the significators of the 11th are weak and much afflicted, he has not the
ability to help the querent much. If the significators of the 11th are strong and
well aspected, the friend has much ability to help the querent, if he but cares
to do so. If the significators of the 11th are in good aspect to the significators
of the querent, it indicates that the friend desires to favor the querent; and if
there is favorable application by aspect, translation or collection of light between them, he will help the querent. If there is an adverse application by
aspect, translation or collection of light, between these significators, it indicates that instead of being helped, the querent will be injured by the friend.
Example chart No. 1, page xvii, was erected for January 2, 1920, 5:32 P.M.,
Standard Time, New York City. As an illustration let us suppose it to represent a horary question in which was asked, “Will the friend I have made benefit me?”
The Moon, cosignificator of the querent, in the house of friends, indicates
the querent is much more interested in the friend than the friend is in the
querent. The Moon is chief significator of the friend, and Venus his
cosignificator. Venus is in the 5th, indicating that the friend’s chief influence
over the querent is in reference to the querent’s speculations, children and
love affairs. Venus is in the sign of Scorpio, applying to a square of the unconventional planet, Uranus.
The Moon is separating from the opposition Venus and square Uranus,
indicating some unpleasantness with the friend in the near past over children
or affectional matters, which resulted in a separation from the friend. This
separation had some adverse influence over a legacy, or over money expected
from a partner. The Moon applies to the sextile of the M.C., indicating that the
querent should be concerned no further about the friendship, as nothing may
be expected of it; but should instead devote his attention and energy to business matters.
Questions relating to psychic forces, secret enemies and imprisonment, belong to the twelfth house. A common twelfth house question is, “Will my
enemy succeed in injuring me?”
If the ruler of the cusp of the 12th is in the 1st, it gives the querent an
advantage over his enemy, but if the ruler of the cusp of the 1st, or the Moon,
is in the 12th, it gives the private enemy the advantage. If there is no aspect
between the significators of the 12th and the significators of the 1st, no injury
is shown. If there are good aspects between the significators of the 12th and
the significators of the 1st, efforts to injure will result in advantage to both
rather than in injury to either. If the significators of the 1st are in evil aspect to
the significators of the 12th, some injury is shown. If such aspects are separating, it shows the injury to be past; but if applying by aspect, translation or
collection of light, it is yet to come. If the significators of the 1st are stronger
and better aspected than the significators of the 12th, the enemy will receive
the greater injury; but if the significators of the 12th are stronger and better
aspected than those of the 1st, the querent will receive the greater damage.
Example chart No. 12, page 82, was erected for April 12, 1920, 3:00 A.M.,
Central Standard Time, Omaha, Nebraska, 41N15 95W57. The question was,
“Shall I be sent to prison?”
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Uranus, ruler of the cusp of the 1st, in the 1st, indicates that the fate of the
querent, in large measure, depends upon his own conduct. The Moon,
cosignificator of the querent, is in the 12th, separating from sextile Venus and
applying sextile M. C. and to the square of Mars, ruler of the house of the
courts. It then passes on, after some weak aspects, to the opposition of both
Jupiter and Neptune. The trine of the chief significator of the 1st, Uranus, to
Mars, ruler of the 9th, shows that the court and the jury will favor him; yet the
square of the Moon to Mars indicates that he will not go entirely free, but will
be convicted for a short term. He must go to prison, but the time served will
be comparatively of short duration.

Horary Astrology’s
Greatest Usefulness

Horary astrology attains its most consistent value when used to supplement
natal astrology. In motoring through the United States, it is customary to procure a map which shows all the highways of importance. And thus also the
natal chart and its progressed aspects afford a road map showing the important routes, and which it is best to take to avoid detours, washouts, and various kinds of difficulties.
But the amount of detail which either such a motor map or that furnished
by the natal chart and progressed aspects affords, is limited. When the motorist needs to drive about some city, to be able to find the points of interest, or
places of business he desires to visit, he needs a city map. Likewise, when
there are details not revealed by the birth-chart and progressed aspects which
it is desirable to know, the astrologer needs horary astrology.
But to interpret horary charts in the detail often desired, the astrologer
should be as familiar as possible with the facts which have been ascertained
through statistical and other studies relating to natal astrology. For instance,
if the first house question relates to how the health can be improved, he should
have the information set forth in the book, Stellar Dietetics1, to draw upon. If
the question relates to the vocation, he should be able to connect up the association most benefiting the tenth, and the first house ability, with the information set forth in, How to Select a Vocation2, based on the actual analysis of 3,000
charts of those following 30 different vocations. If the question relates to what
will happen to the individual, he should be able to link up the significators of
the first house with, When and What Events Will Happen2, based on the progressed aspects in 2,000 birth-charts when 20 different types of events actually occurred. And if the question relates to the nature of an illness, he should
be able to bring the information to bear, based on the statistical analysis of the
birth-charts and progressed aspects of 100 persons at the time they had each
disease, now being collected and set forth in Body Disease and It’s Stellar Treatment2. In other words, to use horary astrology most effectively requires the
widest possible scope of reliable astrological knowledge.

Notes

1. See Chapters 6-10, Course 21, Personal Alchemy.
2. Out of print, see Astrology: 30 Years Research, also Additional Writings
under Archives on the Light of Egypt website.
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Example of a Successful Marriage Chart
May 31, 1943 115W 36N10
7:45 PM Pacific Standard Time
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Horary
Astrology
Chapter 7

How to Select the Best Time
For Any Undertaking

A

LTHOUGH, “To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven,” only an astrologer is competent to select such
a time. From the standpoint of astrology, the beginning of a project is
its birth: the launching of a ship indicates its life, the signing of a contract
shows what will eventuate from it, the acceptance of articles of incorporation
and by-laws by the board of directors reveals the fortune of a corporation,
and the laying of the cornerstone of a building determines its fate. Thus from
a chart erected for the time and place of the commencement of any enterprise
can be learned the vicissitudes and duration of its life, and from the progressed aspects that form in such a chart can be determined the time and
nature of the events which will be attracted to it.
Events, like creatures, are both conceived and born. When a proposition
first becomes clear in the mind is the moment of its conception. Its birth is
when it first commences to assume independent physical shape. A child may
be taken from its mother before gestation is complete, at a time when the
planets are favorably placed, and if it lives the chart of its birth shows its life
and possibilities. Yet in spite of picking a favorable relation among the planets for the operation, if there is too great variance between the nature of the
child and these planetary positions, the child will die at birth. An event, likewise, may be forced and still-born. But unless it is such a forced delivery, its
birth-chart indicates its failure or success.
An impossible venture started under the most favorable planetary conditions
will fail because it is stillborn. Likewise, one may start the most promising
enterprise at the wrong time and a venture that under normal conditions
would be an unusual success is smashed on the rocks of adverse winds and
tides. In neither natal astrology nor selecting favorable times, can we ever
afford to overlook the power of physical environment. Inner-plane influences
exert a well defined force. But also physical conditions offer, at different times,
various degrees of resistance to inner-plane forces. The result on the external
plane is always the algebraic difference obtained by subtracting the resistance of physical environment from the inner-plane forces.
That a venture may not be still-born, therefore, the first thing is to examine the resistance of physical environment. Neglecting this, and considering
only inner-plane forces, one might pick a time when the Moon is in Pisces,
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decreasing in light and well aspected, just as winter is coming on, to plant
potatoes. Such an enterprise will be still-born, because potatoes, due to physical
conditions, should be planted in the spring. But if one chooses a time when
the Moon is located as stated at the season of year potatoes are usually planted,
and gives them ordinary care, there will be a much larger yield than if they
were planted while the Moon is increasing in light in Aries.
Next Consider
Progressed Aspects

The birthchart of the person expected to profit by the enterprise, and the progressed aspects in his chart, are of far more importance than any other astrological factor in selecting a proper time. They show with much certainty, physical environment not being tremendously adverse, whether or not the venture
can have a proper birth. If the positions of the planets in the natal chart and
the progressed aspects at the time show he can make no success of the enterprise, either the venture will shortly die, or it will pass from his hands only to
benefit another.
If, as explained in Course 10-2, Progressing the Horoscope, an inspection of
the natal chart and progressed aspects reveals that the enterprise may successfully be launched, a time properly chosen for its commencement will insure it much greater success than it otherwise would have. And even when
the progressed chart shows little prospect of success, the matter will be much
less likely to fail if an otherwise auspicious time is chosen to make the start.

Selecting the Day

To the extent circumstances permit a time should be chosen when a progressed
aspect in the birth-chart favorable to the enterprise is well within one degree
of perfect. It is safer to have it within one-half of one degree of perfect, and
better that the aspect is applying rather than separating.
Either to take advantage of favorable progressed aspects, or to avoid discordant progressed aspects, or because of circumstances relating to the physical
environment, there is usually a time limit within which a given venture must
be started. This determined, the next step is to select, within such period, the
most auspicious day.
To do this the planet having most influence over the venture should be
determined: Jupiter for business, Saturn for real estate and agriculture, Venus
for love, Mercury for writing and travel, etc., as later given. Then take the
ephemeris for the year in which the venture is to be started and look over all
the aspects within the time limit. The object is to select that day on which the
planet corresponding to the nature of the enterprise is well aspected, and at
the same time there are as many good aspects and as few adverse aspects as
possible. As will be explained later, in selecting the proper day particular
attention also should be paid to the Moon, the sign she is in, the next aspect
she makes, and whether increasing or decreasing in light.

Selecting the
Exact Moment

Having tentatively, at least, selected the day which appears most propitious
to the venture, the next and final step is to select the hour and minute of that
day when the house ruling the enterprise in the erected chart shall be subject
to unusually favorable conditions. If the matter is a business enterprise the
tenth and second should receive special consideration, etc.
The object is to give this house just as favorable a setting as possible, and
so to place afflicting planets that they have as little influence over the things
pertaining to the venture as possible. In this arrangement of the planets in the
houses, a planet in the house ruling the venture is a far more vital and potent
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influence than if it merely rules the sign on the cusp of the house. When possible, therefore, to give life and energy enough to the enterprise so that it will
not stagnate, it is well to have a favorably aspected planet actually in the
house ruling the venture.
A certain amount of trial and error often enters into this matter of finding
the best house positions for the planets on the selected day. A good way to
start is to note the signs occupied by the various planets as given on the selected day in the ephemeris. Then turn to a table of houses for the latitude of
the place where the venture is to be started, and looking down the columns
which give the degree and sign on the cusp of each house, find a degree of a
sign occupying the cusp of the house ruling the venture that will place wellaspected planets in that house, or at least give a well-aspected planet as ruler
of the cusp of that house. And it is better still to have a favorable planet in the
house and a favorable planet ruling its cusp.
Using the Sidereal Time in the left-hand column which gives this housecusp, copy the other house-cusps into a blank map, thus erecting a chart for
this sidereal time. Then as a trial, without calculating the minutes, place each
planet in the chart as found in the ephemeris on the chosen day. If this chart
shows certain serious drawbacks, try others with the planets situated in different houses, until the best combination for the matter at hand has been determined for that day.
In judging of the merits and demerits of these trial charts the map should
be considered in all its details. Every house and planet is significant, but of
course the house ruling the matter is of most importance. Thus if it is a business proposition it is well to have Jupiter well aspected, and it is essential that
the tenth house and its ruler are not seriously afflicted. If at the same time
money is to be made from the venture, the significators of the second should
also be well aspected.
The whole chart should be gone over thus: Consider the 1st house as the
life and health of the venture then started; the 2nd as the money that will be
made from it; the 3rd as its neighboring environment; the 4th as its residence;
the 5th as its hazards; the 6th as the labor involved; the 7th as its partners and
opponents; the 8th as the people’s money associated with it; the 9th as the
advertising it gets; the 10th as its honor and business success; the 11th as its
well wishers; and the 12th as the disappointments it will have.
In such charts the aspects formed to the Ascending degree and M.C. should
not be overlooked; the Ascendant as influencing the life and personality, the
M.C. as influencing the success and credit. To illustrate, let us suppose a ship is
launched when the 10th house and 2nd are favorable, but the 1st house is occupied by Mars, and the Ascending degree is afflicted. Such a ship would always
find a cargo awaiting her, and every trip completed would yield good financial
returns; but she would be in constant danger of loss by fire, explosion, or other
accident; and would burn up or run on the rocks as soon as appropriate progressed aspects became perfect in the chart. For a proposition to be healthy it is
necessary that the 1st house be strong and not greatly afflicted.
When a chart has finally been selected on the chosen day, the next thing is
to determine the time of day when the houses and planets are thus situated,
so the venture may be timed by a watch to be started with this birth-chart.
In placing the signs on the house-cusps the sidereal time for the chart has
already been noted. If not, consulting a table of houses will indicate it. Then
note down the sidereal time at noon on the selected day. If the sidereal time
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for the chart selected is less than the sidereal time given on that day for noon,
subtract it from the sidereal time at noon. The difference is the LMT Interval
before noon, which subtracted from noon (12:00) gives the A.M. Local Mean
Time. If the sidereal time for the chart selected is greater than the sidereal
time on the chosen day, the sidereal time for noon must be subtracted from it.
The difference is the LMT Interval after noon and is thus P.M. Local Mean
Time. When a zero hour (midnight) ephemeris is used, the LMT Interval is
before or after the zero hour (midnight).
Where great precision is required the correction for the increase of sidereal time at the rate of 9.86s per hour should be included in the final calculation of the chart, just as it should be included in any precise birth-chart. With
the LMT known, the chart should be erected using the EGMT Interval—or if
an ephemeris computed for some other meridian than Greenwich is used,
using the Equivalent Standard Meridian Mean Time Interval—to find the exact degree and minute occupied by each planet, just as in erecting any other
birth-chart.
To find the time of day, as timed by a watch, it becomes necessary to convert the LMT into Standard Time, or perhaps into Daylight Saving Time if
this is being used. To find the Standard Time, rules 8 and 9 of chapter 1 are
merely reversed. Thus if west of the standard meridian add the difference in
time from the meridian and if east subtract the difference in time from the
meridian, to or from the Local Mean Time already found, to get the Standard
Time. If the watch used registers Daylight Saving Time, to the Standard Time
so found it becomes necessary to add one hour to get the proper time for
starting the venture by the watch. These various simple mathematical calculations will be made clear by referring to chapter 1.
On page 98 of chapter 6, will be found the chart an astrologer selected for
the day and time of his own marriage. It will be noted that, to give as much
harmony as possible to the house of marriage, he placed the two benefics
there in conjunction aspect, and both sextile Mercury and Moon in the fifth
house. The life of the venture is indicated by Jupiter ruling the cusp of the
first house, the business success by Venus ruling the cusp of the tenth, etc.
On page 196 of Chapter 12, Course 4, Ancient Masonry will be found the
chart selected for the birth of The Church of Light as a corporate entity. The
chart selected for establishing The Brotherhood of Light ESP Research Department is on page 197 of that chapter.
The time limit, due to the passing of an anti-astrological ordinance, for
selecting a chart for the Church was quite limited, otherwise the T-square of
Pluto in the house of opponents and the public (seventh) in opposition to
Saturn in the first, and both squared by Uranus, could have been avoided.
As it was, we placed the religious planet, Jupiter, ruler of the cusp of the
first, in the house of churches (ninth), giving it as many harmonious aspects
as possible, two other planets in the ninth trine the Moon in the first, and a
good strong tenth house.
For the Brotherhood of Light ESP Research Department, we wanted the
upper-octave planets as powerful as possible and as well aspected. Pluto rising and Moon conjunction Uranus, and both trine Neptune accomplished
this. Uranus is the planet of research, and it dominated the chart. The house
(third) significant of the mental activity used in research is occupied by the
ESP planet, Neptune. While the inner-plane planet, Pluto, in the house of life
(first) is afflicted by Jupiter, it conciliates the opposition of Neptune and Saturn, being trine Saturn and sextile Neptune.
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In reference to selecting a favorable time for doing something, the most important influence of all is that denoted by the Major Progressed aspects in the birthchart, the next most important is that denoted by the Sub-Major Progressed
aspects in the birth-chart, then come the Minor Progressed aspects in order of
importance, followed by the Transits and aspects made by the planets in the
sky, and finally of least significance the planetary hours. Progressed aspects,
including Transits, are fully explained in Course 10-2, Progressing the Horoscope.
Not only in reference to them, but in reference also to the aspects of the
planets in the sky, as shown by the ephemeris for the particular period under
consideration, it is important for the individual to determine from an inspection1 of his birth-chart his ruling planet, his best planet, his worst planet, his
best house and his worst house.
The ruling planet is the planet which is most prominent and heavily
aspected in the chart, and thus is shown to have the greatest and most constant influence over the life. The best planet is the one that indicates the kind
of things that bring the most fortunate conditions into the life. The worst planet
is the one weakest and most afflicted, and thus indicates the kind of things
that bring the greatest misfortune into the life. The best house is the house of
the birth-chart showing the strongest and most fortunate influences and the
least discord. It may be the house containing the best planet, or it may not; for
the house containing the best planet may also contain an afflicted planet. This
house represents the department of life from which may be expected the greatest favors. The worst house is the house of the birth-chart showing the greatest discord. It may, or it may not, be the house occupied by the worst planet;
for the house containing the worst planet may also contain a harmonious
one. This house represents the department of life from which may be expected the most trouble.
When the time of day of an aspect has been found, or is noted in an
aspectarian, at the place for which the ephemeris is computed, this time of
day may be converted into the Standard Time (common watch time) of any
place west of the Standard Time meridian used by the ephemeris maker by
subtracting the number of hours west of it corresponding to the Standard
Time Meridian at the place where the aspect is to be ascertained. Thus if the
aspect is given for Greenwich Mean Time, for the eastern states subtract 5
hours, for Chicago and vicinity 6 hours, for Denver and vicinity 7 hours, and
for the Pacific Coast 8 hours, from the time given to find the time by the watch.
If the place is east of Greenwich the number of hours east should be added to
the time given for the aspect. And where Daylight Saving Time is in use, one
hour must be added to the Standard Time so found to get the time as shown
by a watch.
On those days, particularly near the time of day, when the ruling planet of
the birth-chart (you) receives strong aspects, as shown in the ephemeris for
the current year, good or bad propositions or events, depending on whether
the ruling planet is harmonious or discordant in the birth-chart, are more apt
to come to the person.
Other things being equal those days, and near the time of day, when the
Best Planet in the birth-chart is well aspected in the current ephemeris is the
best time for taking the initiative in any matter, and the time when a favorable impression on others is most easily made. Other things being equal those
days, and near the time of day, when the Worst Planet in the birth-chart is
afflicted by aspect in the current ephemeris is the worst time to take the initiative in any matter.
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Buying and Selling

To sell to good advantage there should be a strong influence from Jupiter; for
Jupiter inclines people to be liberal in their expenditures. To buy at a bargain
there should be a strong influence from Saturn; as Saturn contracts and influences toward a cheap price.
Other than the influence of these two planets to expand or contract, in
buying, selling, trading, or other dealing the positions in the heavens influence primarily the person taking the initiative. Therefore, either in offering to
sell or buy it is well to have the planets as well aspected as possible; but if
another comes to you with something to sell, or to induce you to sell, while
the planets are badly placed, he will be in a poor position to make a favorable
trade, and may force the transaction at a loss to himself.

Moon Positions
Favorable to Sixty-Two
Different Human
Activities

When planets come within orb of an aspect, while the aspect is applying the
influence indicated by the aspect is on the increase. It reaches its greatest
power when the aspect is perfect, and consequently, as the aspect separates
from perfect, its power wanes. To take advantage of the full influence of an
aspect, a time for action should be selected just before the aspect is perfect,
but while very close to perfect.
The Moon has much influence over the affairs that come up from day to
day in human life. Yet as there are ten planetary orbs, all of which have an
influence, a complete and detailed picture can be had only from a birth-chart
carefully selected for that purpose. Ordinary activities, however, do not justify so much pains; even though many of them do warrant the trouble it takes
to glance in an ephemeris and note the chief aspects present between the
planets, in addition to the position and aspects of the Moon.
As illustrating applying and separating aspects, when the Moon has left a
discordant aspect and its next application is a harmonious aspect is a better
time to act than when the Moon is just past the perfection of a harmonious
aspect and is next applying to a discordant aspect. When the Moon is past the
discordant aspect, yet within orb of it, but applying to a harmonious aspect, a
matter that then starts badly will tend to improve; but if separating from a
harmonious aspect and applying to a discordant aspect, a matter that starts
well tends to have a poor ending.
The conjunction aspect of Moon and Sun constitutes the New Moon. The
opposition aspect of Moon to Sun constitutes the Full Moon. From New Moon
until Full Moon the Moon is INCREASING in light. From Full Moon until
New Moon the Moon is DECREASING in light. From the conjunction with
the Sun until the first square aspect of the Moon to the Sun, the Moon is in the
First Quarter. From the first square aspect of the Moon to the Sun until Full
Moon, the Moon is in the Second Quarter. From Full Moon until the Moon
again makes the square aspect with the Sun, the Moon is in the Third Quarter.
And from this square aspect of the Moon to the Sun until it again reaches
New Moon, the Moon is in the Fourth and last Quarter.
The exact conjunction, opposition, first square, or last square, or for 24 hours
before or after these aspects, is not a good time to start any matter; for the
aspects are discordant and the project becomes diseased. This eliminates eight
days from each month as unsuitable for starting any venture. For a proposition
to have a strong vitality and long lease of life, continuing to grow for a long
time and reach full size, it should be started soon after (but not within 24 hours
of) the New Moon. Publicity, and vegetables that are to make their crop above
the ground, should be started, or planted, while the Moon is increasing in light.
A business or other proposition that needs forcing to quick maturity should be
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started a short time before Full Moon. Things which are to be kept secret, and
vegetables which make their crop below the ground, should be started, or
planted, while the Moon is decreasing in light. If they need forcing, the start
should be made shortly before (but not within 24 hours of) the New Moon.
Each planet has special rulership over certain matters; and its aspects,
therefore, are specially important in relation to their activities. The Moon
rules planting, husbandry, nursing and the home; and much experience has
accumulated to prove that it has a powerful influence over affairs associated with them; and an influence which should not be neglected even in
other enterprises. This explanation should make it plain that in presenting
the following alphabetical list, the condition indicated in connection with a
given relation of the Moon will follow only to the extent that other things
not mentioned are equal.
Advertising, gets better results if displayed while the Moon is increasing.
Affectional Interests, prosper more if undertaken while the Moon is in
Taurus or Libra and applying to a harmonious aspect of Venus.
Automobiles, purchased or repaired while the Moon is increasing and
applying to a harmonious aspect of Uranus, or well aspected in Aquarius,
give better satisfaction.
Baking, progresses better while the Moon is in Aries, Cancer, Libra or
Capricorn; and rises better while the Moon is increasing.
Buildings, will better resist destruction if first dirt is turned, cornerstone
laid, or otherwise commenced while the Moon is in Taurus, Leo or Aquarius.
Buying, can be completed at a lower price while the Moon is applying to
a harmonious aspect of Saturn, or Saturn is otherwise well aspected.
Canning, should be done while the Moon is decreasing, and gives better
results if the Moon is in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces.
Cement, should be poured while the Moon is decreasing in Taurus, Leo,
Scorpio or Aquarius.
Clothing, including jewelry, should not be bought or first worn while the
Moon is in Scorpio or Leo, nor should cloth be cut while the Moon is in Leo;
best signs are Taurus and Libra.
Credit Purchases, should be made while the Moon is increasing, as when
decreasing the payments are harder to meet.
Debts, are more easily collected while the Moon applies to a harmonious
aspect of Jupiter, or Jupiter is otherwise well aspected; but not when the Moon
is in Taurus, Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius.
Dental work, should not be done while the Moon is in Aries or Taurus.
Extractions should be made while the Moon is increasing and in Gemini, Virgo
or Sagittarius; fillings and plate impressions, while the Moon is decreasing in
Taurus, Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius.
Eggs, should be set to hatch while the Moon is increasing in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces; Cancer is best. For quick maturity, the Moon should be in second quarter; for size, in first quarter.
Employees, should be hired while the Moon is applying to a harmonious
aspect of Saturn, but not while in Scorpio or Capricorn. They remain longer if
hired while the Moon is in Taurus, Leo or Aquarius.
Employment is more readily obtained while the Moon applies to a harmonies aspect of the Sun, or the Sun is otherwise well aspected.
Entertainments, are more successful while the Moon is increasing and
applying to a harmonious aspect of Neptune, or Neptune is otherwise well
aspected.
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ESP, or other psychic endeavor, is facilitated while the Moon is in the second quarter, especially just as it comes to full, and while it applies to a harmonious aspect of Neptune or Pluto.
Favors, are more readily granted while the Moon applies to a harmonious
aspect of Jupiter, or Jupiter is otherwise well aspected.
Fishing, is best three days before and three days after full Moon. Fish bite
well while the Moon is in Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces, and on those days when
the Moon makes the conjunction, square or opposition of the Sun.
Flowers, for fragrance and beauty should be planted while Moon is increasing in Libra or Taurus. For abundance of bloom, plant when the Moon is
increasing in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces. Plant bulbs for seed while Moon is
decreasing in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces.
Fruits, picked while Moon is decreasing and not in Cancer, Scorpio or
Pisces, keep better.
Furniture, first used while Moon is in Taurus, Leo or Aquarius and applying to a harmonious aspect of Saturn, gives good service. For beauty, purchase while Moon is in Taurus or Libra.
Grafting, pollinizing, budding, etc., should be done while the Moon is
increasing in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces.
Grain, should be planted in the second quarter of the Moon in Cancer,
Scorpio or Pisces. To keep well, as for seed, it should be harvested just after
full Moon while Moon is in Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius or Aquarius.
Hay, should be cut while the Moon is decreasing in Gemini, Libra or
Aquarius; leaves shatter less when in Aquarius.
Hair, should be cut while the Moon is increasing. For beauty it should
be in Taurus or Libra, and if applying to a harmonious aspect of Venus, so
much the better. For luxuriant growth it should be in Cancer, Scorpio or
Pisces. Treatments to increase growth should be started while the Moon is
increasing in Scorpio, subsequent treatments while increasing in Cancer,
Scorpio or Pisces.
Healing, is more readily accomplished while the Moon is increasing and
applying to a harmonious aspect of the Sun.
Hedges, trimmed while the Moon is above the earth in the first quarter,
especially while it is applying to a harmonious aspect of Venus or Jupiter,
grow better.
Irrigation, is most satisfactory while the Moon is in Cancer, Scorpio or
Pisces.
Legal Matters, are best commenced while the Moon applies to a harmonious aspect of Jupiter, or Jupiter is otherwise well aspected.
Livestock, should be timed to bear young a little more than 24 hours after
new Moon while the Moon is in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces.
Manicuring, is more satisfactory while the Moon is increasing in Libra,
Gemini, Aquarius or Taurus. Do not cut ingrowing nails while the Moon is
decreasing.
Meat, killed while the Moon is increasing in Aries, Leo or Sagittarius keeps
well. The joints cure better and there is less shrinkage.
Moving, while the Moon is increasing in Taurus, Leo or Aquarius insures
a longer stay in the new location. Never move while the Moon is in Scorpio.
Painting, should be done while the Moon is decreasing, and in Taurus,
Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius; Scorpio is best.
Parties, are better attended and enjoyed while the Moon is increasing,
and in Libra, Taurus, Gemini or Sagittarius.
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Permanents, last better if obtained while the Moon is in Taurus.
Posts, should be set while the Moon is decreasing and in Taurus, Leo,
Scorpio or Aquarius.
Potatoes, keep longer if dug while the Moon is decreasing in Aries, Leo or
Sagittarius, especially Leo; last quarter is best.
Pruning, should be done while the Moon is decreasing in Cancer, Scorpio
or Pisces.
Renting, should be done while the Moon is applying to a good aspect of
Saturn, or Saturn is otherwise well aspected. If it is to be permanent, the Moon
should be in Taurus, Leo or Aquarius. To get a comfortable place, the Moon
can be in Leo; for neatness and beauty, in Taurus or Libra.
Sauerkraut, tastes better when made just after full Moon while Moon is in
Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces.
Selling, can be accomplished more readily, and at a higher price, while
the Moon is applying to a harmonious aspect of Jupiter, or Jupiter is otherwise well aspected.
Sheep, sheared while the Moon is increasing in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces,
especially when it is applying to a harmonious aspect of Venus, insures a
better growth for the next shearing.
Shellfish, are best when caught at full Moon.
Shingling, should be done while Moon is decreasing, and in Taurus, Leo,
Scorpio or Aquarius.
Shoes, should not be purchased or first worn while the Moon is in Capricorn or in discordant aspect with Saturn. They will give more comfort if the
Moon makes a harmonious aspect to Neptune, or is well aspected in Pisces.
Sign Papers, when the Moon makes a harmonious aspect to Mercury, or
Mercury is otherwise well aspected.
Speeches, including those given by radio, are better received while the
Moon is increasing and is in Sagittarius, or when it applies to a harmonious
aspect of Jupiter.
Spraying, should be done while the Moon is decreasing and in Aries, Leo
or Capricorn.
Surgical Operations, are best performed when the Moon is two signs past
the sign ruling the part of the body operated on. The humors of the body, and
the tendency to hemorrhage and inflammation, tend to follow the course of
the Moon. Thus the Moon will have ten signs to go before it again reaches the
part of the body operated on. Never pierce with iron the part of the body
ruled by the sign occupied by the Moon. Never castrate animals while the
Moon is in Virgo, Libra or Scorpio.
Timber, cut while the Moon is decreasing seasons better, and will not warp
or decay so readily if cut while the Moon is in Aries, Leo or Sagittarius. Avoid
Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces.
Transplanting, should be done with the Moon located as for the original
planting of the same thing.
Travel, when the Moon is in Gemini or Sagittarius and makes a harmonious aspect to Mercury, or Mercury is otherwise well aspected.
Trees, to live long and make good growth, should be planted while the
Moon is increasing and in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces.
Vegetables, that make their crop below the ground should be planted while
the Moon is decreasing and in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces. If larger growth is
wanted, plant soon after full Moon. If quick tender growth is wanted, such as
for turnips and radishes, use the last quarter.
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Vegetables, that make their crop above the ground should be planted while
the Moon is increasing in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces. For rank growth, plant in
the first quarter. But if quick tender growth is desired, such as for green corn,
peas, string beans, tomatoes and melons, use the second quarter.
Weaning, should be done while the Moon is in Sagittarius, Capricorn or
Aquarius, and it is better to have it decreasing.
Weeds, are best destroyed when cut while the Moon is decreasing, especially in Aries, Leo or Capricorn.
Winter Wheat, should be sown as soon after Full Moon as the Moon can
be found in Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces. It needs a good root system.
Wire, should be stretched while the Moon is increasing in Taurus, Leo,
Scorpio or Aquarius.
Write, when the Moon makes a harmonious aspect to Mercury, or Mercury is otherwise well aspected.
Ventures Ruled
by the Planets

The SUN rules people in authority, politicians, the government, the vital forces,
the male sex, children, and speculation. In any action which involves the good
will of those in authority, and in seeking a position or promotion, see to it that
the Sun receives a good aspect from the Moon and is otherwise well aspected.
All affairs concerning health and vitality should be commenced while the
Moon applies either to the first sextile or to the first trine. The best times of
day for any of these matters are the planetary hours of the Sun.
The MOON rules the common people, nurses, liquids, groceries, the home,
music in general, and females. In any dealing where these are involved see to
it that the Moon applies to good aspects, and is in a sign where strong. For
wide and favorable publicity the Moon should be in the tenth, well aspected.
The best times of day for such matters are the planetary hours of the Moon.
MERCURY rules writers, students, writing, printing, speaking, teaching,
contracts, travel, and mental work in general. In any enterprise including one
of these things see to it that the Moon applies to a good aspect to Mercury,
and Mercury is otherwise well aspected. For any activity requiring fluency of
speech, clear thinking, or an alert mind, choose a day when Mercury is well
aspected. The best times of day for any of these matters are the planetary
hours of Mercury.
VENUS rules artists, social matters, friendship, love, marriage, singing,
dancing, art, finery, and has some influence over ready cash. For success in
such activities see to it that the Moon applies to a good aspect of Venus, and
that Venus otherwise is well aspected. Buy or make things requiring taste
and artistic appreciation at such a time. The best times of day for such matters
are the planetary hours of Venus.
MARS rules doctors and surgeons, mechanics, soldiers, warfare, machinery, the use of iron and steel, and building and manufacturing in general.
When starting anything dependent on such things, see to it that the Moon
applies to a good aspect of Mars, and that Mars otherwise is well aspected.
The best times of day for such matters are the planetary hours of Mars.
JUPITER rules clergymen and professional work, legal matters, charities,
banking, publishing, religion, philosophy, finances, people of wealth, goodwill, salesmanship, patronage, and general good luck. When commencing
any activity dependent on such things see to it that the Moon applies to a
good aspect of Jupiter, and that Jupiter otherwise is well aspected. The best
times of day for any of these matters are the planetary hours of Jupiter.
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SATURN rules miners, farmers, common laborers, hard work, business
in general, mining, real estate, elderly people, agriculture, and secret and hidden things. When commencing any activity dependent on such things, see to
it that the Moon applies to a good aspect of Saturn, and that Saturn otherwise
is well aspected. The best times of day for any of these matters are the planetary hours of Saturn.
URANUS rules lawyers and astrologers, unusual methods in business,
astrology, occultism, invention, electricity and ingenious mechanisms, automobiles, radical ideas, exposures, reforms and agitation. When commencing
any activity dependent on one of these things see to it that the Moon applies
to a good aspect to Uranus, and that Uranus otherwise is well aspected. The
best times of day for any of these matters are the planetary hours of Mercury.
NEPTUNE rules actors and psychics, feeling ESP, promotions, involuntary servitude, stock companies, utopian ideas, dramatic expression in all its
mediums, aviation, submarines, gas, oil, drugs and poisons. When commencing any activity dependent on one of these things see to it that the Moon
applies to a good aspect to Neptune, and that Neptune otherwise is well
aspected. The best times of day for any of these matters are the planetary
hours of Venus.
PLUTO rules those of great spiritual attainment, intellectual ESP, dictators, gangsters, spirituality, inversion, kidnapping, the inside of things, the
inner plane and inner-plane activities, coercion, radio, television, co-operation, groups, and group activities of all kinds. When commencing any activity dependent on one of these things see to it that the Moon applies to a good
aspect to Pluto, and that Pluto is otherwise well aspected. The best times of
day for any of these matters are the planetary hours of the Moon.
Of less importance than the aspects present among the planets in the sky are
the planetary hours. They are the least significant of the astrological influences we shall consider; yet people are called on to do things when the time
limit is a day or even half a day, and there is no opportunity to select even a
favorable aspect of the Moon. Also while Moon aspects are favorable, there
often is opportunity to select in addition a planetary hour favorable to the
matter at hand.
Planetary hours, as handed down from ancient times, are not of the same
duration as clock hours; but each is an equal division of a given day measured from sunrise to sunset, or of a given night measured from sunset to
sunrise. The planetary hour of any day measures exactly one-twelfth the time
from sunrise to sunset; and the planetary hour of any night measures exactly
one-twelfth the time from sunset to sunrise.
The first planetary hour after sunrise is always ruled by the planet that
rules the day. Thus the first hour after sunrise on Sunday is ruled by the Sun;
the first hour on Monday by the Moon, etc. The rulership of the planetary
hours always follows each other in this order: Sun, Venus (or Neptune), Mercury (or Uranus), Moon (or Pluto), Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon, Saturn, etc., on through all the hours of the day and night, and
through the next day, and on through the months and years without a break
in the order of sequence.
A fact all too often overlooked by those using planetary hour books is that
the time indicated is Local Mean Time. In using such books, and in using
tables XI and XII on pages 96 & 97 of chapter 6, the time obtained being Local
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Mean Time, before it becomes available for events timed by a watch this must
be converted into Standard Time, or perhaps into Daylight Saving Time.
To get the precise time of the commencement and end of the planetary
hours on a particular day, the time of sunrise and sunset must be found, and
the interval between divided by 12 to get the length of each day hour, and the
interval between sunset and sunrise divided by 12 to get the length of each
night hour. But in tables XI and XII on pages 96 & 97 of chapter 6, I have given
a condensed table by which the approximate time of commencement of any
planetary hour of any day in the year may be determined from about latitude
25° to latitude 55°. Both in this table and in planetary hour books approximate results only are attained; because there is a slight variation in the duration of the planetary hour from day to day and for each different degree of
latitude. Nevertheless, the results obtained from these tables are close enough
for ordinary purposes; and where more precision is required the precise time
can be ascertained by calculating the exact time of sunrise and sunset as already indicated. The latitudes given in the table are 30°, 40°, and 50°; but the
intermediate latitudes may easily be determined by interpolating such differences as are necessary.
Example

If I live near latitude 40° north, and on Friday, during the month of August, a
person comes to me with a proposition at 11:00 A.M. Local Mean Time, and I
wish to know the planetary hour in which the matter was presented to me, I
first turn to table XI on page 96 of chapter 6. I there find that during August in
latitude 40° sunrise occurs approximately at 5h 4m A.M., and that the approximate duration of the planetary hour is 1h 10m. Now 11:00 A.M. is within
the planetary hour just before noon, which is, as indicated in table XII on
page 97 of chapter 6, the sixth planetary hour after sunrise. There are always
six planetary hours between sunrise and noon, noon and sunset, sunset and
midnight, and midnight and sunrise. I therefore look in table XII on page 97
of chapter 6 for sunrise, and follow across the page until I reach the sixth hour
after, then ascend the column until I find the horizontal line following Friday.
I there find the word Mars. It was a Mars hour.

Finding the
Night Hours

In using the tables for night (from sunset to sunrise) always use the duration
of the day planetary hour for the opposite month, instead of the day hour for
the month under consideration. The opposite month is given just above or
just below in table XI on page 96 of chapter 6. As night is the opposite of day,
this should give rise to no confusion, and permits the table to be greatly condensed.

Example of
Night Hours

Suppose I wish to find the earliest Jupiter hour on some Saturday night in
December for selling something of considerable value to a prospect who can
only be contacted over the dinner table. If I am in New York, Chicago, Denver, or Salt Lake City, I use the table for 40° latitude, and find from table XI on
page 96 of chapter 6 that sunset occurs in December about 4:35 P.M. But as it
is a night hour, I do not use the length of hour given under December, but the
one given under June, which is immediately above in the table. The approximate duration of the hour is there found to be 1h 14m.
I now look in table XII on page 97 of chapter 6 for sunset on Saturday. The
first hour after sunset is there shown to be ruled by Mercury, the second hour
by the Moon, the third hour by Saturn, and the fourth, which is the hour I am
looking for, by Jupiter. Therefore, three full planetary hours of 1h 14m dura-
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tion each must elapse after sunset before the commencement of the Jupiter
hour. I multiply 1h 14m by 3, which gives 3h 42m. To 4:35 P.M. (sunset) I add
3h 42m. This gives 8:17 P.M. Local Mean Time as the commencement of the
Jupiter hour, and as it lasts 1h 14m it lasts until 9:31 P.M. Local Mean Time.
Then, to be able to time the dinner and the interview by my watch I convert
this Local Mean Time into Standard Time. Thus the time by a watch at New
York at the beginning of the desired planetary hour is 8:13 P.M., and the hour
lasts until 9:27 P.M.
In All Cases When L.M.T. Is Given, to Find the Standard Time, use Rule 8
and Rule 9 of chapter 1, but add when the place is west of the standard meridian, and subtract when the place is east of the standard meridian; just the
reverse of finding the L.M.T.
It should be noted that when midnight is passed the following day begins,
and therefore from the line in the lower left-hand quadrant giving a certain
day when midnight is passed it is necessary to drop down one line in the
lower right-hand quadrant.
Thus the last hour on Saturday is ruled by the Sun, given on bottom line
of lower left-hand quadrant; and the first hour (starting with midnight) of
Sunday is ruled by Venus, given on second line of right-hand lower quadrant. The last hour of Sunday is ruled by the Moon, given on second line of
lower left-hand quadrant; and the first hour (starting with midnight) of Monday is ruled by Saturn, given on 3rd line of right-hand lower quadrant. The
last hour of Monday is ruled by Mars, given on 3rd line of lower left-hand
quadrant; and the 1st hour (starting with midnight) of Tuesday is ruled by the
Sun, given on 4th line of lower right-hand quadrant. The last hour of Tuesday
is ruled by Mercury, given on 4th line of lower left-hand quadrant; and the 1st
hour (following midnight) of Wednesday is ruled by the Moon, given on 5th
line of lower right-hand quadrant. The last hour of Wednesday is ruled by
Jupiter, given on the 5th line of lower left-hand quadrant; and the 1st hour
(following midnight) of Thursday is ruled by Mars, given on 6th line of lower
right-hand quadrant. The last hour of Thursday is ruled by Venus, given on
6th line of lower left-hand quadrant; and the 1st hour (following midnight) of
Friday is ruled by Mercury, given on 7th line of lower right-hand quadrant.
The last hour of Friday is ruled by Saturn, given on 7th line of lower left-hand
quadrant; and the 1st hour (following midnight) of Saturday is ruled by Jupiter, given on lower line of right-hand lower quadrant. Then the last hour of
Saturday is ruled by the Sun, and the rotation of planetary hours continues
indefinitely.
1. See Course 16, Stellar Healing for discussion of astrodynes.

Using Table XII,
on page 97
of chapter 6
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Correcting House Cusps for Latitude of Birth

Find (a) the difference in °s and ‘s between the house cusp for the nearest
latitude to that of birth and the house cusp for the next nearest latitude to that
of birth given in the table of houses.
Find (c) the difference in °s and ‘s between the nearest and the next nearest latitude to that of birth given in the table.
Find (d) the difference in °s and ‘s between the true latitude of birth and
the nearest latitude given in the table.
By proportion, reduce each term to ‘s, then multiply (a) by (d) and divide
the product by (c). This gives (b), the correction for latitude.
By logarithms, from log. (d) subtract log. (c), and to the difference so found
add log. (a). The result is the log. Of (b), the correction for latitude.
When the true latitude of birth is less than the nearest latitude given in the
table: If the table shows the ‘s decreasing with latitude, the correction is added.
If the table shows the ‘s increasing with latitude, the correction is subtracted.
When the true latitude of birth is greater than the nearest latitude given
in the table: If the table shows the ‘s decreasing with latitude, the correction
is subtracted. If the table shows the ‘s increasing with latitude, the correction is added.
Research has shown the necessity of correcting birthcharts for precision
This process involves finding ALL the house cusps to the exact MINUTE for
exact Sidereal Time (page 9, chapter 1) and exact Latitude (see above) ALL
house cusps will then show the exact minute on them. Just as a scientist uses
the most accurate methods available even if his data is incomplete, so should
the astrologer strive for precision and accuracy in every chart. Final examinations with Charts will not he considered correct until this is done.

Course 8
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Chapter 8

Chart Erection
Shortcuts and Examples

T

HE principles and steps to be taken in erecting a horoscope for any
time and place are explained in chapter 1. There are certain short
cut methods that may be used under common circumstances,
and alternate methods which some find make the work easier. These will be
explained and used in some of the example charts.
Church of Light Student’s Charts were designed to facilitate taking each
of the essential steps in erecting a chart explained in chapter 1 in its proper
sequence, and by presenting a blank line to be filled in following printed
instruction as to the entry to be made on it to make it unlikely any required
calculation would be overlooked.
On a Student’s Chart there are thus 28 lines that may be filled in. As the
chart was designed to take care of any contingency in chart erection, commonly a few of the lines, which do not apply to the particular chart under
construction, are left blank. But for facility in learning to erect a chart according to the Hermetic System it is essential that the student know precisely
what entry should be made on each of the 28 lines. For purposes of ready
reference, on each of the 10 Student’s Charts here reproduced a number has
been inserted before each of these lines.
Line 1: Write in the name of the person, corporation, city, nation, planetary cycle or horary question for which the chart is erected.
Line 2: Write in the month, day of month, and year of birth.
Line 3: Write in the name of the place of birth.
Line 4: Write in the latitude of the place of birth.
Line 5: Write in the longitude of the place of birth. The latitude and longitude of a place may be ascertained from an atlas or map. Goode’s School Atlas
has an index giving the latitude and longitude of over 30,000 places in the
world. Dernay’s Longitudes and Latitudes throughout the World (except the
United States) gives the precise latitude and longitude of 5,000 cities distributed through 187 countries, colonies and dependencies; and Dernay’s Longitudes and Latitudes in the United States gives the precise latitude and longitude of all county seats, and all cities with 2,500 inhabitants or over in the
United States. For a precise chart, the exact latitude and longitude of the place
for which it is erected must be ascertained.
Line 6: Unless some other kind of time than Standard or Local Mean Time
was used in timing the birth, line 6 is left blank. If Double Summer Time was
used (as in mid-summer in England during World War II) this should be noted
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in entry of time on line 6. If Daylight Saving or War Time was used (as throughout the U. S. from 2:00 A.M., Feb. 9, 1942, to 2:00 A.M., Sept. 30, 1945; and
during the summer only both before and since in various regions), it should
be entered on line 6.
Line 7: Unless some other kind of time than Standard Time or Local Mean
Time was used in timing the birth, line 7 is left blank. If Double Summer Time
was used, write minus 2h on line 7. If Daylight Saving or War Time was used,
write minus 1h on line 7.
Line 8: If the birth was timed by Standard Time write it on line 8 as so
many hours and minutes A.M. or P.M. If the birth was timed by Double Summer, Daylight Saving, or War Time, subtract line 7 from line 6 and write the
Standard Time thus found on line 8. If the birth was timed by Local Mean
Time (as was usually the case in Britain before 1880, and in the U.S. before
November 18, 1883) line 8 is left blank. Every 15° of longitude east or west of
Greenwich is called a Standard Time Meridian, marking the middle of a different time zone. In the U.S. the middle of the Eastern Standard Time Zone
(EST) is 75° west, the middle of the Central Standard Time Zone (CST) is 90°
west, the middle of the Mountain Standard Time Zone (MST) is 105° west,
and the middle of the Pacific Standard Time Zone (PST) is 120° west. After the
Standard Time written on line 8 should be written the abbreviation for the
Standard Time Zone within which birth took place.
Line 9: When the birth was timed by Local Mean Time line 9 is left blank.
Otherwise find the difference in °s and ‘s between the longitude of birth and
the Standard Time Meridian of the time zone within which birth took place.
Multiply the °s so found by 4 and call the product minutes of time. Multiply
the ‘s so found by 4 and call the product seconds of time. Write the minutes
and seconds so found on line 9. If the longitude of birth was east of the Standard Meridian precede this time interval with a plus sign. If the longitude of
birth was west of the Standard Meridian precede this time interval by a minus sign.
Line 10: When the birth was timed by Local Mean Time, leave lines 6, 7, 8
and 9 blank and merely write on line 10 the time of birth. Otherwise, if line 9
is plus add to line 8, and if minus subtract from line 8. Write the sum or difference on line 10 crossing out A.M. or P.M. to indicate if the birth was before or
after noon.
Line 11: Nothing should be written on this line. The figure 12:00 signifies
noon on the day of birth.
Line 12: If line 10 shows the LMT of birth to be P.M. line 12 should be left
blank. If line 10 shows the LMT of birth to be A.M. the hours, minutes and
seconds so shown should be written on line 12.
Line 13: If the LMT as shown on line 10 is A.M., subtract the hours, minutes and seconds on line 12 from the 12h 00m 00s (noon) printed on line 11,
and write the hours, minutes and seconds so found on line 13 with a minus
sign preceding them. If the LMT as shown on line 10 is P.M., merely copy the
hours, minutes and seconds so shown on line 13 with a plus sign preceding
them. If a midnight (zero hour) ephemeris is used, before making entry on
line 13 add 12 hours (the time interval from midnight to noon) to the hours,
minutes and seconds otherwise to be entered.
Line 14: From an ephemeris for the day of birth copy on line 14 the hours,
minutes and seconds of sidereal time there given.
Line 15: If line 13, and therefore line 17 is minus and greater than line 14,
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in order to subtract line 17 from line 14, 24h should be written on line 15.
Otherwise line 15 should be left blank.
Line 16: Line 16 is left blank unless it becomes necessary to write 24h on
line 15. In these instances the hours on line 15 should be added to the hours,
minutes and seconds of line 14 and their sum written on line 16.
Line 17: Copy the hours, minutes and seconds of line 13, preceded by
their plus or minus sign, on line 17.
Line 18: Add or subtract, as the plus or minus sign indicates, line 17 to or
from line 14 (or from line 16 if an entry on it has been found necessary). Write
the hours, minutes and seconds so found on line 18.
Line 19: If a chart is desired with house cusps within only one degree of
precision, which is close enough for delineating, but not precise enough for
calculating progressed aspects involving M.C. and Asc., line 19 may be left
blank, and line 18 merely copied on line 20. But if a chart with all house cusps
calculated to the precise ‘ is desired,1 before making entry on line 19 it is first
necessary to ascertain line 26.
Line 21: If the birth was timed by Local Mean Time, this time, A.M. or P.M.
should be written on line 21. If the birth was timed by Standard Time, the
words Local Mean should be crossed out and above them written the word
Standard. Then the Standard Time of birth, A.M. or P.M. should be written on
line 21.
Line 22: If the birth was timed by Local Mean Time the longitude of birth
should be converted into hours, minutes and seconds of time by multiplying
the °s by 4 and calling the product minutes, and multiplying the ‘s by 4 and
calling the product seconds. The hours, minutes and seconds so obtained
should be entered on line 22. If the birth was timed by Standard Time, merely
write the number of hours of the Standard Time Meridian used in timing the
birth on line 22. If the birth was in east longitude precede the hours, minutes
and seconds on line 22 by a minus sign; if in west longitude by a plus sign.
Line 23: As indicated by the minus or plus sign, subtract line 22 from, or
add it to, line 21. Designate if the result is A.M. or P.M.
Line 24: Nothing should be written on this line. The figure 12:00 signifies
noon of the day of birth.
Line 25: If line 23 is P.M., line 25 is left blank. If line 23 is A.M. it is copied
on line 25.
Line 26: If line 23 is P.M., its hours, minutes and seconds are copied on
line 26 preceded by a plus sign. If line 25 is A.M., it is subtracted from line 24
(12h 00m 00s) and the difference in hours, minutes and seconds written on
line 26 preceded by a minus sign. The minus or plus Equivalent Greenwich
Mean Time Interval of line 26 is the interval from which the sign, °, and ‘
occupied by each of the ten planets is calculated.
Line 19: Each hour of line 26 is multiplied by 9.86 (approximately 10) and
the product is called seconds, and the minutes of line 26 are divided by 6 and
the quotient called seconds. The sum of the seconds so found, converted into
minutes and seconds, is written on line 19 preceded by a minus sign if line 26
is minus, or preceded by a plus sign if line 26 is plus.
Line 20: If line 19 is minus, subtract from line 18. If line 19 is plus, add to
line 18. Write the hours, minutes and seconds so obtained on line 20. This is
the Sidereal Time of Birth from which with the aid of a table of houses the
sign, degree and minute on each house cusp of the chart may be calculated.
If the chart is erected for a place in south latitude, 12h should be added to
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line 20, using the degrees thus found, but placing opposite signs on the
house cusps.
Line 27: Look in a table of diurnal proportional logarithms for the number
corresponding to the hours and minutes of line 26. Write this number on line
27. This logarithm (d) added to the logarithm (a) of the daily motion of the
planet on the day of birth gives the logarithm (b) of the °s and ‘s moved by the
planet during the interval written on line 26. If line 26 is minus, subtract the °s
and ‘s so found from the sign, °, and ‘ of the planet’s position as given on the
day of birth in the ephemeris. If line 26 is plus, add the °s and ‘s so found to
the sign, °, and ‘ of the planet’s position as given on the day of birth in the
ephemeris. If the planet is retrograde, add if line 26 is minus or subtract if line
26 is plus. The symbol of the planet should be placed in the chart followed by
the °, sign, and ‘ so found, which is the zodiacal longitude at the moment of
birth.
Line 28: If no progressions are to be worked, line 28 may be left blank. If
working progressions is contemplated, the hours of line 26 should be divided
by 2 and called months, and the minutes of line 26 should be divided by 4 and
called days. If line 26 is minus, the months and days so found should be added
to the year, month and day of birth. If line 26 is plus, the months and days so
found should be subtracted from the year, month and day of birth. The calendar date so found, including the year, should be written on line 28. This Limiting Date (L.D.) is the starting point in calculating the major progressed positions on any calendar date, and in calculating the calendar date on which any
major progressed aspect is perfect.
Finding the Precise ‘
on Each House Cusp

If the table of houses does not give the house cusps for the precise latitude of
birth, find the precise’ on the Asc. (and other house cusps if desired) for the
nearest latitude to that of birth given in the table, then use the CORRECTION
OF HOUSE CUSPS FOR LATITUDE OF BIRTH given on page 112 of chapter
7. The precise ‘ on the M.C. is the same for all latitudes.
Find (a) the difference in minutes and seconds between the nearest and
the next nearest Sidereal Time to that of birth (entered on line 20) in the table.
This is always 4 minutes in American Astrology Tables.
Find (b) the difference in minutes and seconds between the True S.T. of
birth (entered on line 20) and the nearest S.T. to that of birth in the table.
Find (c) the difference in °s and ‘s between the same house cusps in the
consecutive columns within which the True S.T. occurs for the nearest latitude to that of birth. For the M.C. this is always 1° (60’) in Dalton’s, AP, Raphael’s
and RC tables.
By proportion, reduce each term to ‘s, then multiply (b) by (c) and divide
the product by (a). This gives (d) the distance the house cusp is from the nearest similar house cusp given in the table for the nearest latitude given in the
table.
By logarithms, subtract log. (a) from log. (b), and to the difference so found
add log. (c). The result is log. (d), the distance the house cusp is from the
nearest similar house cusp given in the table for the nearest latitude given in
the table. As the difference between log. (a) and log. (b) is the same for all
house cusps, when this log. is once found, it can be used in finding any house
cusps by adding to it log. (c), which may be different.
NOTE: When the resulting ‘s are very few, occasionally in working a proportion by logarithms the nearest logarithm indicates a result which is 1’ different than that obtained by direct proportion. In such instances the result
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obtained by direct proportion is more precise.
If the true S.T. (entered on line 20) is less than the nearest S.T. given in the
table, subtract (d) from the house cusp given in the table. If the true S.T. (entered on line 20) is greater than the nearest S.T. given in the table, add (d) to
the house cusp given in the table. This gives the precise ‘ on the house cusp
for the latitude given in the table.
For their research work during 1948, Elbert Benjamine and W. M. A. Drake
undertook to find a more reliable method of timing events by horary astrology. They found, from the analysis of a large number of horary charts in which
the time of the indicated event had been recorded after it had transpired, that
the trend of a mental event, such as impels the asking of a horary question
about something in which one is deeply concerned, may be judged both as to
what will happen and when it will occur in most respects as if the chart were
elected for the commencement of some physical enterprise. Possibly because
the Moon is chief ruler of the unconscious mind, and a horary question is an
event deriving from the unconscious mind, the chief difference is that the
Moon is co-ruler of the querent.
If the question involves some event or condition in the future, the timing of
this event includes precisely the same factors which would be present in the
birth-chart of an individual or a physical enterprise at the time such an event
occurred. If the birth-chart of an individual, a physical enterprise or a horary
question indicates that a particular event will not occur, progressed aspects
will not bring it to pass. But if the birth-chart indicates the event is probable, it
will occur only during the period when there is a progressed aspect involving
a planet characteristic of the general nature of the event, and a progressed aspect involving the ruler of each house significantly influenced. Such progressed
aspects are effective only while within one degree of perfect.
The analysis of a large number of horary charts reveals that an insignificant event asked about—although usually there are also heavier progressed
aspects present—may come to pass when each birthchart or major progressed
significator merely receives a transit aspect.
To bring a minor event to pass—although usually there are also heavier
progressed aspects present—there must be a minor progressed aspect and a
transit progressed aspect to each birth-chart or major progressed significator.
To bring a major event to pass, there must be a major progressed aspect
involving each significator, and at the time it happens there must be a minor
progressed aspect and a transit progressed aspect to one of the four terminals
of each essential major progressed aspect.
If, when the question is asked, the significators are within one degree of
perfect aspect, even though the aspect is separating, the event indicated by
the aspect—which may be favorable or unfavorable—usually occurs, and commonly occurs before the aspects separates to more than one degree from perfect, just as in a natal chart the event attracted by a progressed aspect may
take place either before or after the aspect is perfect, but only while the aspect
is within the one degree limit.
The progressed aspects in a horary chart indicate the time and nature of
the various events affecting it during its life.

Timing Events
Indicated by a
Horary Chart
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Example of P.M. Standard Time when place is East of Central Standard
Time Meridian: Chart 14. The meridian for Central Standard Time is 90°W.
90° 00' minus 87° 39' (longitude of Chicago) gives the difference as 2° 21'.
Multiplying 2 by 4 gives 8m. Multiplying 21 by 4 gives 84s. The sum is 9m 24s.
As the place is east of the standard meridian, this 9m 24s must be added to the
standard time to get the LMT of birth.
As the EGMT Interval is plus 8h 30m, the correction of S.T. is plus 1m 24s.
S.T. as given in ephemeris for noon, plus L.M.T. Interval, plus correction, gives
the S.T. of birth as 6h 59m 45s. House cusps are calculated for this S.T., and the
planets’ positions for the plus 8h 30m EGMT Interval.
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Example of A.M. Daylight Saving Time when place is West of Eastern
Standard Time Meridian: Chart 7399. The nearest S.T. given in Dalton’s table
of houses to the 1h 30m 14s written on line 20 is 1h 28m 52s. The difference (b)
is 1m 22s or 82s. The next nearest S.T. given in the table is 1h 32m 38s. The
difference (a) between this and the nearest is 3m 46s or 226s.
In the same column for latitude 42 the cusp of the 12th house is given as
7.4 Cancer. As each tenth degree is 6' this is 7 Cancer 24. In the column for the
next nearest S.T. the cusp of the 12th house is given as Cancer 8.1, which is 8
Cancer 06. The difference (c) is 42'. Multiplying (b) 82 by (c) 42 gives 3444.
Dividing 3444 by (a) 226 gives (d) 15' to add to 7 Cancer 24, giving the 12th
house cusp in latitude 43 as 7 Cancer 39.
The difference between the 12th house cusp in latitude 42 and in latitude
43 is .6 or 36'. The difference (d) between latitude 42:43 and latitude 43 is 17'.
The difference (c) between latitude 42 and latitude 43 is 60'. Multiplying (a) 36
by (d) 17 gives 612. Dividing 612 by (c) 60 gives 10' correction for latitude to
be subtracted from 7 Cancer 39, giving the precise 12th house cusp as 7 Cancer 29.
Travel of each planet during 15 minutes is calculated and subtracted from
its noon ephemeris position.
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Example of P.M. Standard Time when place is West of Mountain Standard Time Meridian: Chart 16. This is one of the rare instances in which the ‘s
being few a house cusp obtained by direct proportion is 1’ different than the
same house cusp obtained by logarithms. Using Dalton’s table of houses, the
nearest S.T. is 23h 52m 40s and the next nearest is 23h 48m 59s. The difference
(a) is 3m 41s or 221s. The difference (b) between the True S.T. of birth—23h
52m 24s—and the nearest S.T. in the table—23h 52m 40s—is 16s. For the M.C.
(c) is 60', and for the Asc. in latitude 41 (c) is 46'.
Dalton’s table of houses gives the minor house cusps to the nearest tenth
of a degree, each tenth being equivalent to 6'. On the cusp of the second house
the table for latitude 41 gives 7.0 Leo for the nearest S.T. and 6.2 Leo (6 Leo 12)
for the next nearest S.T., a difference of 48'. By proportion, multiplying (b) 16
by (c) 48 gives 768. Dividing 768 by (a) 221 gives 3'. By logarithms, subtracting
log. of 3m 41s (a) .8140 from log. of 16s (b) 1.9542 gives 1.1402. Adding to
1.1402 log. of 48' (c) 1.4771 gives 2.6173 which is a little closer to the log. of 4'
than to the log. of 3'.
Subtracting both the 3' obtained by proportion and the 4' correction for
latitude from 7 Leo 00 gives 6 Leo 53. By logarithms it would be 6 Leo 52.
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Example of P.M. Standard Time when place is West of Pacific Standard
Time Meridian: Chart 7400. The meridian for Pacific Standard Time is 120°W.
122° 26' (longitude of San Francisco) minus 120° 00' gives the difference as 2°
26'. Multiplying 2 by 4 gives 8m. Multiplying 26 by 4 gives 104s. The sum is
9m 44s. As the place is west of the standard meridian, this 9m 44s must be
subtracted from the standard time to get the LMT of birth.
The nearest S.T. given in Dalton’s table of houses to the 16h 43m 10s written on line 20 is 16h 41m 59s. The difference (b) is 1m 11s. The next nearest
S.T. given in the table is 16h 46m 16s. The difference (a) between this and the
nearest is 4m 17s. Subtracting log. (a) .7484 from log. (b) 1.3071 gives .5587 to
be used in getting all house cusps.
Adding log. (c) for the 60' M.C. difference 1.3802 to .5587 gives 1.9389,
which is the log. of (d) 17' to be added to the 12 Sagittarius 00 shown in the
table, giving the M.C. 12 Sagittarius 17.
Adding log. (c) for the 1° 37' Asc. difference for lat. 38 given in the table
1.1716 to .5587 gives 1.7303, the log. of (d) 27' to be added to the 28 Aquarius
55 given in the table, making the Asc. 29 Aquarius 22 for lat. 38. Adding the 7'
correction for the 13' difference in latitude between 38 and 37:47 gives the
Asc. 29 Aquarius 29.
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Example of using Midnight Ephemeris for A.M. Standard Time when place
is East of Pacific Standard Time Meridian: Chart 7401. The midnight ephemerides are really zero hour ephemerides with positions calculated for the
midnight preceding (not following) noon of each given day. Both the LMT
Interval entered on lines 13 and 17, and the EGMT Interval entered on line 26,
therefore, must be ascertained as from the midnight (zero hour) preceding
noon of the day of birth. This may be done merely by algebraically adding
plus 12 hours to each of these two intervals as ascertained when using a noon
ephemeris for the same date.
The correction of Sidereal Time entered on line 19 must be calculated from
the EGMT Interval from midnight entered on line 26, and added to or subtracted from, as its sign indicates, the uncorrected Sidereal Time entered on
line 18. The Sidereal Time so obtained, and entered on line 20, is used to ascertain the house cusps in the ordinary way.
The EGMT Interval from midnight entered on line 26 is used to ascertain
the positions of the planets at the time of birth, from their positions given in
the midnight (zero hour) ephemeris on the day of birth, in precisely the same
manner as when using an EGMT Interval from noon with a noon ephemeris.
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Example of P.M. Double Summer Time when place is West of Western
Europe Standard Time Meridian: Chart 7402. When the time given is Daylight Saving Time, minus 1 hour is written on line 7 and subtracted from line
6 to get the Standard Time to be written on line 8 (see chart 7399). When the
time given is Double Summer Time, minus 2 hours is written on line 7 and
subtracted from line 6 to get the Standard Time to be written on line 8. In
either case when the Standard Time has been ascertained, proceed to erect
the chart for this Standard Time of birth in the customary manner. Subtracting the A.M. 11h 36m EGMT of line 25 from the noon of line 24 gives the
EGMT Interval of line 26 (d) as minus 0h 24m, the log. of which written on
line 27 is 1.7781.
Subtracting the position of the Moon on July 6, 1945, from its position on
July 7, 1945, gives its daily motion (a) as 14° 13', the log. of which is .2274.
Adding log. (a) .2274 to log. (d) 1.7781 gives 2.0055 which is the log. of (d) 14'
which the Moon has moved during the 24m. Subtracting 14' from the noon
ephemeris position of the Moon gives its birth-chart position as 17 Gemini 57.
Use the daily motion of each planet as (a), add its log. to log. (d) 1.7781, and
subtract the travel so obtained (b) from its noon ephemeris position.
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Example of P.M. Standard Time when place is West of Central Europe
Standard Time Meridian: Chart 7403. When the Standard Time Zone is East
of Greenwich the correction for mean time on line 9 is plus if the place is east
of the Standard Meridian, and minus if west of the Standard Meridian, the
same is if the place were in a Standard Time Zone west of Greenwich.
But when the Standard Time Zone is east of Greenwich the number of
hours which it is east of Greenwich should be written on line 22 preceded by
minus. As Central Europe Time is 1h east, the 1h written on line 22 is preceded by minus, and when subtracted from line 21 gives 5h 00m 00s P.M. on
line 23, and plus 5h 00m 00s on line 26.
When the declinations are given only every third day, find the daily motion by declination by dividing the 3 day motion by 3. Use this to find the
declination at Greenwich noon on the given day, and the log. (a) of the daily
motion added to log. (b), written on line 27, to find log. (d) of its travel through
interval and its declination at birth. Due to ununiform travel of a planet, occasionally there is a difference in the declination so obtained. The average daily
movement of Mercury by declination between March 16 and March 19, 1920,
is 22', but its motion between March 16 and March 17 is only 18'.
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Example of A.M. Local Mean Time when place is 19:50 East Longitude:
Chart 7404. When the birth is timed by Local Mean Time, write this on line 10
and on line 21. Multiplying 91 by 4 gives 364 minutes. Multiplying 50 by 4
gives 200 seconds. The sum is 6h 7m 20s to be written on line 22. As the place
was east longitude it should be preceded by minus. If it were west longitude
it should be preceded by plus. House cusps are calculated from line 20, and
planets from line 26, in the ordinary way.
House cusps have same declination as Sun when in same sign, °, and ‘.
Therefore, find declination of Sun in 9 Leo 48 as declination of M.C., and
declination of Sun in 8 Scorpio 34 as declination of Asc.
August 2, 1920, Sun 17 N 47 is decreasing (a) 15' daily by declination. It is
9 Leo 51 and moving daily (c) 57' by zodiacal longitude. The difference between 9 Leo 51 and 9 Leo 48 (M.C.) is (d) 3'. Multiplying (a) 15 by (d) 3 gives
45. Dividing 45 by (c) 57 gives (b) 1' to be added to 17 N 47, giving the declination of M.C. 17 N 48.
November 1, 1920, Sun 14 S 26 is increasing (a) 20' daily by declination. It
is 8 Scorpio 46 and moving daily (c) 60' by zodiacal longitude. The difference
between 8 Scorpio 46 and 8 Scorpio 34 (Asc.) is (d) 12'. Multiplying (a) 20 by
(d) 12 gives 240. 240 divided by (c) 60 gives (b) 4' to be subtracted from 14 S 26,
giving the declination of the Asc. 14 S 22.
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Examples of charts erected for South Latitude: For south latitude both the
Sidereal Time written on line 20, and the EGMT Interval written on line 26
are ascertained exactly as if the place were in north latitude. The planets’
places are calculated from the EGMT Interval written on line 26 exactly as if
the place were in north latitude. But for obtaining the house cusps from the
Sidereal Time written on line 20, 12 hours must be added, using the degrees
and minutes on the house cusps found from the Sidereal Time thus obtained,
but placing signs opposite to those thus indicated on the house cusps.
Chart 7405 has 5h 03m 19s found in the ordinary way written on line 20.
Adding 12h gives the Sidereal Time as 17h 03m 19s. Calculating the house
cusps in the ordinary way gives 16 Sagittarius 57 on M.C. and 10 Pisces 15 on
the Asc. But instead, the same ° and ‘ of the opposite signs must be used,
giving 16 Gemini 57 on the M.C. and 10 Virgo 15 on the Asc. The minor house
cusps are handled in the same way.
Chart 7406 has 1h 57m 05s found in the ordinary way written on line 20.
Adding 12h gives the Sidereal Time as 13h 57m 05s. Calculating the house
cusps in the ordinary way gives 1 Scorpio 25 on the M.C., and 11 Capricorn 17
on the Asc. Using opposite signs gives 1 Taurus 25 on M.C. and 11 Cancer 17
on Asc. Minor house cusps as shown.
Notes

1. see page 112
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Study Questions

How To Erect A Horoscope (Serial No. 86)
1. What three factors are necessary to erect a horoscope?
2. In subtracting geographical longitude, if the minuend is too small to
permit subtraction, what must be done?
3. Why should the KIND of time used at the date and place of birth
always be carefully ascertained?
4. How much reliance can be placed in actual practice on the theoretical
boundaries of the Standard Time Zones as exactly 7’h East and 7M,
West of the Standard Meridian?
5. Is it necessary to have a Table of Houses for each year?
6. When Daylight Saving Time is given, what correction is necessary to
convert into Standard Time?
7. What is the Dominant Factor?
8. Given a Pacific Standard Time of 6h 30m a.m. at 122M2 W. Longitude
what is the LMT?
9. Given a Mountain Standard Time of 8h 00m p.m. at 103 W. Longitude
what is the LMT?
10. What is the FIRST KEY PROBLEM?
11. Given a LMT of 5h 40m p.m. Jan. 2, 1920, at New York, what is the
Sidereal Time? 12. Given a LMT of 5h 40m a.m. Jan. 2, 1920, at New
York, what is the Sidereal Time?
13. When the Sidereal Time at New York is 15h 6m, show by means of a
map the positions of the signs on the houses.
14. When it is found some of the signs are missing after they have been
copied from a table of houses to house-cusps, what is done?
15. What is the SECOND KEY PROBLEM? 16. What is the difference in
time between Greenwich and Washington, D.C. in Longitude 77W?
17. What is meant by a Plus Interval, and by a Minus Interval?
18. Given a LMT of 6h 36m a.m. at Washington, D.C., in Longitude 77W
what is the EGMT Interval?
19. Given a LMT of 3h 31m p.m. at Rome, Italy, in Longitude 12 1/2 East
what is the EGMT Interval?
20. Given the EGMT Interval of Plus 9h 46m, what is the Constant Logarithm? 21. Given the noon position of the Moon on Jan. 11 as Libra 2°
46', and its noon position on Jan. 12 as Libra 15° 18', what is the daily
motion by Longitude?
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22. Given a planet’s daily motion as 11° 56', what is the Proportional Logarithm of its daily motion?
23. Given the Constant Logarithm and the logarithm of a planet’s daily
motion, how is the distance the planet travels during the INTERVAL
found?
24. If the position of the Moon is Sagittarius 14° 51', and its travel during
the Minus Interval is 3° 21', what is its Longitude?
25. When the declination of a planet is N. 16° 42' at noon in the ephemeris,
and the declination is decreasing, what is the declination of the planet
If it travels 58' during a Plus Interval?
Strength And Aspects Of The Planets (Serial No. 87)
1. Explain what is meant by Essential Dignity.
2. How is the sign of a planet’s Fall known from its Exaltation?
3. Explain the meaning of a sign being Ruled by a certain planet.
4. In what way do the sensations of the astral body influence man’s conduct?
5. What one word in each case best signifies the most pronounced influence of each of the Ten Aspects?
6. Explain what is really meant by Orb of Influence.
7. In which houses are planets Powerful; in which Very Powerful?
8. Explain the most expedient way of finding the Semi-Square and SesquiSquare aspects in a horoscope.
9. When determining the aspects in a chart, in which direction of the
zodiac should the aspects always be calculated?
10. Under what circumstances is the expression of an aspect strongest and
clearest?
11. Why are Square Aspects a pronounced factor in the birth charts of all
great men?
12. Name each of the Ten Aspects and give the number of degrees in each.
13. Explain what is meant by Accidental Dignity.
14. How is the sign of a planet’s Detriment known from its Home sign?
15. Explain the manner in which a planet becomes Exalted in a certain
Sign.
16. What are the Four Chief Requisites for judging any horoscope?
17. Due to what reactions do most of the actions of life spring into being?
18. What is meant by the Fixed Cross; the Movable Cross; the Mutable
Cross?
19. Name the aspects (a) of a destructive nature, (b) of a constructive nature, and (c) of a neutral nature.
20. Name the planets (a) of a discordant nature, (b) of a harmonious nature, and (c) of a neutral nature.
21. Why do too many trines and too few squares never produce a strong
virile character?
22. In which houses are planets Feeble; in which Very Feeble?
23. What determines a planet’s Power, or Volume of Influence?
24. What constitutes a planet’s Harmony; what its Inharmony?
25. What determines a planet’s Strength or Tone Quality?

NOTE: Before submitting the Horary FINAL EXAM ANSWERS to headquarters, the chart in question No. 1 on final examination should be sent in
for correction. It should be erected on a Student Chart Blank completely
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filled out. The rest of the final exam will not be corrected until the student
can erect the chart and fill in the aspectarian correctly.
For example: See charts in back of chapter 8.
First Seven Steps In Judging Any Horoscope (Serial No. 88)
1. Are the planets responsible for the events and conditions attracted into
the life?
2. State the difference to be noted in the influence of the planets in the
East from those in the West. 3. What is signified by a planet fast in
motion?
4. Give the Key-word for the influence of a stationary planet.
5. What is signified in a natal chart when the Asc. is slow in motion?
6. What is the relation between the things denoted by the house actually
occupied by a planet and the things denoted by the house it rules by
sign.
7. What is signified by many planets located in the Trinity of Wealth?
8. What Is signified by many planets being in Fixed Signs?
9. What Is signified by the most elevated planet in the chart?
10. What is signified by a Retrograde planet?
11. What is signified when the ruler of the sign on the cusp of a house is
in?
12. Of what importance is the Best Planet in the chart?
13. Of what importance is the Best House in the chart?
14. What Is signified when a planet has many aspects?
15. What is the Key-word for the house occupied by Jupiter?
16. What is the Key-word for the house occupied by Saturn?
17. What is the Key-word for Intercepted Signs?
18. What is signified by many planets located in Personal Houses?
19. What is signified by the house in which the Most Planets are found?
20. Fat is the First Step in judging any horoscope?
21. What is the Second Step in judging any horoscope?
22. What is the Third Step in judging any horoscope?
23. What is the Fourth Step in judging any horoscope?
24. What is the Fifth Step in judging any horoscope? 25. What is the Sixth
Step in judging any horoscope?
26. What is the Seventh Step in judging any horoscope?
The Doctrine Of Horary Astrology (Serial No. 89)
1. In horary astrology, how closely should the rules be followed?
2. What is the First Factor that explains why a horary chart answers a
question if the question is properly timed?
3. What is the Second Factor that explains why a horary chart answers a
question if the question is properly timed?
4. Explain how the two factors operate together to give a correct answer
to a horary question.
5. What three things does a horary chart map?
6. In erecting a horary chart, what is the correct time to use?
7. What is meant by the term QUERENT?
8. What is meant by the term QUESITED?
9. What is meant by the term SIGNIFICATOR?
10. What is meant by the term COSIGNIFICATOR?
11. What conditions in the chart indicate it is better not to pass judgment?
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12. What is meant by MUTUAL RECEPTION, and what does it signify?
13. In what three ways are things, as indicated in a horary chart, brought
to pass?
14. In what way is the time when an event will transpire indicated in horary
astrology?
15. What is meant by VOID OF COURSE, and what does it signify?
16. What is meant by TRANSLATION OF LIGHT, and what does it signify?
17. What is meant by COLLECTION OF LIGHT, and what does it signify?
18. In the Hermetic System of Astrology, what is the basis for omitting
from all charts fixed stars, parts of fortune and moon’s nodes?
19. What is indicated if one or more of the significators is retrograde?
20. If, before the aspect is fully complete, one of the significators turns
RETROGRADE and the aspect is not fully formed, what is signified?
21. If, before the aspect between the significators is perfected, some other
planet comes to a complete aspect to either of them, what is signified?
22. If, before the aspect between the significators is perfected, one of them
must pass to a different sign, what is indicated?
23. When matters are brought about by a sextile, what may be expected?
24. When matters are brought about by a square, what may be expected?
25. Are matters commonly brought about by an opposition, and what
may be expected from this aspect?
Questions Relating To First Six Houses (Serial No. 90)
1. By inspecting a horary chart how can it be learned what the question is
about?
2. In a horary chart or a natal chart, how is it determined whether there
will be greater success by going to a distance or remaining where one
is?
3. In the Hermetic System, how are all directions determined?
4. In the Hermetic System, what indicates the kind of environment?
5. Does associating with the things ruled by a planet or sign change the
quality of its energy?
6. In a natal chart or a horary chart, how would you determine the direction to move in order to have the greatest business success?
7. In a natal chart or a horary chart, how would you determine the kind
of environment to select to have the greatest business success?
8. In a natal chart or a horary chart, how would you determine the kind
of environment most favorable to health?
9. In a horary question regarding health, what factors should be given
close attention?
10. In a question of health, what signifies the health that may be expected
in the near future?
11. Why should an astrologer refuse to predict death?
12. What factors should receive special attention in questions of money?
13. What conditions in a horary chart indicate a debt will be paid?
14. What indicates in a natal or horary chart that there will be great wealth?
15. When money is shown to be gained or lost, how is the method by
which this is brought about determined?
16. What conditions in a horary chart indicate a proposition will make
money?
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17. What conditions in a horary chart indicate the Querent will agree well
with his neighbors?
18. In a horary chart, how is the condition of an absent brother or sister
determined?
19. In a horary chart, how is the direction in which the brother is, from the
Querent, determined?
20. In a horary chart, how is it determined where a lost or stolen article is?
21. In a horary chart, what indicates a lost or stolen article will be recovered?
22. In a question of real estate, what represents the value of the property to
the Querent?
23. In a question of real estate, what represents the value of the property to
the other person?
24. In a horary chart or a natal chart, what signifies there will be children?
25. In a horary chart or a natal chart, what signifies that tenants will be of
a desirable character?
Questions Relating To The Last Six Houses (Serial No. 91)
1. In a horary chart or a natal chart, what are the three factors that should
be considered in a question of marriage?
2. In a horary chart or a natal chart, what indicates whether or not the
first opportunity to marry is the best that can be expected?
3. In a horary chart or a natal chart, what indicates the kind of persons
and fortune with them there is a tendency to attract in partnerships?
4. Subservient to this general fortune in partnership what, in a horary
chart or a natal chart, more specifically describes the person there is
the opportunity to marry?
5. In a horary or a natal chart, what indicates the conditions and circumstances under which the future husband or wife will be met?
6. In a horary chart, what indicates the querent will marry the person he
has in mind?
7. In a horary chart, how is it determined that individuals, armies, or
nations inquired about will fight?
8. In deciding the winner of contests, political elections and games, in
what manner is the chart divided?
9. Which half of the chart represents the challenger?
10. Which half of the chart, when there is no definite challenger, represents the home team?
11. When the question is asked, and there is no definite challenger or
home team, how is it decided who is represented by the east side of
the chart?
12. When it is decided who is represented by the east side of the chart,
how is the winner selected?
13. How is it indicated in a conflict whether or not one opponent has a
decided control over the other?
14. In a contest of short duration, when a malefic crosses the cusp of the
1st or 10th, what often happens?
15. How can a chart be erected to show the outcome of a race?
16. How can a chart be erected to show whether some stock or commodity will rise or fall in price?
17. What indicates how much money some person asked about has?
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18. What indicates the querent should place no reliance on the advice of a
certain alleged spirit?
19. What indicates that an expected inheritance will be received?
20. In a horary or natal chart, what indicates that the public will place
great reliance on what the querent writes or says?
21. In a horary or natal chart, what indicates there will be success in publishing, teaching, or lecturing?
22. In a horary chart or a natal chart, what indicates the best business in
which to engage?
23. In a horary chart what indicates the querent should engage in the
business he contemplates?
24. In a horary or natal chart, what indicates the chief influence of friends?
25. In a horary or a natal chart, what indicates the chief influence of the
querent’s advantage over his private enemy?
How To Select The Best Time For Any Undertaking (Serial No. 92)
1. For what purpose should the Mars planetary hours be selected?
2. In Table XI, how is the length of the planetary day hour found for any
day of any month in Lat. 30N; and how is the night hour found for the
same day?
3. Having determined the length of the planetary night hour, how may
the period ruled by Venus on Wednesday between Sunset and midnight be determined?
4. Near what time of day and in what planetary hour should a particular
enterprise be started when it is not of consequence enough to select a
chart for its beginning?
5. In a general way what time of day is the worst time for a person to do
things of importance?
6. In a general way what time of day is the best time for a person to do
things of importance?
7. Give the order of sequence in which the planets rule the planetary
hours.
8. In every natal chart what three planets should be determined that one
may know the best, worst and the most eventual days and hours?
9. In what way are the Ascending Degree and the Degree on the M.C.
important in every chart selected for commencing a venture?
10. Having found the Sidereal Time corresponding to a chart favorable to
a venture, how may the time of day be found when the heavens will
be located as in the chart?
11. In selecting the most auspicious day and moment to commence any
particular thing, what is the first thing to select?
12. In selecting the most auspicious day and moment to commence any
particular thing, in what special manner must the houses be occupied
by sign or planet at the time elected?
13. What are the most important astrological factors to consider in selecting a proper time to start any enterprise of consequence?
14. Is it advisable for the body part ruled by the natal Moon-sign or the
body part ruled by the progressed Moon-sign to be operated upon?
15. For what purposes should the Moon be (a) increasing in light; (b)
decreasing in light?
16. What aspects does the Moon form to the Sun at New Moon and Full
Moon?
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17. What planet always rules the hour immediately after sunrise?
18. How is the length of the planetary day hour of any day precisely determined?
19. How is the length of the planetary night hour of any night precisely
found?
20. How may the exact time, when any aspect between the planets during
the current year is formed, be determined for the place of residence
from the ephemeris?
21. To what extent should a trial chart for selecting a time be judged before it is adopted?
22. Why will not picking a time when the planets are favorable as shown
in the ephemeris for the current year always insure the success of any
venture started?
23. For a matter to reach maturity quickly, even at the expense of size,
during what quarter of the Moon should it be started?
24. The activity of what planet is favorable to buying?
25. The activity of what planet is favorable to selling?
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History of
The Brotherhood of Light

T

o trace the origin of The Religion of the Stars, recourse must be made
to tradition. Pseudo occultists and charlatans are only too ready to
appropriate a name and use it to deceive the unwary. Hence a name
and boasted lineage mean nothing in such matters. When genuine they rest
upon secret tradition. And such documentary evidence as can be submitted
for the genuine may easily be imitated by the spurious.
The only safe criterion of the genuineness of any esoteric teaching is the
amount and accuracy of the information contained therein. The Brotherhood of Light lessons are now accessible to all. We welcome investigation
with a view to proving their value. The lineage here given is not to claim
infallibility or to prove authority, but to disclaim any originality in the ideas
set forth beyond their method of presentation. Upon the prima facie evidence these lessons contain as expositors of THE RELIGION OF THE STARS,
The Church of Light is well content to rest all its claims.
According to tradition, in the year 2,440 B.C., a group separated from
the theocracy of Egypt, and through subsequent times, as a secret order,
the name of which translated into English means The Brotherhood of Light,
has been perpetuated, and has exerted a beneficial influence upon western
civilization.
During only one period of Egyptian history did the teachings of The Religion of the Stars have a great influence on Egyptian civilization. This was
during the reign of Akhenaten. This king was influenced by The Brotherhood of Light and broke completely with the corrupt priesthood of Amen.
He moved to his City of the Horizon and spread stellar art and wisdom
throughout Egypt. He died before the establishing of a new civilization could
be completed; so the priests of Amen did the best they could to destroy his
city and philosophy.
With the ascension of the Greek civilization, the influence of The Brotherhood of Light is seen in the astrology and mythology of Greece. Many of
the Greek Mysteries take their basic rites from the ancient Egyptians.
The Greek philosophers, Thales, Pythagoras, Plato, Euxodus, and a score
of others famed for learning that might be mentioned, received initiation
directly at the hands of the Egyptian members of the fraternity.
At a later date this venerable order gave the impetus to learning in Alexandria, which made the city so justly famous. One of The Brotherhood of
Light, the noble Hypatia, who, after the decline of the colleges in that city,
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was the last to withstand the onslaughts of superstitious ignorance, and died
endeavoring to spread the light of ancient wisdom.
It was The Brotherhood of Light that preserved the taper of learning from
complete extinction during the dark ages, and that was responsible for kindling with it the fires of science and philosophy in Europe, even in the face of
ruthless persecution.
The Brotherhood of Light not only has persisted as such on the innerplanes,
but the line of succession has been kept alive, although at times it became
exceedingly thin, also on the physical plane.
Much of our written history is lost in the mist of time. The thread of
modern day existence on the physical plane picks up with the following.
M. Theon, for years, was the head of The Brotherhood of Light in Europe. The teachings came to America and were published in two books translated and edited by Emma Harding Britten, Art Magic and Ghost Land. The
original edition of Art Magic bears this legend at the bottom of the title page,
“Published by the author, at New York, America, 1876.”
T.H. Burgoyne was the son of a physician in Scotland. He roamed the
moors during his boyhood and became conversant with the birds and flowers. He was an amateur naturalist. He was also a natural seer. Through his
seership he contacted The Brotherhood of Light on the innerplane, and later
contacted M. Theon in person. Still later he came to America, where he taught
and wrote on occult subjects. We find articles on the tarot, written by him,
for instance, during 1887 and 1888, in The Platonist, published by Thomas
M. Johnson at Osceola, Missouri. This was more than a dozen years before
Genevieve Stebbins translated the work of P. Christian.
Captain Norman Astley, an officer in the British Army, had traveled extensively. In the performance of his duties he had lived in India and there
had pursued occult studies. He also resided a short time in Australia. Later
he returned to England to meet M. Theon, having previously contacted The
Brotherhood of Light in his travels.
Astley was also a surveyor. Retired from the British Army he surveyed,
among other places, what is now Carmel, California. It was such a beautiful
region that when he married Genevieve Stebbins, a member of The Brotherhood of Light and a Delsarte teacher in New York, they decided to build
their home in Carmel. That was in the 1860’s.
As T.H. Burgoyne was a member of the same organization, it was natural
he should pay them a visit. Captain and Mrs. Astley, who had contacted a
number of earnest students suggested to Burgoyne that he write the basic
Brotherhood of Light teachings as a series of lessons. This he agreed to do
provided the students would enable him to live while he did this work. The
Astleys made contact with students he knew and 12 were found who were
willing to donate $5 per month to this purpose.
Burgoyne lived in the home of the Astleys while he wrote Light of Egypt,
Volume I. He wrote and issued as a manuscript lesson, which the 12 students were permitted to copy, one chapter each month. He had a white pony
which would come at his whistle and follow him as if it were a dog. Each
morning the weather was clement, he and his pony would leave the Astley
domicile and go to a certain wild spot on Point Lobos to commune with the
Monterey pines, to listen to the birds, to caress the flowers, and to hear the
noisy surf boil into a little rocky cove above which in spring wild asters grew
in profusion. Overlooking the charging and retreating waters, always sitting
at the same spot, he wrote the whole of Light of Egypt, Volume I.
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For reasons set forth in the preface to Light of Egypt, Volume I, it was later
decided to publish these private lessons in book form. That this might be
done it became necessary to finance the venture, and to have some kind of
an organization which would resist the attacks it was anticipated would be
made by those opposed to the purpose of the book.
Dr. Henry Wagner and Mrs. Belle M. Wagner (both with Jupiter in the
tenth house of their birthcharts) agreed to finance the venture, and did so
to the extent of $100,000. And a branch of The Brotherhood of Light called
the Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor, was formed for the express purpose
of seeing to it that the Light of Egypt and its teachings should receive wide
distribution.
The Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor was governed in all its affairs by a
council of three members consisting of a scribe, or secretary, an astrologer
and a seer. Burgoyne was the original secretary. He passed to the next plane
in March 1894, while residing in Humboldt County, California. Belle Wagner,
Sun in Pisces, Aquarius rising and the Moon in the first house in Aquarius,
was elected to take his place on the council. Minnie Higgins, Sun in Gemini,
was the astrologer. Mrs. Anderson, Sun in Sagittarius, Moon in Cancer, Libra rising, was the seer. Meetings to decide issues were held on the second
floor of Mrs. Anderson’s large home in Denver, Colorado.
The bylaws of The Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor made it impossible
for any person under 21 years of age to join; made it impossible for a married
person to join unless the spouse also joined, and made membership possible
only after the individual’s record had been thoroughly investigated.
Early in 1909 Minnie Higgins passed to the next plane, and in the spring
of that year Elbert Benjamine was called to Denver and elected to take her
place on the Council as the astrologer. At this meeting on the second floor of
Mrs. Anderson’s home, the other two members of the Council did their utmost, as the official minutes of the meeting show, to convince Elbert
Benjamine that he should undertake the job of preparing a complete system
of education that would enable a wide public to become conversant with
The Religion of the Stars. But it was not until April of the following year that
he consented to do this work.
Meanwhile he had contacted personally and through correspondence
not only members of the Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor, but members of
The Brotherhood of Light who had remained aloof from the organization
with headquarters at Denver. But it was chiefly by his becoming more closely
associated with The Brotherhood of Light on the innerplane that he overcame his reluctance to take over so imposing a task.
In 1913 the three members of the Council of The Hermetic Brotherhood
of Luxor, after due deliberation, voted unanimously to close The Hermetic
Brotherhood of Luxor, and since then no members have been accepted.
During the period, 1914 to 1934 that The Brotherhood of Light lessons
were being written, there was never any spirit other than that of helpfulness
shown toward this work by any member of The Brotherhood of Light or by
any person who had been a member of The Brotherhood of Luxor. And, in
particular, Captain and Mrs. Astley were helpful. Elbert Benjamine visited
them in their home on various occasions, and some of the extensive and
encouraging correspondence he received from them helped him in this work.
In 1918 classes were first opened to the public. In order to carry out its
objective of reestablishing The Religion of the Stars on earth, The Brotherhood of Light was incorporated as The Church of Light, on November 2,
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1932, 9:55 a.m. PST at Los Angeles. The three founders of The Church of
Light were Elbert Benjamine (C.C. Zain), who served as President until his
demise November 18, 1951; Elizabeth Benjamine, who served as Secretary
Treasurer until her passing in 1942; and Fred Skinner, who served as Vice
President until his demise in 1940. From the 1920’s through the 1940’s much
astrological research was carried on which has become standard reference
for many astrologers.
Much of the history of The Church of Light in years between 1915 and
1951 involve the history of Mr. Benjamine’s efforts. His mission on earth
being completed through the writing, rewriting and printing of The Brotherhood of Light lessons, he felt that his physical form was worn beyond
repair and that he could better serve the cause of Universal Welfare by leaving that body behind and moving to the next phase of his work in God’s
Great Plan.
In accordance with Mr. Benjamine’s instructions, there was no public
funeral, and his body was cremated. Because of his desire to be free from
thoughts and emotions of grief so he might make a speedy adjustment in his
new life, the announcement of his passing was withheld until the Response
Day dinner in Los Angeles on December 18, 1951.
He left a priceless heritage in The Brotherhood of Light lessons, which
must be preserved and passed on unchanged to succeeding generations.
The Light of Egypt is a consortium of advanced students and Hermiticians
who seek to carry on the high traditions of the Brotherhood of Light by
contributing our utmost to Universal Welfare without thought of personal
gain or recompense.
It continues to work toward fulfilling these purpose by meeting the needs
of a new world order with its progressive philosophy of soul development.
As always there is a determination that each individual should have the opportunity to Contribute his or her Utmost to Universal Welfare to the end
that all people may live with freedom from fear; freedom from want; freedom of speech; freedom of religion, and to be enlightened to the extent they
wish by the soul uplifting teachings of The Religion of the Stars.
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Declaration of Principles

W

e are a Religious altruistic association. We consider all humanity as
equal in the higher sense, and utilize our resources for the purpose of assisting each individual to fulfill their part in the Divine
Plan. Our Hermetic Philosophy indicates that each soul is responsible for its
spiritual progress; and our lessons provide the best information possible for
the attainment of true spirituality and happiness on the physical plane and
on each higher plane of progress.
There cannot be Two Orders of Truth in the Universe. Therefore, we
deny that there is any antagonism between true Science and true Religion.
We accept but one book as infallible in interpreting the Will of Deity. That is
the Book of Nature. We worship but one Religion, which is also a Science:
Nature’s laws.
Students are under no obligation to accept our teachings. We encourage
them to investigate all existing religious and occult organizations, and our
course on Evolution of Religion gives details on how our philosophy relates to
many of the religions of the world today.
We teach that the family and the marriage relationship are the most powerful aid in building the spiritual body. It is through the sacrifices of the
parents for the children that they give up selfishness and then transfer that
love to higher planes of work. Our course, Ancient Masonry, gives more detail about this process, as well as the course on Spiritual Alchemy and the
one on Occultism Applied to Daily Life.
Our view of the reason for existence upon the earth is discussed in the
book, Astrological Signatures, and the book Organic Alchemy. We know from
tradition and scientific experiments that the soul and personality survive the
transition called death and live on higher planes of existence. This is outlined
in the book The Next Life. We also have lessons on healing and alchemy (psychology) both from the spiritual and physical plane.
Our philosophy is grounded in two basic studies: The Golden Key of
Astrology and the Silver Key of the Sacred Tarot. Only with a thorough knowledge of these two keys may the sanctuary of Nature’s Temple be opened.
Astrology is the science of finding and utilizing the natural potentialities as
indicated by the planetary chart of birth. It becomes a religion when it shows
the individual how these natural tendencies can be utilized for the benefit of
all humanity and furtherance of the purposes of Deity. This is why we are
called The Religion of the Stars.
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The Sacred Tarot is the pictorial form of the spiritual ideas of our world as
viewed by the spiritual giants of the past and checked by subsequent illuminated ones as to accuracy. Initiates of all ages have added their contributions.
It is the esoteric presentation of the Hermetic Philosophy, and provides each
Neophyte with many sources of meditations and inspiration. Our courses on
The Sacred Tarot and Spiritual Astrology give much insight on these two foundations of Knowledge.
The Religion of the Stars is dedicated to the unfoldment of the Universal
Plan for this Aquarian Age. A Nine Point Plan provides the framework for
this work. The Nine Point Plan is:
That everyone should have:
Freedom from Want
Freedom of Expression
Freedom from Fear
Freedom of Religion
That to obtain these in proper measure, people must have the freedom to
become familiar with:
Facts of Astrology
Facts of Induced Emotion
Facts of Extrasensory Perception
Facts of Directed Thinking
And, that instead of working to take all that he can for himself, each must
learn to find pleasure in
Contributing His or Her Utmost to Universal Welfare
The Brotherhood of Light teachings are presented in 21 courses covering
21 Branches of Occult Science. The courses have study questions in the
back of each book for every lesson. If you you request them, you will receive a final exam for each course. Upon passing the final exam, the Award
Manuscript will be sent to you. These give information on the safest method
of developing higher states of consciousness and other information of value
to the neophyte.
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Home Study Program

About The Home Study Program...
The Brotherhood of Light lessons offer the safest and most reliable information concerning occult studies found anywhere! Many are interested in
investigating the occult sciences but cannot find a suitable teacher or are unable to find a practical approach to such matters. To meet this challenge the
Home Study Program was designed.
Much information about the outerplane environment can be had in public schools and universities. Of equal importance is knowledge of the
innerplane. Since this information is not yet available in our public institutions, The Brotherhood of Light lessons are published.
With the dawning Aquarian Age, our planet is undergoing a new dispensation of knowledge. Manifestations of this knowledge are evident in the scientific and technological growth experienced since 1881. So that development
may be along the most constructive channels, it is important that we work to
align personal and community intention to the Will of Deity. It is the role of
religion to facilitate this alignment.
The Religion of the Stars teaches that the most reliable evidence of God’s
intention is obtained by observing Nature. To do this requires not only effort,
but the process of trial and error. Sometimes standing on the shoulders of
those who precede us can be helpful. May we suggest that you will find The
Brotherhood of Light lessons to be a reliable guide, as well as some of the
most uplifting material you will ever encounter.
Who can enroll in the Home Study Program...
Anyone can study the 21 Courses by reading the material contained
therein, and may submit examinations for correction. Upon receiving a passing grade, members will receive the “NotSold Manuscripts.” They contain
information which we believe to be safest and most reliable methods for psychic unfoldment.
While the reason for each person’s study is highly personal, there can also
be an organization goal. That is, to become a Hermetician. A Hermetician is a
person who has passed final exams on all 21 Courses and thereby demonstrated physical knowledge of all branches of the Hermetic Sciences (Astrology, Alchemy and Magic). As a Hermetician one is eligible to participate more
fully in the religious and educational aspects of the organization.
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How does the program work...
Recognizing that each person begins his/her course of study with a particular area of interest we have structured the program so you may pass courses
in any order you wish. We strongly encourage you to undertake the passing
of examinations in sequence from Course 1 to 21.
You can request that we send you an a Course 1 (Laws of Occultism) examination.
After receiving a passing score (exams are open book) we will send you
the “Not Sold Manuscript.” This process is repeated until you reach the
Hermetician level by passing exams for all 21 courses.
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Other Brotherhood of Light
Courses
Other Brotherhood of Light Courses in the Astrology Branch
Course 2, Astrological Signatures
For those only vaguely acquainted with Astrology, this course provides a
genuinely complete starting point. For those thoroughly conversant in the
effects of the stars and planets, this course explains the connection Astrology
has always had throughout the millennia with the Religion of the Stars. The
religion’s Hermetic Traditions concerning where the soul had its origin,
through what processes it reached the earth and why human incarnation
was necessary are related. Of special interest is the explanation of the purpose of joy and sorrow. Also included is a description of the aspect of the
Religion of the Stars evident in the Mysteries of Ancient Egypt-from a translation by Genevieve Stebbins of Iamblichus’s description of the ancient initiation ceremony.
Course 7, Spiritual Astrology
The ancient Wise Ones, when they had discovered some great and vital spiritual truth, looked about to find some material object which would explain,
in terms of universal symbolism, this truth to generations to come, of whatever land and of whatever subsequent time. Doctrines of the Religion of the
Stars thus formulated were pictured in the sky as the 48 ancient constellations. Each of these constellations is a spiritual text and by their means every
story in the Bible or any other Sacred Book may correctly be interpreted.
Course 10-1, Delineating the Horoscope
As the Lessons on Astrology emphasize: much is to be gained by diligent
application of the rules when delineating—and much is lost by not doing so.
Here, then, is the Hermetic System of Natal Astrology, step by step, along
with the unsurpassed “Outline of a Complete Astrological Reading.” When
this process is followed, one can hardly avoid providing an effective and
helpful delineation. Of interest to the beginning student or the advanced are
the explanations of the 36 decanates, illustrated with examples of renowned
persons having Sun, Moon or Ascendant in that decanate.
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Course 10-2, Progressing the Horoscope
A technical manual on the Hermetic System of Progressions, major and minor. Some of the best proof of Astrology’s validity and effectiveness (especially for those extremely skeptical of the science) can be found in this area
due to the ease of observing the influences of properly timed major progressions. Hermetic rules regarding the delineation of progressed aspects assist
the student in avoiding erroneous assumptions concerning the progressed
chart. To round out this study of Natal Astrology, a Lesson on the Hermetic
System of rectifying the horoscope is included for use in erecting a birthchart
when the exact birth-time is undetermined.
Course 13, Mundane Astrology
The sign occupied by each of the planets in our solar system, and the aspects
they form from time to time, have an influence over the trend of world
events. Where these events will chiefly take place, however, must be determined from specific natal charts and progressions. When these natal charts
are unavailable, though, astrological influences can be determined through
the Cycle charts of the nations, cities, groups, etc., in question. This course is
not only one of the few technical manuals available on the erection of Cycle
charts and delineation, but, by way of numerous examples, provides a fascinating and enlightening account of the effect of planetary cycles in the 1800’s
and early 1900’s on the United States and the world.
Course 15, Weather Predicting
A complete treatment of the subject and the only text available entirely devoted to astrological influences on the weather. The inner-plane weather
mapped by astrological positions has an influence on all earthly things and
enterprises and physical weather is no exception. Weather predicting according to the Hermetic System here set forth is exclusively astrological. The
attention is directed to the manner in which the inner-plane weather tends
to change the physical weather from its normal trend during the season at
any place selected. This is particularly useful information for those involved
in agriculture, aviation, travel or planning a social event. It is an aspect of the
science that should surely not be neglected by anyone seeking a complete,
working knowledge of Astrology.
Course 16, Stellar Healing
This course entails what is probably the most effective method of spiritual
healing: treatment according to birthchart indications. Natal and progressed
constants have been determined through years of extensive research for 160
of the more prevalent diseases; these are included along with the appropriate
stellar treatment for each. For ease of reference, the latter six Lessons are
devoted to an alphabetical arrangement of the diseases, from abdominal
troubles through yellow fever. A most important inclusion is the method in
Lesson 197 for calculating astrodynes, harmodynes and discordynes, the
unsurpassed mathematical formula for the measurement of astrological power
developed by Elbert Benjamine and W.M.A. Drake in 1946.
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The 21 volume Brotherhood of Light series
on the occult sciences by C.C. Zain includes:
3 Branches of Study

Title

Serial Number
Astrology

Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.

2
7
8
10
13
15
16

Astrological Signatures
Spiritual Astrology
Horary Astrology
Natal Astrology
Mundane Astrology
Weather Predicting
Stellar Healing

1–5, 20, 21, 46 & 47
71–83
36, 86–92
19, 103–117
141–150
190–196
197–208

Alchemy
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.

3
9
12
14
17
19
21

Spiritual Alchemy
Mental Alchemy
Natural Alchemy
Occultism Applied
Cosmic Alchemy
Organic Alchemy
Personal Alchemy

49–54
95–101
125–140
151–162
164–172
209–215
216–225
Magic

Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.
Cs.

1
4
5
6
11

Cs. 18
Cs. 20

Laws of Occultism
Ancient Masonry
Esoteric Psychology
The Sacred Tarot
Divination &
Character Reading
Imponderable Forces
The Next Life

39–45
6–18
56–67
22–33, & 48
118–124
183–189
173–182

Award Manuscripts
1
2
3
4
5
6

The Safest and Most Effective Method
of Psychic Development
How to Become Conscious
on the Inner Plane
How to Contact Desired Information
on the Inner Plane
How to Hold the Consciousness on
the Selected Level of the Inner Plane
Breathing to Acquire Proper Electrification
How to Become Objectively Aware
of Information Acquired from the Inner Plane

226
227
228
229
54
230
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Title
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Serial Number

How to Use the Transition Technique of ESP
231
How to Control Inner Plane Activities
232
How to Develop Soul Activity
34
How to Direct Soul Activity
35
How to Travel in the Astral
94
Soul Mates
69
How to Use Personal Cycles For Soul Unfoldment 93
How to Use Talismans For Special Purposes
84
Customs and Habits of Elementals
68
Value of Totems
85
Contacting the Masters
163
Great Pyramid Interpreted
55
Symbol Reading Made Easy
70
Initiation
38
Practice of White Magic
37

